













Together with Department Reports
AND PAPERS RELATING TO THE AFFAIRS
OF THE CITY
DOVER, N. H.






Dover, N. H., January 1, 1931.
To Fred E. Quimby, City Clerk :
You are hereby directed to place the manuscript
of the Annual Reports for the year 1930 in the of-




Joint Standing Committee on Printing.
CITY GOVERNMENT, 1930-1931
Organization
The first Wednesday in January, in the even year,
at 10 o'clock, A. M.
Stated Meetings
The first Thursday in each month at 8 o'clock, P. M,
Special Meetings
At the call of the Mayor.
Mayor
Elected biennially in the month of December by the people.
Hon. T. Jewett Chesley;
Residence, No. 29 Fisher Street.
Office, City Building.
Hoard of Mayor and Aldermen
Elected biennially in the month of December by the people
Hon. T. Jewett Chesley, Chairman.
Fred E. Quimby, Clerk.
Harry 0. Berry, Ward 1
City Clerk
Elected biennially in the month of January by the City Councils in
Convention.
Fred E. Quimby;
Residence, No. 73 Silver Street.
Office, City Building.
Telephone, Office, 328; Home, 14.
City Messenger
Elected biennially in the month of January by the City Councils in
Convention.
Harold R. McEwan ;
Residence, 5 Coolidge Avenue.
Office, City Building.
Telephone, Office, 180-W; Home, 809-M.
Common Council
Elected biennially in the month of December by the people.
Alonzo G. Willand, President.
Duncan S. McIntyre, Clerk.
Nathaniel H. Lunt,
President of the Common Council
Elected biennially in the month of January by the Common Council.
Alonzo G. Willand
;
Residence, No. 37 Belknap Street.
Clerk of the Common Council





Elected biennially in the month of January by the City Councils in
Convention. Bond required, $20,000.00.
Ellen M. Galucia;
Residence, No. 13 West Concord Street.
Office, City Building.
Telephone, Office, 203-W; Home, 1014.
Assistant to the City Treasurer
Appointed by the Treasurer.
Doris E. Conant.
Collector of Taxes
Elected biennially, prior to the month of June, by the Board of Mayor and
Aldermen. Bond required, $20,000.00.
Arthur L. Davis
;
Residence, No. 66 Portland Avenue.
Trustees of Trust Funds






Finance—The Mayor, Aldermen Wentworth and
Nelson, Councilmen Willand and Morrison.
Claims—Alderman Blair, Councilmen Cater and
Nutter.
Bills in their Second Reading—Alderman Labonte,
Councilmen Gage and Bernier.
Elections—Alderman Callahan, Councilman Penney.
Repairs of Schoolhouses—Alderman Berry, Council-
men McNeil and Nutter.
Lands and Buildings—Alderman Kincaid, Council-
men Jenness and Peabody.
Printing and Stationery—Alderman Ham, Council-
men King and Ferguson.
Fire Department—Alderman Blair, Councilmen
Grady and Cater.
Street Lighting—Alderman Reynolds, Councilmen
Lunt and King.
Military Affairs—Alderman McFadden, Councilmen
Morrison and McNeil.
City Hall—The Mayor, Alderman Reynolds, Coun-
cilmen Willand and Ferguson.
Publicity—The Mayor, Aldermen Wentworth, Ham,
and Blair and Councilmen Willand, Peabody and
Grady.
In Hoard of Mayor and Aldermen
On Poles and Wires—Aldermen Labonte, Callahan
and Berry.
Suppression of Tree Pests—The Mayor, Aldermen
McFadden and Ham.
Meeting of the Joint Standing Committee on Claims will be held at the
office of the City Clerk on the Monday following the first Thursday in each
month, at 7.30 o'clock in the evening.
ELECTIVE OFFICERS, 1930
Assessors
One chosen annually in the month of January, fox1 the term of three years.
Name Term Expires
Henry H. Clifford, January, 1931
Frank N. French,* January, 1932
James F. Dennis, January, 1933
Henry H. Clifford, Chairman.
James F. Dennis, Clerk.
Office, City Building.
Overseer of the Poor
Elected biennially in the month of January by the City Councils in
Convention.
William E. Colbath ;
Residence, No. 38 Fisher Street.
Office, 324 Central Avenue.
Telephone, Home, 885-R.
City Physician
Elected biennially in the month of January by the City Councils in
Convention.
Allen P. Richmond, M. D.;
Office, Odd Fellows' Building.
Telephone, Office, 47-W; Home, 47-R.
Registrar of Motor Vehicles
Fixed by Ordinance.




*Died December 29, 1930.
Water Commissioners
Elected triennially in the month of March by the City Councils in Con-
vention. The Mayor and President of the Common Council members,
ex-officio.
Name Term Expires
Hon. T. Jewett Chesley, January 1, 1932
Alonzo G. Willand, January 1, 1932
Luke H. McEwan, April 1, 1931
John Clancy, April 1, 1932
Edgar A. Davis, April 1, 1933
Hon. T. Jewett Chesley, Chairman.
Alonzo G. Willand, Clerk.
Ellen M. Galucia, Treasurer.
Superintendent of Water Works
Elected by the Board of Water Commissioners and holds office at the
pleasure of the Board. Bond, $1,000.00.
Walter C. Cambbell;
Residence, No. 88 Cataract Avenue.
Office, City Building.
Telephone, Office, 203-M ; Home, 822-W.
Office Clerk,
James Littlefield;
Residence, No. 65 Hill Street.
Telephone, Home, 1011-W.
Police Commissioners
Appointed by the Governor, with the advice and consent of the Council,
for a term of three years.
Thomas Webb, Term Expires Sept. 1, 1931
Owen Coogan, Term Expires Sept. 1, 1932
Charles E. Lord, Term Expires Sept. 1, 1933
Charles E. Lord, Chairman.
Thomas Webb, Clerk.
City Marshal
Appointed by, and tenure of office at the pleasure of, the Board of Police
Commissioners.
Charles C. Crowley;
Residence, No. 28 Mount Vernon Street.
Office, City Building.
Telephone, Office, 38; Home, 1265.
Assistant Marshal
Appointed by, and tenure of office at the pleasure of, the Board of Police
Commissioners.
Residence, No. 20 Hough Street.
Office, City Building.
Telephone, Office, 38; Home, 1209-M.
Police Officers
Appointed by, and tenure of office at the pleasure of, the Board of Police
Commissioners.
William D. Lothrop, Sergt.
Edward F. McDonough, William S. Scanlon,
Dewey W. Allen, Harry McCarthy,
Perley A. Quimby, George A. Labonte,
Frank W. Jones, Henry E. Griffin,
John J. Daley.
Justice of Municipal Court
Appointed by the Governor with the advice and consent of the Council.
Term, until seventy years of age.
Patrick W. Murphy;
Residence, No. 634 Central Avenue.









Residence, No. 44 Fourth Street.
Clerk of Municipal Court
Bert Wentworth;
Residence, No. 44 Fourth Street.
Telephone, Home, 289-M.
Licensing Board
Created by Ordinance under the Statute.
Hon. T. Jewett Chesley, ex-officio, Mayor
Charles C. Crowley, ex-officio, City Marshal
Fred E. Quimby, ex-officio, City Clerk
Office, City Building.
City Solicitor
Elected biennially in the month of January by the City Councils in
Convention.
Albert P. Sherry;
Office, No. 347 Central Avenue.
Telephone, Office, 399-W ; Home, 399-R.
Engineers of Fire Department
One member elected annually in the month of January by the City Councils
in Convention, for a term of three years.
Carroll M. Nash, Chief Engineer.
Edward F. Knott, First Assistant.
Frank E. Tuttle, Second Assistant.
Carroll M. Nash, Chairman.
Edward F. Knott, Clerk.
Office, Central Fire Station.
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Street Commissioner
Elected in November, 1928, by the people, for three years.
Ernest L. Lucas ;
Office, City Building.
Clerk, Ellen O. Lucas.
Park Commissioners
Nominated by the Mayor and confirmed by the Board of Aldermen.
Hon. T. Jewett Chesley, ex-officio.
Alonzo G. Willand, ex-officio.
Henry Law, March 1, 1931
J. Edward Richardson, March 1, 1933
Edward J. Ackroyd, March 1, 1935
Hon. T. Jewett Chesley, Chairman.
Fred E. Quimby, Clerk.
Ellen M. Galucia, Treasurer.
City Civil Engineer
i the month of September by
Convention.
Walter S. Wheeler
Elected biennially in the City Councils in
Residence, No. 88 Park Street.
Board of Health
One member appointed annually in the month of February by the Board
of Mayor and Aldermen for the term of three years.
Name Term Expires
Thomas Hathaway, February, 1931
William E. Whiteley, February, 1932
A. P. Richmond, M. D., Chairman, February, 1933
Wm. E. Whiteley, Executive Officer and Clerk.
Telephone, Office, 206-W; Home, 486-M.
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Trustees of Dover Public Library
Elective members chosen in the month of October, annually, for a term
of seven years, by joint ballot of the Library Trustees and the City Councils.
The Mayor and President of the Common Council members, ex-officio.

















Hon. T. Jewett Chesley, Chairman.
Clarence I. Hurd, Clerk.
Ellen M. Galucia, Treasurer.










Trustees of Pine Hill Cemetery
Elective members chosen in the month of February, annually, for a
term of five years, by joint ballot of the Cemetery Trustees and the Board
of Aldermen. The Mayor a member, ex-officio.






Term expires March, 1931
Term expires March, 1932
Term expires March, 1933
Term expires March, 1934
Term expires March, 1935
Hon. T. Jewett Chesley, Chairman.
Fred E. Quimby, Clerk.
Ellen M. Galucia, Treasurer.
Harry A. Morrison, Collector.
Edward S. Young, Superintendent.
Residence, No. 241 Washington Street.
Telephone, 547-X.
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Trustees of Wentworth Hospital
Elective members chosen annually in the month of March, by the Board
of Aldermen upon nominations submitted by the Mayor. The Mayor and
President of the Common Council members, ex-officio.








Term expires Jan., 1932
Term expires March, 1931
Term expires March, 1932
Term expires March, 1933
Term expires March, 1934
Term expires March, 1935
Hon. T. Jewett Chesley, Chairman.
Fred E. Quimby, Clerk.
Ellen M. Galucia, Treasurer.
Grace P. Haskell, Superintendent.
Jane E. Harvey, Assistant Superintendent.
Britomarte King, Night Assistant Superintendent.
School Committee
Five members elected biennially in the month of December by the people
for a term of four years each ; five members chosen by the City Councils in
Convention (from Wards One, Three and Five in the odd years, and from
Wards Two and Four in the alternate year), for a term of four years each.





Norman E. Seavey, January, 1934
Ward 5 Elizabeth Williams, January, 1931
Ward 5 Michael Duffy, January, 1932
Ward 5 George E. Brennan, January, 1934
Hon. T. Jewett Chesley, at large.
George D. McDuffee, Chairman.
Norman E. Seavey, Secretary.
Ellen M. Galucia, Treasurer.
William H. Pinkham, Truant Officer.
Superintendent of Schools
J. E. Wignot;
Residence, No. 35 Silver Street.
Office, City Building.
Telephone, Office, 513-W; Home, 490.
Moderators
Fleeted biennially in the month of December by the people
Ward 1—Melvin B. Pray.
Ward 2—Walter S. Wheeler.
Ward 3—Alonzo G. Willand.
Ward 4—Charles W. Twombly.
Ward 5—Michael Duffy.
Ward Clerks
Elected biennially in the month of December by the people.
Ward 1—Norman A. Shorey.
Ward 2—John W. Hogan.
Ward 3—Fred J. Merchant.
Ward 4—Joseph Heeney.
Ward 5—Bernard J. Connors.
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Selectmen
Elected biennially in the month of December by the people.
Ward 1—Charles W. Rollins, James L. Furbush,
Francis W. King.
Ward 2—William H. H. Brock, Robert H. Lamb,
Charles E. Jenness.
Ward 3—Newell H. Young, John H. Leavitt, Fred
C. Waterman.
Ward 4—William D. Ford, Albert N. Stadig, Har-
old K. Tibbetts.
Ward 5—John McArdle, George H. Grimes, George
Courteau.
Supervisors of the Check Lists
Elected biennially in the month of December by the people.
Ward 1—Bert Wentworth.
Ward 2—Henry H. Clifford.
Ward 3—Edwin M. Carr.
Ward 4—Frank E. Rollins.
Ward 5—Edward Durnin.
Room 13, City Building.
Inspector of Petroleum and Its Products
Elected biennially in the month of March by the Board of Mayor and
Aldermen.
Joseph Heeney;
Residence. No. 17 Hanson Street.
Sealer of Weights and Measures








he month of March b
Convention.
Fred E. Goodwin, Edwin M. Carr.





Elected biennially in the mont rch by the City Councils in
Measurers of Stone
n the month of March by t
Convention.
Fred C. Smalley, William H. Currier.
Elected biennially i he City Councils in
Measurers of Leather
Elected biennially in the month of March by the City Councils in
Convention.
William S. Fraser, John D. Babb,
Walter L. Rollins.
City Weighers and Measurers of Wood and Lumber
Elected biennially in the month of March by the City Councils in
Convention.
John W. Butterfield J. Herman Ham,
Arthur Brochu Harold Hanson
Franklin Bemis Lindley I. Jenness
Eugene Beaulieu Irving Kimball
George F. Boothby Charles Littlefield
Bernard Brennan Ludger Labbe
Jeremiah Crowley Patrick McEnearney
Jasper E. Cater Oliver J. Mercier
Robert F. Davis Thomas B. McKenna
Henry Demers John Norman






































































5 fur bearing animals 5.00
12 vehicles 1,600.00
5 portable mills 1,600.00
1 boat 400.00
Wood and lumber 3,920.00
Gasoline tanks 22,150.00
Stock in trade 2,356.017.00
Mills and machinery 2,942,902.00
Polls, number 7,508
National Bank stock taxes 1,762.50
Tax for school purposes 416.26
$15,693,559.76




To the Board of Mayor and Aldermen :
1929
To tax list as committed . . .$479,033.31
To interest 510.04
To added list 3,014.41
$482,577.76
1929
By paid city treasurer $471,095.47




Your committee, having found that Arthur L. Da-
vis, collector of taxes for the year 1929, has collect-
ed all the taxes for that year and paid the same to
the city treasurer, taking his receipt for the same,
we recommend that the chairman of this committee
be empowered and instructed to write a discharge
upon the collector's bond for the year,. and that the










To the Board of Mayor and Aldermen :
Gentlemen:—The committee appointed to audit
the accounts of Arthur L. Davis, tax collector for
the year 1930, reports as follows:
1930





By paid city treasurer . . . .$450,829.88




Balance due on 1930 list $ 27,084.61
Motor Vehicle Permits
January 1st to December 31st, 1930
Total number of permits issued, 3,853.
Amount received for all permits $21,230.38
Amount paid city treasurer 20,267.13











Missing bonds $ 10,000.00






Less cash in treasury January 1, 1930 . . 48,529.10
Debt for ascertaining borrowing capaci-
ty $420,070.90
Six per cent of valuation Jan. 1, 1931 . .$941,613.58
Less total debt as above 420,070.90
Borrowing capacity January 1, 1931 . . .$521,542.68
Borrowing capacity January 1, 1930 . . 537,137.45
Decrease in borrowing capacity $ 15,594.76
OUTSTANDING INDEBTEDNESS
JANUARY 1, 1931
Showing Amount Maturing Each Year
Sewers Highways City Hall Bridge School
1931
ANNUAL APPROPRIATIONS, 1930
Brown-Tail Moths and Other Tree Pests,
suppression of $ 2,300.00
and $800.00 from miscellaneous in-
come not otherwise herein appropri-
ated.
Cemeteries 1,000.00
and $1,000.00 from money to be re-
ceived from registration of motor ve-
hicles. To provide for general mainte-
nance of all public cemeteries within
the limits of the city, also for the care
of the Grand Army lot and all plots
throughout the city containing memo-
rials to Dover citizens who died in the
service of their country during the
world war. All income to revert to the
department. All coal to be supplied
by the committee on municipal coal
supply.
City Debt 17,500.00
also $8,000.00 from money to be re-
ceived from registration of motor vehi-
cles, and $14,000 from income of the
water department.
City Hall 7,500.00
and income of the department, for gen-
eral maintenance of the city building
and incidental charges provided by or-
dinance. All coal to be supplied by




and all other municipal income not
otherwise hereing appropriated. To in-
clude band concerts, Memorial Day and
Fourth of July observances, the com-
memoration of the 150th anniversary
of Dover's military organization,
the
maintenance of a dental clinic to be
conducted under the direction of the
District Nurses' Association, for ad-
vertising the city, and the payment of
all claims and awards against the city
not properly chargeable to other mu-
nicipal sub-divisions; also, to
provide
a meeting-place or headquarters
for
the various military organizations
and
auxiliary bodies, including the Sons of
Union Veterans and the Women's Re-
lief Corps, at an expense not to exceed
five hundred dollars annually; the pre-
siding officers of these several organ-
izations to constitute a house commit-
tee, which shall, by major vote, deter-
mine the particular dates upon which
the several organizations shall occu-
py the premises herein provided
for
regular or special meetings. It shall
also be a condition of this author-
ization that said house committee
shall see that any and all conditions
imposed by the landlord or owner of
the premises provided are rigidly en-
forced. The funds of this department
shall be disbursed under the personal
supervision of the mayor, or by spe-
cific vote of the city councils.
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County Tax $17,000,00
and $11,000 from money to be received
from registration of motor vehicles and
$17,279.26 for money to be received
from the State for taxation on inter-
ests and dividends.
Dover Public Library 9,000.00
and income of the department. To in-
clude the amount required by law, and
the payment of $1,125.00 to the school
committee for heating and janitor
service from January 1, 1930, to April
1, 1930, and for heating the library
building from April 1, 1930, to Decem-
ber 31, 1930.
Dover Water Works 6,350.00
for maintenance of fire hydrants and
for all water required for fire fighting
purposes. The water department to
pay the city hall committee $200.00 for
rent of rooms in the city building oc-
cupied by said department, and con-
tribute $14,000.00 toward reduction
of the city debt.
Election Expenses 3,500.00
To provide for land rent, ward room
supplies and general election expenses.
Fire Department 26,500.00
for general maintenance and purchase
of 500 feet of fire hose. All coal to be
supplied by the committee on munici-
pal coal supply.
Health Department 13,000.00
and income of the department. To in-
26
elude the maintenance of clinics, and
$50.00 to be paid the city hall commit-
tee for rent of rooms in the city build-
ing.
Highways $94,500.00
together with all reimbursements and
other income of the department, and
so much of $70,000.00 as may be neces-
sary (said sum of $70,000.00 to be pro-
vided by a bond issue to be negotiated
by the joint standing committee on
finance and the city treasurer), for the
continuation of cement construction on
Central avenue, such work to be done
under the direction of a board consist-
ing of the joint standing committee on
finance and the street commissioner.
No part of said $70,000 shall be used
except for the purpose for which it
was raised.
Said $94,500.00 and other income of
the department shall be divided as
hereinafter set forth, and any unex-
pended balance in any of the sums
herein set apart, may be applied to
such other department interests as the
joint standing committee on finance
may determine. Said divisions are as
as follows: The sum of $4,000.00
(which includes any sum heretofore
set apart for this purpose), to provide
for the construction of a sewer on
Fourth street; the sum of $5,000.00 for
the extension of the Berry brook sew-
er, so called; the sum of $9,000.00 for
resurfacing Central avenue from Cen-
27
tral square northerly to a terminating
point to be determined by the board
having in charge the continuation of
cement road construction; the sum of
$10,000.00 to meet the city's obliga-
tion in the construction of the cement
road from Dover to Rochester; the
sum of $8,250.00, as required by the
State, for maintenance of State high-
ways within the limits of said city;
and the balance of said appropriation,
together with miscellaneous income,
shall be expended by the street com-
missioner under the provisions of the
city charter for general maintenance
and improvements in the various sub-
divisions and interests under the su-
pervision of the street commissioner,
to include improvements on Henry
Law avenue adjacent to Henry Law
Park.
Insurance ? 2,500.00
and $3,500.00 from money coming
from the State. To be apportioned un-
der the direction of the mayor.
Interest 18,275.00
and income to be received from Na-
tional banks for interest on daily bal-
ances.
Lands and Buildings 700.00
Municipal Coal 7,000.00
For fuel to be furnished the city hall
committee, the Wentworth hospital,
fire and cemetery departments. To be
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purchased and distributed under the
direction of the joint standing com-
mittee on finance.
Parks and Playgrounds $ 6,500.00
To include supervision, development
and general maintenance of all parks
and playgrounds under the control of
the board of park commissioners.
The above sum and all income accru-
ing to the department to be disbursed
by said board of park commissioners.
Police Department 28,700.00
and income of the department from
police court fines, fees, etc., to include
the gratuity heretofore allowed Ex-
City Marshal Wilkinson for the year
1930. The department to pay city hall
committee $500.00 for rent of rooms
in the city building.
Printing and Stationery 1,500.00
Repairs of Schoolhouses 5,000.00
Salaries 13,350.00
To include the mayor, city clerk, city
treasurer, collector of taxes, city mes-
senger, city solicitor, board of asses-
sors and clerk of said board, city phy-
sician, clerk of the common council,
overseer of the poor, sealer of weights
and measures, justice and clerk of the
municipal court, and probation officer.
Schools 115,000.00
and income of the department. To in-
clude all legal requirements, cleaning
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schoolhouses, and furnishing heat and
janitor service for the public library
from January 1, 1930, to April 1, 1930,
and heating said library building from
April 1, 1930, to December 31, 1930.
School Tax $ 3,332.00
State Tax
$43,321.20 from money coming from
the State.
Street Lighting 26,250.00
Support of paupers 16,493.00
Wentworth Hospital 24,000.00
and income of the department, The
above sum shall include the care and
treatment, without charge, of any
member of the fire department of the
city of Dover requiring such attention
as the direct result of injuries sus-
tained while in the discharge of his
official duties. All coal to be supplied




As various financial factors are embodied in the
following tables which do not appear in the treas-
urer's report of cash debits and credits, a summary
of these elements are appended to bring the two
into juxtaposition.
RESOURCES
Resources as per table No. 1 $739,993.06
Add balance on hand January 1, 1930 . 45,867.69
Total $785,860.75
Deduct sums drawn from treasury .... 5,796.36
To balance $780,064.39
EXPENDITURES
To determine treasury balance:
Balance unexpended, Table II $ 10,847.19
Less overdrafts 2,389.42
Gives a total of $ 8,457.77
Deduct sums drawn from treasury 5,796.36
Makes a net gain of $ 2,661.41
Add treasury balance January 1, 1930 . 45.867.69
And we find treasury balance January
1, 1931 $ 48,529.10
FINANCIAL SUMMARY
TABLE L, 1930
Showing the amount raised by taxation for the
support of the several departments, and the sources
from which the additional funds required for the



















































Trust Funds .. :




























































































Showing the various department expenditures, to-
gether with the overdrafts, and the balances remain-
ing to the credit of the departments at the close of
the year.
Department
CITY EXPENSES FOR 1930
BEING AN ITEMIZED ACCOUNT MADE UP
FROM THE BOOKS OF THE CITY
CLERK AND CITY TREASURER
To ascertain the sources from which the income of
the various departments have been derived, see ta-
bles immediately preceding; for the financial con-
dition of the various trust fund accounts, see report
of joint standing committee on finance; for financial
details of the school committee, board of water com-
missioners, trustees of the Wentworth hospital, trus-
tees of the public library, trustees of Pine Hill cem-
etery, overseer of the poor, and the street commis-
sioner, see respective department reports. To avoid
redundancy the details above referred to are omitted
in the following classification of expenditures.
BROWN TAIL AND GYPSY MOTHS, ETC.
RESOURCES
Appropriation $ 2,300.00
From miscellaneous income 800.00
Total resources $ 3,100.00
EXPENDITURES
Hester & Eaton, contract $ 2,916.70
F. W. Neal & Co., hardware 16.92
34
Barrett Ins., Agency, indemnity insur-
ance $ 83.30
Dover Tribune, advertising 2.00






Motor vehicle fees 1,000.00
' Total resources $ 2,000.00
EXPENDITURES




From anticipated income 22,000.00
Total resources $39,500.00
DISBURSEMENTS
High school annex bonds $13,000.00
Highway loan 5,000.00
Bridge bonds 5,000.00










Payrolls, labor $ 5,558.65
Twin State Gas and Electric Co., lighting 1,504.85
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., service 52.42
Dover Water Works, water 284.54
P. F. Casey Co., electrical supplies . . . 17.36
E. H. Quimby, office supplies 26.40
H. E. Senate, printing 4.00
C. E. Brewster Co., toilet paper, etc .... 35.10
Jenness Hardware Co., hardware 5.87
Joseph Cote, trucking 1.32
W. C. Swan, care of pianos 20.00
J. H. Seavey, hardware 186.16
J. W. Morrison, bond 5.00
G. C. Bumford, keys, locks, etc 6.25
Littlefield, Frary & Co., sweeping com-
pound 27.30
C. A. Pierce & Co., bag salt 1.10
Mrs. E. M. Folland, repairing 3.75
Flanders' Electric Shop, work on motor . 1.00
Swift & Co., soap 5.40
Caswell Est., blacksmith work .50
M. P. Steeves, carpenter work 54.90
I. B. Williams & Sons, belting 1.19
F. F. Davis, electrical supplies 2.10
Dustbane Mfg. Co., sweepers 13.62
A. V. Greenlaw & Sons, roofing 212.53
T. H. McGrail, first aid supplies 1.00
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W. A. Kimball, repairing furniture .... $ 16.25
Cheshire Chem. Co., disinfectants 13.00
Annie E. McNeil, brooms 10.00
The Holmerden Co., disinfectants 40.35
Holcomb Mfg. Co., brushes 25.50
C. B. Dolge Co., disinfectants 23.52
Lincoln K Ross, supplies 6.15
Marett Furniture Co., portiere rings . . . .75
Detex Watchclock Co., discs 2.87
N. Twombly & Son, carpenter work . . . 61.03
Am. LaF. F. & F. IndL, hose gaskets . . . 2.31
School committee, supplies 1.63
J. K. Home, labor 1.25
Sanitary Service Supply Co., disinfec-
tants 10.00
B. D. O'Kane, oil .85
E. D. Smith, care of clocks 27.75
W. T. Moore, Christmas trees 5.00
H. G. Hayes, boiler work 4.75
Hoitt & Wentworth, painting 783.18
E. Morrill Furniture Co., window shades,
etc 30.40
E. L. Jones, electrical supplies 113.52
John Baty, piping, etc 122.15
E. L. Corson, trucking 1.75
Joe Hughes, mason work 22.75
J. E. Vickery, first aid supplies 4.00
Dover Grain Co., salt 1.80
Prominent Specialty Co., floor oil 62.75






Direct appropriation $ 8,000.00
Excess of motor fees over amount appro-
priated 267.13
Excess of tax collections over appropri-
ations 7,228.99
Miscellaneous fees, not otherwise cred-
ited 436.07




W. U. Telegraph Co., standard time ... $ 19.69
E. H. Quimby, office supplies and equip-
ment 223.15
G. J. Foster & Co., printing and adver-
tising 155.95
N. E. T. & T. Co., service 228.00
County of Strafford, abstracts of records 43.88
G. G. Neal, printing and binding 148.95
H. E. Senate, printing 130.72
Dover Tribune, printing and advertising 86.55
C. F. Whitehouse, printing .....' 14.00
T. H. Dearborn, postage 207.38
W. S. Wheeler, surveying 50.00
J. T. Robbins, clerical work, assessors . 217.50
Auto Service Bureau, record sheets .... 37.92
Street Commissioner, reimbursements . . 1,647.77
Payrolls, vital statistics 184.50
John Boyd, care First Parish clock . . . 50.00
J. E. Richardson, blue prints 1.10
E. Morrill Furniture Co., desk chair . . . 16.50
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Bostitch Sales Co., stapler $ 3.00
Readsboro Chair Co., chairs 385.00
Berry's Garage, filing saws 4.90
1st Nat. Bank, Boston, bond issue 332.50
T. J. Chesley, expense acct., bond issue 19.44
Munson Supply Co., set speed keys . . . 4.00
Street Commissioner, repairing cement
sidewalk 86.45
J. F. Curley, taxi service 3.00
American City, subscription 4.00
Payroll—poll tax canvassers 470.50
University of N. H., blue prints 4.32
J. P. Keenan, wiring Christmas tree . . . 50.00
H. H. Clifford, use of auto 75.00
McMillan Book Co., loose leaves 3.31
A. W. Rowell, Tr., assessors membership
fee 2.00
Town of Rollinsford, land tax 8.48
Dist. Nurses' Assn., gratuity 500.00
S. J. Labonte, use of auto 42.50
Pacific Mills Band, concerts 62.50
N. H. Building Com. memorial plate . . . 50.00
Pacific Mills Co., rent G. A. R. hall 83.34
T. S. Gas & Elect. Co., electric clock . . . 43.38
E. L. Corson, express 3.00
F. E. Quimby, vital statistics 167.40
S. W. Caswell Est./ keys 5.50
L. A. Scruton, Christmas trees 50.00
Ry. Express Agency, service 1.18
Barrett Ins. Agency, bond 200.00
Weights and Measures:
S. J. Labonte $ 16.50
J. H. Seavey 13.20
W. & L. E. Gurley 71.45




W. H. Brownell, chairman . $ 171.53
July Fourth
:
Ringing bells $ 44.00
A. Mariana, fireworks .... 300.00
J. F. Fitzgerald 50.00
$ 394.00
Armistice Day:
High School band $ 25.00




150th anniversary Battery B $ 350.00
Trees:
Payrolls $ 3,378.46
F. W. Neal & Co., 48.42
Central Cons. Co 41.60
Street Commissioner 312.12
J. H. Seavey 12.78
T. P. Connors 18.00
E. V. Smith 351.00
W. S. Nichols 2.25













From anticipated income 28,279.26
Total resources $45,279.26
Paid county treasurer $45,279.26
DAMAGE BY DOGS
RESOURCES
Received from dog licenses . $ 979.85
EXPENDITURES
G. J. Foster & Co $ 9.00
M. Daugustine 12.00
E. C. Eastman Co 20.20
R. P. Chamberlain 20.00
The Dover Tribune 12.50
A. G. Willand 70.00
W. A. Hodgkinson 5.00
John Ross 2.00
John H. Jenness 35.00
Allen A. Quimby 7.50
E. M. Hall 10.00
M. E. Came 5.00
George E. Buzzell 10.00
Wm. Penn Tuttle 6.00
E. Rinaldi 25.00
Fannie E. Hanson 20.00
E. M. Galucia, school treasurer 710.65
Total expenditures $ 979.85
DOVER PUBLIC LIBRARY
Appropriation $ 9,000.00














March 11, 1930 $ 363.64
June 10, 1930 180.00
September 9, 1930 739.21
November 4, 1930 920.02
$ 2,202.87
E. L. Corson, delivering ballots 4.50
G. J. Foster & Co., printing and adv. . . . 342.85
The Dover Tribune, printing and adv. . 167.00
G. I. Leighton, lunches 191.30
C. F. Whitehouse, printing 96.10
Twin State Gas & Electric Co., lighting 84.41
E. J. York, coal 56.42
B. & M. Railroad, land rent 25.00
E. L. Jones, electrical supplies 6.88
W. H. H. Brock, labor 13.00
J. H. Gagne, fuel 9.75
E. H. Quimby, election supplies 103.30
J. H. Seavey, awls, etc 9.70
C. E. Andrews, oil 2.25
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W. D. Ford, labor $ 10.50
A. N. Stadig, labor 26.10
J. K. Home, oil 5.00
G. C. Bumford, keys 4.85
F. W. Woolworth Co., supplies .60










R. H. Bunker, tires, etc 33.40
Twin State Gas & Electric Co., lighting 340.24
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., service 102.68
I. B. Williams & Sons, gong, etc 100.00
Gamewell Co., supplies 417.49
Standard Oil Co., gasoline 262.63
W. U. Tel. Co., standard time 16.50
Hoitt & Wentworth, painting, stock . . . 15.05
Ahrens-Fox Fire Engine Co., supplies . . 101.00
A. H. Blanchard, reducers, etc 37.81
Railway Express Agency, charges .... 21.00
W. T. Boothby, tires, etc 102.58
Granite State Laundry, laundry 16.39
Swift & Co., soap 11.60
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J. H. Seavey, hardware $ 12.90
Jenness Hardware Co., hardware .... 54.86
C. O. Whitley, laundry work 45.16
E. L. Jones, electrical work 6.55
W. L. Flanders, electrical work 10.45
H. C. Hacking, repairs 36.90
Kidney's Garage, auto repairs 12.25
White Co., auto repairs 671.48
Berry's Garage, brake lining 39.23
Cheshire Chemical Co., chemicals 31.25
Bullard-Davis, Inc., canisters 21.86
Rochester Germicide Co., disinfectants . 18.00
Mosso Laboratories, oil-of-salt 12.50
C. M. Nash, expense account 7.06
American Mop Co., mops 11.30
W. E. Campbell, pruning blades 1.00
Gardner Broom Co., brooms 28.50
John Baty, repair tool box 2.00
O. F. Kress & Co., switch 5.29
J. O. Parker, repair gas tank 4.30
Star Broom Co., brooms 20.00
Dover Auto Body Co., repairs 3.75
A. G. Gillis, celluloid lights in windshield 6.00
Neal P. & B. Co., record book 36.00
F. S. Hardy & Co., electrical supplies . . 79.94
B. & M. Railroad, freight 2.82
Estate S. W. Caswell, blacksmith work . 48.15
C. E. Brewster Co., chemicals 117.84
F. J. Farley, bedding 10.14
Dover Water Works, water 55.44
American LaFrance Fire Engine Co., sup-
plies 53.61
M. F. Ellis & Co., brooms, etc 16.69
E. H. Quimby, office supplies 10.25
P. F. Casey Co., electrical work 234.37
Eureka Fire Hose Co., hose 475.00
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G. J. Foster & Co., advertising $ 8.50
N. E. Brush Co., brushes 57.00
Carpenter Mfg. Co., battery 35.53
Guy P. Brooks, coats 57.75
F. W. Neal & Co., hardware 3.50
Motor Vehicles Dept., license fees .... 14.00
Avery's Elect. Serv. Co., electrical work 9.95
Kenmore Motor Co., repairs 78.52
G. H. Wahn Co., wire 49.25
Mine Safety App. Co., "first aid" 10.69
Auto Radiator & Repair Shop, repairing
gas tank 14.80
Dallman Co., Inc., sponges 7.30
H. K. Barnes Co., fuses 3.40
Dover Buick Co., repairs 6.00
Albert Healey, burying horse 6.00
A. F. Tibbetts, tires and tubes 101.80
Guy L. Churchill, battery repairs 1.50
J. F. Etter & Co., bulbs 3.75
Nat. Board Fire Underwriters, record
book 1.00















Place's Stables, care of horses, etc. . . . 1,460.50
C. Ouellette, horse shoeing, etc 178.00
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., service 63.62
Railway Ex. Agency, express charges . . 10.38
J. H. Seavey, hardware 9.90
C. E. Brewster Co., chemicals 25.60
C. F. Whitehouse, printing 18.50
Dover Lodge of Elks, rent of office .... 240.00
W. E. Whiteley, expense account 8.97
T. H. Dearborn, P. M., postage 9.40
Jenness Hardware Co., hardware 7.53
E. L. Corson, trucking 6.00
Dover Tribune, advertising 8.00
E. H. Quimby, office supplies 11.40
W. H. Vickery & Son, medicines 1.35
Barrett Ins. Agency, indemnity insurance 306.59
Lothrops & Pinkham Co., medicine . . . 8.25
S. W. Caswell Est, blacksmith work . . . 20.50
J. F. Curley, taxi service 19.50
A. P. Richmond, M. D., professional serv-
ice 34.00
Groan's Cash Market, groceries 45.71
Parle Ice Co., fuel 13.00
People's Market, groceries 30.39
S. J. Labonte, taxi service 114.50
Victory Market, groceries 16.61
J. B. Page Printing Co., printing 40.76
P. Cassily, groceries 33.80
Cartland G. & P. Co., groceries 30.00
Dover Grain Co., fuel 6.00
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Travelers Insurance Co., premium .... $ 2.25
B. D. O'Kane, groceries 1.00
Prominent Specialty Co., sprayers .... 3.00
City Hall Committee, rent 50.00
John Baty, labor and material 8.75






From Cement Highway bonds 70,000.00
Premium on bond issue 1,173.70
Accrued interest on bonds 36.38
From treasury 1,825.36
Total resources $167,535.44




From money coming from the state . . . 3,227.43
Total resources $ 5,727.43
EXPENDITURES
Barrett Ins. Agency, premiums $ 1,368.19
H. P. Henderson, premiums 774.22
*For detailed report of receipts and expenditures see report of street
commissioner.
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Charles H. Foss, premiums $ 460.00
George M. Stevens, premiums 795.78
Frank P. Shepard, premiums 355.53
Mathes Bros. Co., premiums 627.60
Charles E. Cronin, premiums 22.50
John W. Morrison, premiums 476.00
Edwin M. Carr, premiums 59.50
Harry A. Morrison, premiums 445.00
J. H. Grimes & Son, premiums 25.50






From income on deposits 1,902.95
Total resources $20,177.95
DISBURSEMENTS
Paid interest on loans:
Temporary loans $ 751.93
Sewer and Highway notes . 8,449.50











John Baty, plumbing $ 84.85
Littlefield, Frary & Co., plumbing 39.91
L. E. Rollins, roofing Broadway station 335.60
E. E. Blake, rods and anchors 2.25
S. J. Labonte, taxi service 6.00
E. C. Jenness, labor 6.50
E. Morrill Furniture Co., window shades 8.10
E. P. Beckingham, repairing boiler .... 8.30







E. J. York, coal $ 4,346.18
Parle Ice & Coal Co., coal 2,614.44
G. B. Fleming, fuel 31.00
J. H. Gagne, fuel 7.00






In anticipation of taxes $40,000.00





Rent on Guppy farm 360.00
Reimbursement, from Sawyer fund . . . 634.60
Balance from 1929 1,366.63





J. H. Seavey 550.00
A. W. Wiggin 35.00
P. J. Duffy 38.88
W. J. Adams 86.28
F. H. Marshall 10.00
J. R. Cote 10.00
J. P. Fitzgerald 5.75
F. F. Page 5.00
$ 1,375.91
Guppy Park:
W. J. Adams $ 422.28
Wm. St. Lawrence 128.00
F. W. Neal & Co 24.40
J. H. Grimes & Son 90.00
A. C. Bumford 1.50
C. E. Prout 3.50
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G. J. Foster & Co $ 1.35
J. C. Cloutman 2.50
Branch McKay 74.00
Frank Carregher 41.00




F. H. Marshall 308.00
D. Chesley & Co 4,000.00
J. H. Seavey 102.98
Walter S. Wheeler 31.25
L. E. Rollins 17.00
S. W. Caswell Est 3.00
Littlefield, Frary & Co. . . . 5.57








E. J. York 33.47
J. H. Seavey . . .' 7.51
Littlefield, Frary & Co 27.11
Twin State Gas & Elect. Co. 19.00




L. E. Rollins 182.74
J. H. Seavey 6.06
James Parker 3.00
$ 247.30
Total expenditures $ 9,459.13
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Am. Gas Accumulator Co., acetylene gas
traffic signals, etc 592.89
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., service 600.79
Twin State Gas & Electric Co., lighting 449.22
C. E. Brewster Co., sanitary fluid, etc. . . 30J 8
C. C. Crowley, expense account 80.85
P. F. Casey Co., electrical supplies .... 280.14
City hall committee, rent of rooms 500.00
Street commissioner, gasoline 96.09
Dover Tribune, printing and advertising 6.50
Dover Buick Co., repairs 88.43
Bert Wentworth, professional service . . 10.00
G. M. Stevens, insurance 26.01
Geo. J. Foster & Co., advertising 7.50
Rochester Germicide Co., disinfectants . 6.75
Orient Spray Co., liquid soap 18.00
Gulf Refining Co., oil 2.75
E. H. Quimby, office supplies 3.00
A. E. McNeil, whisk brooms 3.43
Marshall Press, printing 5.75
A. J. Roy, battery 6.50
S. W. Caswell Est, drilling bolts 4.50
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W. L. Farnham, painting $ 11.00
Avery's Auto Elect. Serv., spark plugs . 2.25
Indian Motorcycle Co., speed oil .... 6.00
School Dist., writing paper 2.70
Littlefield, Frary & Co., pipe and cutting 1.75
E. J. York, pine boards 2.41
F. F. Davis, utensils 6.50
Mundy Motor Co., gas 2.00
A. F. Tibbetts, tire and tube 40.00
Hoitt & Wentworth, painting 67.00
E. E. Blake, repairs 6.05








Page Printing Co., annual reports $ 907.01
Neal P. & B. Co., binding 326.95
G. J. Foster & Co., printing ordinances 264.43








H. G. & R. H. Hayes, plumbing $ 366.58
E. J. York, lumber 19.31
J. H. Seavey, hardware 11.66
E. L. Jones, electrical work 143.40
P. F. Casey Co., electrical work 30.03
A. E. Bowles & Son, blackboards, etc . . 431.52
Littlefield, Frary & Co., boiler work . . . 174.86
F. W. Neal & Co., hardware 13.79
F. H. Welch, painting 347.76
Johnson Service Co., installing thermo-
stats 133.61
J. K. Home, patching boiler, etc 540.90
John Twombly, labor 20.70
J. H. Dondero, repairing boiler, etc. . . . 339.39
Jenness Hardware Co., hardware 12.57
Standard Electric Time Co., service .... 56.06
Geo. W. Garland, distilled water .50
J. F. Curley, taxi service 2.00
Hoitt & Wentworth, painting 30.82
J. R. Goodwin, carpenter work 10. 9t)
S. W. Caswell Est., iron work 4.00
J. A. Moore, work on flagpole 12.00
Leon Healey, cutting lawns 19.15
Flanders' Electric Shop, service .50
E. H. Lombard, mason work 21.70
E. Morrill Furniture Co., labor 3.15













T. Jewett Chesley, mayor $ 1,200.00
Fred E. Quimby, city clerk 2,000.00
Ellen M. Galucia, city treasurer 1,100.00
Harold R. McEwan, city messenger .... 1,400.00
Arthur L. Davis, tax collector 1,800.00
Board of Assessors 1,800.00
Albert P. Sherry, city solicitor 600.00
William E. Colbath, overseer of poor . . 500.00
William E. Whiteley, sealer 300.00
A. P. Richmond, city physician 600.00
James F. Dennis, clerk of assessors .... 50.00
Duncan S. Mclntyre, clerk of common
council 100.00
Bert Wentworth, probation officer .... 200.00
Bert Wentworth, clerk of municipal
court 400.00




Paid school treasurer 115,000.00







Paid state treasurer 3,478.00
STATE TAX
Anticipated revenues $43,321.20




















Money borrowed in anticipation of taxes $40,000.00
Notes paid at maturity 40,000.00
TRUST FUNDS
Received from depositors $ 4,923.50










Cash on hand January 1, 1930 $45,867.69
Cemetery Trust Funds:
Annie McCullough, graves 11
and 12, lot 17, Catalpa Ave.,
group 9 $ 20.00
George W. Wendell, lot 176,
West side, Ave. I 100.00
Catherine Austin, grave 6, lot
17, Catalpa Ave., group 9 . 10.00
J. B. Drew & A. H. Drew, lots
07 and 08, Ave. G 200.00
Eliza J. Calcutt, southwest half
of lot 30, Walnut Ave., group
11 50.00
William Wendell, lots 145 and
147, Ave. 1 200.00
Agnes M. Paton, lot 8, Catalpa
Ave., group 4 100.00
John H. Hewitt, grave 10, lot
15, Catalpa Ave., group 9 . 10.00
Nathan Shackley, lots 623 and
624, Ave. Q 200.00
James E. Danforth, grave 11,
lot 15, Catalpa Ave., Gerani-
um Path, group 9 10.00
John Busby, lot 122, Ave. I. . . 100.00
Herbert C. Hodgdon and Nora
J. Hodgdon, southwest half
lot 13, Walnut Ave., group
11 50.00
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Eva M. Hanson and Sadie E.
Hanson, northeast half lot
13, Walnut Ave., group 11 . $ 30.00
Washington Anderton, lot 197,
Ave. H 100.00
Duncan S. Mclntire, grave 1,
lot 61, Watson Ave., Clover
Path, group 1 10.00
George W. Page, lots 107i/2
and 108%, Ave. B 200.00
Margaret J. Brown, graves 7,
8, 9, lot 61, Watson Ave. Clo-
ver Path, group 1 30.00
Joseph H. Pennette, southwest
half, lot 805, Ave. S 50.00
T. E. Watson, lot 630, Ave. R. 100.00
Martin P. Bennett, lots 225 and
226, Ave. G 200.00
John Martin, grave 6, lot 577,
Ave. P 10.00
Charles J. Manuel, lot 19, Ca-
talpa Ave. group 11 50.00
Clayton B. Severance, grave 10,
lot 61, Watson Ave., Clover
Path, group 1 10.00
Mrs. Moses N. Young, lot 125 100.00
Mary E. Williams, lots 129, 130,
131, 132, 134, 135, 136, Ave.
D 600.00
Coleman and Cushing, lot 512,
Ave. Q 100.00
Mrs. Frank E. Meserve, graves
5 and 6, lot 61, Watson Ave.,
Clover Path, group 1 .... 20.00
A. S. Crawford, lot 160, Ave N. 100.00
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Mrs. John Boothby, graves 1,
2, 3, lot 63, Watson Ave.,
Clover Path $ 30.00
Mrs. Eliza R. Small, southeast
half lot 30, Walnut Ave.,
group 11 50.00
Clinton Campbell, grave 11,
lot 61, Watson Ave., and Clo-
ver Path, group 1 10.00
Irving W. Towle, grave 7, lot
63, Watson Ave., Clover
Path, group 1 10.00
Teeling and Twombly, lot 125,
Ave. K 100.00
John Hewitt, graves 4, 5, 6,
lot 25, Catalpa Ave., group 9 30.00
Mrs. Sadie E. Tuttle, lot 12, Ja-
ponica Path and Maple Ave.,
group 2 6.00
Mrs. A. B. Paton, lots 1, 2, 3, 4,
5, 6, Maple Ave., group 11 600.00
Frank J. Boyden, southeast half
of lot 32, Walnut Ave 50.00
Jennie Turner, graves 4, 5, lot
63, Watson Ave., Clover
Path, group 1 20.00
Fred F. Harrison, grave 12, lot
61, Watson Ave., group 1 . 10.00
Orrin M. Blaisdell, graves 11,
12, lot 63, Watson Ave.,
group 1 20.00
Leon Dusseault, grave 6, lot 63,
Watson Ave., Clover Path,
group 1 10.00
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Mrs. Eula H. Buckley, graves 1,
2, lot 59, Catalpa Ave., group
11 $ 20.00
Edward H. Spurling, southwest
half lot 31, Walnut Ave.,
group 11 50.00
J. and C. Randall, lot 677, Ave.
Q 100.00
Fred H. Roberts, burial lot, Do-
ver Point road 1,000.00
Income on same 27.50
$ 4,923.50
City hall committee 2,723.47
Currier fund, charity 40.00
Dover Water Works 14,000.00
Guppy fund, charity 80.00
Health Department:
Milk licenses $ 194.00
Travelers Insurance Co., re-
fund 114.75
Lothrops & Pinkham Co. . . 2.75
Fumigation 1.50
$ 313.00
Interest on deposits 1,902.95
Licenses, Dances:
Mrs. Gertrude Nadeau, Mal-
ta hall $ 1.00
Dover Grange, No. 225, Mal-
ta hall 23.00




Circus, Dover Lodge, B. P.
O. E $ 50.00








No. 1 Edward Baer $ 10.00
No. 2 B. Goldstein 10.00
No. 3 Sam Wiseman 10.00
No. 4 Joseph Baer 10.00
No. 5 Sam Wiseman 10.00
$ 50.00
Dog licenses 979.85
Police department fines, costs and fees . 1,658.93
Paupers' Department, Reimbursements:
Account check No. 342 $ 31.23




State Forestry department . $ 30.20




Automotive service Bureau 4.93
Fees from city clerk 1,025.14
Notes payable 40,000.00
Elections 42.00
City of Dover, N. H., Bond Issue Acct.
;
Cement Road loan bonds 97,000.00
Premium on account Cement Road loan
bonds 1,173.70




1929, Arthur L. Davis Col. $31,065.28
1930, Arthur L. Davis, Col. 450,913.71
$481,978.99
Arthur L. Davis, collector, motor vehicle
fees 20,267.13
Taxes, State of New Hampshire:
Taxes on interest and dividends 19,132.08
Insurance tax 264.45
Railroad tax 19,925.66
Savings bank tax 26,357.25
Buildings and loan tax 1.27
Total resources $780,064.39
EXPENDITURES
Brown tail moths $ 3,026.42
Cemetery funds, perpetual
care, income to be used
for benefit of lots, depos-
ited in Strafford and Mer-
chants Savings banks ... $ 3,896.00
Fred H. Roberts, burial lot,
Dover Point road 1,000.00




City Hall committee 9,427.57
Contingent 11,436.68
Damage by dogs $ 269.20
To school district 710.65
$ 979.85

































Balance from 1929 account $10,881.64








Balance from 1929 account $ 204.11
City appropriation 167.535.44








Balance from 1929 account $ 1,278.56
City appropriation 27,000.00
Miscellaneous, (see hospital report) . . . 49,253.36
Total $77,531.92
Expenditures $76,207.20
Balance, cash on hand .... 1,324.72
$77,531.92
SCHOOL DISTRICT
Balance from 1929 account $ 52.39
City appropriation 115,000.00

















Balance from 1929 account $ 511.26
City appropriation 2,000.00
Miscellaneous, (cemetery report) 12,736.72
Total $15,247.98
Expenditures $14,911.42




Balance from 1929 accounts $ 427.09
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Balance, cash on hand .... 491.94
$10,265.64
RECAPITULATIONS
City proper, balance $48,529.10
Water Works balance 8,954.54
Highway, balance 231.17
Wentworth hospital, balance 1,324.72
Parks, balance 27.10
Pine Hill cemetery, balance 336.56
Dover public library, balance 491.94





Dover, N. H., December 31, 1930.
CONDITION OF TRUST FUNDS
DECEMBER 31, 1930
DONOR BENEFIT OF AMOUNT
Currier, John H Charity $ 1,062.73
Drew, David Public schools 1,138.87
Drew, David Public schools 1,451.50
Drew, David Public schools 1,377.88
Currier, Jacob M Cemetery 3,402.81
Furber, Cora A Cemetery 3,655.04
Guppy, J. Belknap Cemetery 595.17
Guppy, J. Belknap Worthy poor 2,129.98
Hall, Daniel Library 603.65
Hanson, Caroline Hospital 400.00
Hanson, Martha E Hospital 5,541.97
Jaques, Lizzie H Public library 2,510.04
Lothrop, James E Public library 1,054.35
Lothrop, James E Hospital 1,081.83
Lougee, Nancy E Hospital 1,731.10
Nealley, B. Frank Hospital 5,581.28
Nealley, B. Frank Hospital 17,122.57
Perkins, Hosea B Public schools 1,200.16
Pray, Thomas J. W Public library 1,161.77
Sawyer, Abbie M Garrison Hill Park . . . 4,369.04
Sawyer, Abbie M Hospital 4,465.15
Sanborn, Emma J Hospital 3,350.60
Stackpole, J. H Cemetery lots 1,540.85
Tredick, Benjamin F Cemetery 5,277.44
Woodman, Sarah C Public library 5,281.72
Woodman, Theodore W Cemetery organ 4,654.37
Worthen, Leola Hospital 545.99
Durrell, Mary S Cemetery lots 585.31
Lane, E. B Hospital 1,185.64
Lane, E. B Public library 508.31
Lane, Edmund J Hospital 5,402.34
Park Commission Parks 504.48
Lot Owners Cemetery 150,887.87
Dover High School Stage equipment . .
.
27.80
Woodman, C. and W Cemetery lots 226.69
Dover Public Library Library 68 -84
Roberts, Fred H Cemetery lot 1,068.29
ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
JOINT STANDING COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
Dover, N. H., January 1, 1931.
To the City Councils of the City of Dover :
The undersigned, joint committee on finance of the
City of Dover, have examined the books and accounts
of the City Treasurer, Ellen M. Galucia, and com-
pared the footings of the receipts and disbursements
with accounts kept by the City Clerk, and find the
same in agreement.
We have carefully examined and verified all
bonds, securities and trust funds accounts belonging
to the city, and are satisfied that all funds and other
property for which the City Treasurer is officially re-
sponsible are accounted for, leaving a cash balance
in banks to the credit of the City Proper, of $48,-
529.10.
A complete list of the bonds and securities above







Joint Standing Committee on Finance,
Dover, New Hampshire.
REPORT OF CITY CLERK
To His Honor, the Mayor, and Gentlemen of the
City Councils:
I have the honor to submit the following report of
the fees collected by the city clerk for the year end-
ing December 31, 1930.
Marriage licenses $ 324.00
Recording personal mortgages 53.00
Discharging documents of record 12.50
Recording conditional sealed contracts . 305.64
Miscellaneous fees 87.00
Miscellaneous licenses issued 195.00
Sale of Histories of Dover 46.50
Stamps sold 1.50
Total $ 1,025.14
Paid city treasurer 1,025.14
Postage stamps received in payment, $15.40.
Respectfully submitted,
Fred E. Quimby, City Clerk.
Dover, N. H., December 31, 1930.
REPORT OF REGISTRAR OF MOTOR VEHICLES
To His Honor, the Mayor, and Gentlemen of the
City Councils:
I have the honor to submit the following report
covering the receipts of this department for the year







Total number permits issued for autos . 3,818




Registrar of Motor Vehicles.
Dover, N. H., December 31, 1930.
STATE ELECTION, NOVEMEER 4, 1930








CHIEF ENGINEER OF THE FIRE DEPARTMENT
To His Honor, the Mayor, and the City Councils
of the City of Dover :
I have the honor to submit herewith the annual
report of the Fire Department for the year ending
December 31, 1930.
ROLL OF THE FIRE DEPARTMENT
Chief Engineer,
Carroll M. Nash,




Hose Co. No. 1,
William E. Casey,* Captain.
John P. O'Neil,* Lieutenant.
Joseph Heeney, Clerk.
Members:—James E. Grimes, George H. McKen-
Permanent men.
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na, John Smith, Edward Jerome, Leo Hughes, Thom-
as Clancy, Felix O'Neil, Bernard Murphy, Charles
Gibson,* Terrence O'Neil, John Grady, Owen Mc-
Kenney,* Maurice Dion.




Members:—Ira Coleman, James Carroll,* Everett I
Knott, Bernard Taylor, Edward Simon, James Mc-
Kone.




Members:—Otto H. Brown, Alfred Cunningham,
Frank Allard, Raymond Allard, James McFadden,
John McFadden, Delbert Marshall.
Ladder Co. No. 1,
Thomas Hathaway, Captain.
George W. Morgan, Lieutenant.
William A. Piper, Clerk.
Members:—Harry Preston,* Charles Niles, Tim-
othy Flynn, Newell H. Young, Telesphore Forcier,




Dover Point Volunteer Fire Company,
Robert Kluesener, Captain.
Fred Morang, 1st Lieutenant.
Robert Goodwin, 2nd Lieutenant.
Albert Gage, Clerk and Treasurer.
Albert Hurd, Steward.
Frank Halliday, Assistant Steward.
Members:—Ernest Kluesener, Rennie Shattuck,
Charles Belanger, Walter Davis, Leon M. Viele,
Vaughn Coleman.
RESERVOIRS
One on Portland Avenue.
One on Portland Street.
One on Broadway, near Kidder Press.
One on Sixth Street.
One on Central Avenue.
One on Reservoir Street.
One on Maple Street.
One on Chestnut Street.
One on Grove Street.
One on New York Street.
One on Washington Street.
One on Locust Street.
One at Sawyer Farm.
FIRE ALARM BOXES
BOX NO.
6, Corner Niles street and Henry Law avenue.
7, Cocheco and School streets.
8, Henry Law avenue and Hanson street.
9, Washington and Main streets.
12, Walnut and Washington streets.
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BOX NO.
13, Near American House.
14, No. 1 Mill, Private.
15, Broadway and St. John streets.
16, Portland avenue and Essex street.
17, Broadway and New York street.
18, Corner Portland and Atlantic avenues.
19, Broadway and Hill street.
21, First street and Central avenue.
23, Chestnut and Third streets.
24, Grove and Fourth streets.
25, Ash and Mt. Vernon streets.
26, Central avenue and Sixth street.
27, Hough and Grove streets.
28, Central avenue, near Hill street.
29, Central avenue and Abbott street.
31, Central avenue and St. Thomas street.
32, Central avenue and Orchard street.
34, Central avenue and Silver street.
35, Spring and Locust streets.
36, Burnham and Demerrit's court.
37, Engine 3 station, Sawyer's.
38, Central avenue and Watson street.
39, Back River road, near Meader's Greenhouse.
42, Washington and Green streets.
43, Durham road.
45, Washington and Lexington streets.
46, Silver and Atkinson streets.
47, Arch, near Washington street.
48, Bellamy road.
51, Court and South Pine streets.
53, Hanson avenue, near Mt. Pleasant.
54, Sawyer's Farm.
61, Fisher and Rutland streets.
62, Hayes Hospital.
63, Fisher, near Elm.
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BOX NO.
64, Washington and Prospect streets.
65, Pacific Mills, Main Gate, Private.
123, First and Chestnut streets, on Cotton House.
124, Corner Florence and Oak streets.
172, Ham and East Concord streets.
241, Sixth and Home streets.
242, Sixth and Grove streets.
243, Sixth and Mineral streets.
261. Milk and Mt, Vernon streets.
262, Maple and Ash streets.
291, Page's Corner.
292, Gage's Hill.
324, American Woolen Co., Upper Mill.
325, American Woolen Co., Lower Mill.
481, Silver and Arch streets.
FIRE ALARMS
One steam whistle attached to the I. B. Williams
& Sons belt factory, one tower striker attached to
the city hall bell, one tower striker attached to the
American Woolen Co. bell, one repeating box at the
Central fire station from which any box in the city
may be struck, and also eight tappers and three in-
dicators.
HOSE
There is at present 8,200 feet of 2% inch double
jacket hose in good condition; 200 feet of 1 inch
chemical hose, and 350 feet of % inch chemical hose
in good condition. Would recommend the purchase
of 1500 feet additional hose this year, as we have an
extra truck to keep loaded with hose.
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APPARATUS
There are in service at the present time six motor
trucks; one 750 gallon Ahrens-Fox pumper and one
Ahrens-Fox ladder truck at the Broadway station;
one White combination wagon, one International
combination wagon and one Reo truck which is used
as a fire alarm wagon and also to carry hose back
from fires, these being stationed at the Central sta-
tion, and one 1000 gallon pumper at the Sawyer's
station; also one chemical engine at Dover Point,
and two steamers, two pungs and one ladder truck
(horse drawn) in reserve.
HYDRANTS FOR STEAMERS
One on Folsom street.
One on Atkinson street.
Two on Hale street.
Four on Locust street.
One on Sixth street at Beckwith shop.
One on Sixth street at Byron Page's.
One on Court street at Hanson avenue.
One on Henry Law avenue at J. H. Watson's.
One on Silver street, near junction with Knox
Marsh road.
One at junction of Fourth and Washington streets.
TABULATION
Total valuation of property $297,800.00
Insurance on property 225,700.00









There have been approximately 200 fire extin-
guishers, belonging to citizens of Dover, schools and
factories, brought in to the Central fire station to be
recharged at an average cost of about ten cents
each, which are always filled free of charge to the
owner.
At this time I desire to commend the officers and
men of the fire department for the manner in which
they have performed their duties, which have at all
times been discharged in a very satisfactory man-
ner. I also wish to thank Marshal Crowley and the
police department for their efficient assistance at





LIST OF FIRES AND ALARMS, 1930
Jan. 2—Still ; Court street, garage ; James Brewer.
Jan. 3—Still; B. & M. depot; Pullman car; B. &
M. R. R.
Jan. 4—Box 35; 13 Spring street; dwelling; Fred
W. Neal.
Jan. 5—Still ; corner Central avenue and Fifth
street; dwelling; Freeman Davis.
Jan. 6—Still; Sawyer's depot; B. & M. depot; B,
& M. R. R.
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Jan. 9—Still ; city farm ; auto ; George Brennan.
Jan. 9—Still; Atkinson street; dwelling; Fred
Welch.
Jan. 9—Box 46, Atkinson street, dwelling; Fred
Welch.
Jan. 10—Still; Central avenue; Stores and offices;
Ben. Adnoff.
Jan. 13—Box 521; Franklin square; stores and
restaurant; Owen Coogan.
Jan. 13—Box 521; Franklin square; stores and
restaurant; Owen Coogan.
Jan. 13—Box 521; Franklin square; stores and
restaurant; Owen Coogan.
Jan. 13—Box 521; Franklin square; stores and
restaurant; Owen Coogan.
Jan. 13—Box 521; Franklin square; stores and
restaurant ; Owen Coogan.
Jan. 13—3-3-3; Alton, N. H. ; shoe shop, store and
dwellings; Noxall Shoe Co., Mrs. Clough.
Jan. 19—Still ; Central avenue ; dry cleaning shop ;
Belknap Church Assn.
Jan. 23—Still; Central avenue; store; H. D. Frea-
man.
Jan. 23—Still; 120 Sixth street; dwelling; Mrs.
Young.
Jan. 24—Still; 19 Portland street; dwelling; Cae-
sear Hood.
Jan. 25—Box 172; Everett street; dwelling; Mrs.
Demeritt.
Jan. 26—Still; Central avenue; store; Freeman
Davis.
Jan. 27—Still; 15 School street; dwelling; Mr.
Janetos.
Feb. 5—Still; Third street, lunch room; Morrill
estate.
Feb. 6—Still; Tolend road; dwelling, Mr. Pray.
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Feb. 6—Still; 23 Forest street; dwelling.
Feb. 11—Still; Granite State Park road; dwelling;
Mrs. Welch.
Feb. 14—Still; Dover Point road; truck; M. & E.
Transportation Co.
Feb. 15—Box 21; First street; dwelling, John D.
McCooey.
Feb. 16—Still; West Concord street; dwelling;
Jennie Halpin.
Feb. 16—Still; Everett street; dwelling; Mrs.
N. Labonte.
Feb. 16—Still; School street, dwelling.
Feb. 17—Still; Pierce street; dwelling; Mrs. Rich-
mond.
Feb. 27—Still; 31 First street; dwelling; Dona
White.
Feb. 28—Still; Barrington, N. H., field; Walter
Hamm.
Mar. 1—Box 47; Arch street, R. R. bank; B. & M.
R. R.
Mar. 1—Still ; Stark avenue ; field ; Bessie Sawyer.
Mar. 1—Box 54; Stark avenue; field, Bessie Saw-
yer.
Mar. 1—Box 54; Stark avenue; field and house;
C. H. Burnham.
Mar. 1—Box 54; Stark avenue; field and garage;
Mrs. Greenaway.
Mar. 2—Still ; Home street ; dwelling ; Alfred Tur-
geon.
Mar. 2—Still ; Back River road ; auto ; Harris Mc-
Glone.
Mar. 3—Still ; Eastern Bridge ; river bank ; B. &
M. R. R.
Mar. 4—Still; Cushing street; dwelling; Carrie
Williams.
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Mar. 4—Box 46; Cushing street; dwelling; Carrie
Williams.
Mar. 5—Still; Sixth street; field; B. & M. R. R.
Mar. 6—3-3-3 ; Rollinsford, N. H. ; field ; Goodwin
place.
Mar. 11—Still; Cor Fisher and Rutland; field; E.
L. Jones.
Mar. 12—Still; Portland avenue; store; Demers'
Grocery Co.
Mar. 14—3-3-3; Payne street; field; Pacific Mills,
Mrs. Murphy, John Watson.
Mar. 15—Box 24; Grove street; dwelling; Mrs.
Yeaton.
Mar. 15—Still, Main street; store.
Mar. 15—Still; Forest street; dwelling; McShane
estate.
Mar. 15—Still; Central avenue; dwelling; Mrs.
Ella Dearborn.
Mar. 15—Still; Chestnut street; field; Pacific Mills
and B. & M. R. R.
Mar. 16—Still; Locust street; Children's Home;
City of Dover.
Mar. 16—3-3-3; Madbury, N. H. ; field; Mrs.
James Daley.
Mar. 20—Still; Washington street; dwelling; Dil-
lon estate.
Mar. 20—Still; Locust street; offices and stores;
Masonic Temple Association.
Mar. 22—Still; films; Third street; Strand thea-
tre ; Strand theatre.
Mar. 22—Still; Arch street; dwelling; O. Chur-
buck.
Mar. 22—3-3-3; Madbury, N. H.; field; out-of-
town call for help.
Mar. 22—Still; Knox Marsh road; field; not
known.
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Mar. 22—Still; Columbus avenue; dwelling; E.
S. Carr.
Mar. 22—Still ; Locust street, dwelling and busi-
ness block; Henry Law.
Mar. 22—Still ; Central avenue ; dwelling and busi-
ness block; Henry Law.
Mar. 22—Still; Locust street; office building; John
Mathes.
Mar. 22—Still; Locust street; business block; Hen-
ry Law.
Mar. 23—Still; Central avenue; street; City of
Dover.
Mar. 24—Still; Arch street; fence; B. & M. R. R.
Mar. 24—Still; Arch street; fence; same fire.
Mar. 24—Still; city farm; field; City of Dover.
Mar. 24—3-3-3; city farm; field; City of Dover.
Mar. 27—Still; 662 Central avenue; dwelling;
Mrs. Francis Farley.
Francis Farley.
Mar. 30—Still; Granite State Park road; field;
Donald Wiggin.
Mar. 31—Still; Rollinsford ; field; Dr. Place.
Mar. 31—3-3-3; Rollinsford, field; Dr. Place.
Apr. 1—Still; Tolend road; field; Frank Bennett.
Apr. 1—3-3-3; Tolend road; field; Frank Bennett.
Apr. 1—Still; School street; dwelling; Mr Janetos.
Apr. 1—Still; Fourth street; field; Legg estate.
Apr. 5—Box 35; Central avenue; field; Cressey
estate.
Apr. 5—Still; Watson street; field; Robert Fish,
Bessie Sawyer; Maurice Gibbs; Calcutt estate;
James McElroy; Mr. Eisemen.
Apr. 5—3-3-3; Watson street; field; Robert Fish,
Bessie Sawyer, Maurice Gibbs ; Calcutt estate
;
James McElroy; Mr. Eisemen.
Apr. 5—3-3-3; Watson street; field; Robert Fish,
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Bessie Sawyer, Maurice Gibbs; Calcutt estate;
James McElroy; Mr. Eisemen.
Apr. 5—3-3-3; Watson street; field; Robert Fish,
Bessie Sawyer, Maurice Gibbs; Calcutt estate;
James McElroy; Mr. Eisemen.
Apr. 5—3-3-3; Watson street; field; Robert Fish,
Bessie Sawyer, Maurice Gibbs; Calcutt estate;
James McElroy; Mr. Eisemen.
Apr. 5—Still; Forest street; right of way; B. & M.
R. R.
Apr. 6—Still; Court street; woods; Maurice Gibbs.
Apr. 6—Still; Cochecho Country club; golf
course ; Cochecho Country club.
Apr. 6—Still; Court street; cemetery; City of Do-
ver.
Apr. 6—Still; 20 Monroe street; dwelling; Ben.
Adnoff.
Apr. 6—Still; 20 Monroe street; dwelling; Ben.
Adnoff.
Apr 8—Still; 17 East Concord street; field; Hen-
ry Jenness.
Apr. 9—Still; Washington street; hotel and lodg-
ing house ; Mrs. Mary Mathes.
Apr. 10—Still; 38 Fisher street; dump; William
Colbath.
Apr. 11—Still; rear of old jail; field; City of Do-
ver.
Apr. 14—Still; rear of old jail; field; City of Do-
ver.
Apr. 14—3-3-3; rear of old jail; field; City of Do-
ver.
Apr. 14—3-3-3; rear of old jail; field; City of Do-
ver.
Apr. 14—3-3-3; Somersworth and Rochester road;
dwelling and woods; called for help.
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Apr. 14—Still; 114 Broadway; dwelling; Mrs.
George Swain.
Apr. 15—Still; Spring street; dwelling; Fred W.
Neal.
Apr. 16—Still; Portland avenue; Guppy park;
City of Dover.
Apr. 16—3-3-3; Littleworth road; right of way;
B. & M. R. R.
Apr. 16—Still; Lothrop court; dwelling; Mr. Ja-
netos.
Apr. 16—Still; Washington street; garage; Hiram
E. Weaver.
Apr. 17—3-3-3; Barrington, N. H. ; field; Arthur
McDaniel.
Apr. 17—Still; 19 Ham street; dwelling; Arthur
Billings.
Apr. 20—Still; Grove street; dwelling; William C.
Leavitt.
Apr. 21—Box 32; Waldron street; dwelling;
Thomas Traler.
Apr. 22—Still ; Eastern division ; right of wav ; B.
& M. R. R.
Apr. 25—Still; Blackwater road; field; unknown.
Apr. 26—Still; Court street; field; Mr. Taylor.
Apr. 27—Still; Portland avenue; highway; elec-
tric wires belonging to Twin State Gas & Elec. Co.
Apr. 27—Still; 135 Sixth street; field; Geo. Page.
Apr. 28—Still; 5 Monroe street; dwelling; Ben.
Adnoff.
Apr. 28—Still; Old Rochester road; woods; Han-
nah Dustin.
May 2—Still; Fisher street; woods; Mrs. Mary
Mathes.
May 2—Still; Fisher street; woods; Mrs. Mary
Mathes.
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May 2—Still; 253 Locust street ; dwelling; Charles
H. Farnham.
May 3—Still; 166 Central avenue; dwelling; Net-
tie Peasley.
May 3—Still; Eliot, Me.; barn and dwelling;
called for help.
May 5—Still; Park street; field; unknown.
May 5—Still ; Locust street; dwelling; Henry Law.
May 10—Still; Hill street; Dwelling; Arthur Hall.
May 11—3-3-3; Barring-ton, N. H. ; saw mill, barn
and house; J. A. Leach and Mr. Smallcorn.
May 18—Still; 32 Grove street; barn; George
Yeaton.
May 24—Still; Milk street; radio shop; Martin
Bennett.
May 24—Box 14; Washington street; cotton mill;
Pacific Mills Co.
May 24—Still; Dover Point road; woods; Ben.
Hurd and Mr. Halliday.
May 25—Still; Back River road; dwelling; Willis
Brown.
May 26—Still; Sixth street; auto bus; D. S. & R.
Street Ry.
May 26—Still; No. 1 B. & D. court; dwelling; Mr.
Assaid.
May 31—Still ; Locust street ; fruit store ; Henry Law.
June 1—Still; Bellamy road; garage; Calvin Sta-
ples.
June 2—3-3-3; city farm; stone shed; City of Dover.
June 3—Still; Barbadoes pond; woods; Mr. Lo-
throp.
June 15—Still; Barbadoes pond; woods; Mr. Lo-
throp.
June 15—Still; Broadway; shed; Grimes estate.
June 17—Still; Silver street; auto; A. Folger.
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June 17—3-3-3—Durham, N. H. ; fraternity house
;
call for help.
June 21—Still; Mineral street; dwelling; Herman
Hosman.
June 26—Box 13; 518 Central avenue; restau-
rant; Page estate.
June 29—Still; Orchard street; auto; Mr. Foun-
tain.
July 1—Still; Broadway, auto; E. F. Keniston.
July 3—Dover Point road ; restaurant; John Davy.
July 4—Still; Court street; dwelling; Sam Wise-
man.
July 4—Box 17; New York street; dwelling; John
Angelopolous.
July 4—Still; Third street; dwelling; not known.
July 6—Still ; Back River road ; field ; Erskine
Forrest.
July 7—Still; Dover Point road; auto; unknown.
July 9—Still ; corner Sonnet and George streets
;
dwelling; Fred Smalley.
July 10—Still; Washington street; garage.
July 12—Still; Court street; barn; Mrs. Ellery
Felker.
July 12—Box 51 ; Court street; same fire; Mrs. El-
lery Felker.
July 12—Still ; Old Rochester road ; no fire.
July 15—Still; Waldron street; dwelling; Fred
Smalley.
July 16—Still; Portland avenue; no fire.
July 16—Still; Glenwood avenue; woods; S. H.
Sterling.
July 21—Still; Guppy park; park; City of Dover.
July 26—Still; Sixth street; dump; Mr. Marion.
Marion.
July 30—Still; Washington street; auto; C. H.
Chapman.
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Aug. 4—Box 38; Stark avenue; truck; Parle Coal
& Ice Co.
Aug. 23—Still; Knox Marsh road; dwelling; Tim-
othy Sullivan;
Aug. 24—Box 34; Tuttle Square; gas station;
Shell Gas Co.
Aug. 25—Still; Third street; auto; W. S. Periner.
Aug. 27—Still; Knox Marsh road; shed; Frank
Davis.
Aug. 29—Still; Central avenue; city hall; City of
Dover.
Aug. 29—Still; Portland avenue; dwelling; Frank
Grimes.
Sept, 3—3-3-3; Rollinsford, N. H. ; barn; Joseph
Roberts.
Sept. 8—Still ; Rollinsford, N. H. ; no fire.
Sept. 8—3-3-3 ; Somersworth, N. H. ; cotton mill,
called for help; Dwight Mfg. Co.
Sept. 8—3-3-3 ; Somersworth, N. H. ; cotton mill,
called for help; Dwight Mfg. Co.
Sept, 8—3-3-3 ; Somersworth, N. H. ; cotton mill,
called for help; Dwight Mfg. Co.
Sept. 9—3-3-3; Dover Point road; woods; Elliott
Rose Farm.
Sept. 10—Still; Dover Point road; woods; Elliott
Rose Farm.
Sept. 12—Still; Preble street; dwelling; H. How-
ard.
Sept. 21—Box 13; Central avenue; auto; F. E.
Grimes.
Sept, 23—Still ; Tolend road ; field.
Sept. 24—Still; Portland avenue; dwelling; Frank
Grimes.
Sept. 24—Still; Old Rochester road; field; not
known.
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Sept. 26—Still; Central avenue; store; J. J. New-
berry Co.
Sept. 29—Box 21; First street; dwelling; Joseph
Nosiff.
Sept. 30—Still ; Franklin square ; automobile ; not
known.
Oct. 7—3-3-3; Back road; woods; James McElroy.
Oct. 8—Still; same fire; woods; James McElroy.
Oct. 13—3-3-3; Spruce lane; woods, Mrs. Davis.
Oct. 13—Still; Spruce lane; woods; Mrs. Davis.
Oct. 13—3-3-3; Spruce lane; woods, Mrs. Davis.
Oct. 13—3-3-3; Spruce lane; woods, Mrs. Davis.
Oct, 13—3-3-3 ; Spruce lane ; woods, Mrs. Davis.
Oct. 14—3-3-3; Blackwater; woods.
Oct. 14—Still; Back River road; woods; Michael
Kelley.
Oct, 15—Still; Spruce lane; woods; Mrs. Davis.
Oct. 15—3-3-3; Spruce lane; woods; Mrs. Davis.
Oct. 16—Still; Payne street; rubbish; John Wat-
son.
Oct. 23—Still; Everett street; dwelling; H. D.
Freaman.
Oct. 23—Still; Littleworth road; dwelling; J. F.
Crosby.
Oct. 28—Still; 4 Everett street; dwelling; H. D.
Freaman.
Oct. 28—Still; 35 Belknap street; dwelling; Mrs.
Dwight Hall.
Oct. 29—Still; 86 Sixth street; dwelling; Mrs.
Frank Snow.
Oct 30—Still ; corner Third and Grove streets
;
shoe shop ; Bloc Shoe Co.
Oct 30—Still; Central avenue; city hall; City of
Dover.
Nov. 3—Still; Spruce lane; woods; not known.
Nov. 3—3-3-3 ;Spruce lane; woods; not known.
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Nov. 3—3-3-3 ;Spruce lane; woods; not known.
Nov. 7—Still ; Lower river; motor boat; Frank Me-
serve.
Nov. 7—Still; 611 Central avenue; dwelling; Hen-
ry Jenness.
Nov. 8—3-3-3 ; Littleworth road ; field ; Mrs. Nor-
man.
Nov. 9—Still; Broadway; dwelling; Charles Gal-
lagher.
Nov. 10—Still; city farm; dump; City of Dover.
Nov. 11—3-3-3; Littleworth road; woods; Mr.
Thompson.
Nov. 11—Still; Sawyer Mills; Am. Woolen Co.
Nov. 14—Still ; Silver street; auto ; William Fraser.
No. 15—Still; Fourth street; bridge; City of Do-
ver.
Nov. 16—Still; Dover Point road; dwelling; Ed.
Gowen and Roy Gowen.
Nov. 18—Still; 11 Sixth street; dwelling; Frank
Brown.
Nov. 22—Still; 871 Central avenue; dwelling;
Mrs. William Page.
Nov. 26—3-3-3; Back River road; dwelling; Dan-
iel Card.
Nov. 26—Still; 20 Pierce street; dwelling; C. H.
Farnham.
Nov. 26—Still; 22 Everett street; dwelling; H. D.
Freaman.
Nov. 27—Still; Back River road; dwelling; Daniel
Card.
Nov. 29—Still; Sixth street; dwelling; W. J. Cou-
ture.
Dec. 1—Still ; Stark avenue ; auto ; not known.
Dec. 2—Still; Oak street; dwelling; Mr. Fall.
Dec. 2—Still; Mt. Pleasant; dwelling; Mrs. Frank
Mulligan.
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Dec. 2—Still; 70 Fifth street; dwelling; Mr. El-
well.
Dec. 2—Still; Central avenue; filling station.
Dec. 2—Still; Stark avenue; dwelling; Miss Bes-
sie Sawyer.
Dec. 3—Still; Central avenue; dwelling; Henry
Jenness.
Dec. 3—Still; Roosevelt ave ; dwelling; Melvin
Bennett.
Dec. 3—Still; Towle avenue; field; Edward Cor-
son.
Dec. 4—Still; Mechanic street; dwelling; George
Markos.
Dec. 5—Still; River street; dwelling; Patrick Mul-
ligan.
Dec. 7—Still; 59 Court street; dwelling; John Mc-
Coole.
Dec. 9—Still; Fisher street; R. R. right of way;
B. & M. R. R.
Dec. 10—Still; Broadway; back yard; Mrs. Joseph
O'Neil.
Dec. 10—Still; Portland avenue; dump; Mr. Gad-
boy.
Dec. 10—Still; First street; river bank; Pacific
Mills.
Dec. 10—Still; First street; river bank; Pacific
Mills.
Dec. 11—Still; Central avenue; offices upstairs,
hardware store ; Merchants Bank.
Dec. 11—Box 13; Central avenue; offices upstairs,
Dec. 11—Still; Central avenue; same fire; Mer-
chants Bank.
Dec. 14—Still; Broadway; grocery store; Sam
Bramm.
Dec. 15—Still ; 55 Main street; grocery store ; Kate
Joyce.
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Dec. 15—Still; 1 Everett street; dwelling; Mrs.
Labonte.
Dec. 16—Still; Sixth street; dwelling; Mrs. C.
Baker.
Dec. 17—Still; Hill street; dwelling; Henry Clif-
ford.
Dec. 21—Still; George street; auto; Val. Nadeau.
Dec. 22—Still; Union street; auto; Henry Mc-
Cann.
Dec. 22—Box 12; Walnut street; auto; Thomas
Duffy.
Dec. 24—Still; Locust street; dwelling; St. Thom-
as' church.
Dec. 25—Still; 5 School street; dwelling; John
Clancy.
Dec. 26—Still; 20 Pierce street; dwelling; C. H.
Farnham.
Dec. 26—Still; Central avenue; business block;
Morrill estate.
Dec. 28—Still; Washington street; dwelling; Mr.
Costello.




To the Honorable Board of Trustees :
Gentlemen :—I have the honor to submit herewith
the annual report of the Superintendent of Ceme-
teries for the year ending December 31, 1930, to-
gether with a brief summary of the work accom-
plished during my incumbency.
In addition to the general care of the cemetery
premises, there has one one hundred and five foun-
dations for monuments and tablets put in, and a new
thirteen lot section has been graded in the new addi-
tion, and is now available for use.
In the following tabulations are given the names
and particular places of burial of persons committed
to my care, together with the date of interments.
Path Ave. Lot G'v G'p
January
1 Stanislaus S. Sanders ....
4 Fred B. Austin
13 J. Frank Roberts
16 Sarah E. Glidden
18 William D. Nason
19 Charles M. Corson
19 John W. Hutchins
21 Justus Batchelder
21 Emma M. Batchelder
22 Evelyn R. Campbell Clover
24 Alma A. Henderson
25 Ida F. Kimball
26 Herbert A. Johnson
29 Elizabeth E. Willey
p
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Path Ave. Lot G'v G'p
February
1 Sarah E. Pennette S 805 10
9 Irvine C. Tinker L 1275 10
12 Charlotte A. Moody T 824 6
13 Sarah C. Deland 218 2
14 George Hewitt Catalpa 25 6 9
15 John C. Hoyt H 15 6
15 Stephen W. Berry Japonica Watson 23 11 1
17 Avisia W. Ross Fuchsia Watson 12 5 1
23 Daniel F. Weeden Japonica Walnut 30 9 3
25 Lina Wilson Japonica Catalpa 2 11 9
26 Ann Louise Manuel Catalpa 19 3 11
27 Vera Danforth Geranium Catapla 15 11 9
27 Charles Harrimon, infant . S
March
1 Albion A. Smith N 69 4
5 Ellen A. Vickery Q 544 2
7 Eugene F. Smith O 341 5
9 Jennie G. Grant G 3 6
10 Ellen A. Hanson '. Walnut 13 2 11
14 Mary Agnes Brown Clover Watson 61 7 1
17 Flora E. Henderson P 385 2
17 Marion Severance Clover Watson 61 10 1
21 Harriet E. Osborne O 106 2
26 Harry L. Folsom H 221 11
27 Addie Calkins New Addition
27 Nancy R. Farley K 1282 2
April
1 Mary J. Jordan K 1277 7
7 John H. Wheeler Walnut 39 6 1
13 Elizabeth J. Been N 295 9
14 James I. Wiggin K 72 7
16 Caroline A. Hersey U 884 5
23 George Walker Catalpa 42 6 11
25 Mary J. Tagle Catalpa 19 2 10
29 Joseph W. Hanson Walnut 13 3 11
30 Jessie Scott P 377 2
May
2 Mary J. Young J 125 2
4 Robert C. Blair Japonica Watson 23 6 1
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Path Ave. Lot G'v G'p
7 May Walker Clover Watson 61 1 1
10 Elizabeth Dillon R 669 11
11 Etta Blanche Allen & infant Walnut 14 2 11
11 Dorothy L. Allen, removed^
from " Q 684
11 Dorothy L. Allen Walnut 14 3 11
12 Harold E. Willey Catalpa 21 5 10
13 John Reycraft Fuchsia Watson 12 12 1
15 Frank A. Swasey Front 33 7
18 Mabel M. Sawyer C 042 11
18 Charles A. Davis Northwest of D 174 3
24 Frank F. Eaton Paul's Cemetery, Gulf Road
27 Annie L. Stanley S 767 5
29 Phyllis E. Wormell I 174 4
June
1 John P. Buzzell Q 598 7
5 Mary E. Jones U 902 8
10 Charles W. Torr L 337 6
12 Frederick V. Wormell I 174 10
13 Martha J. Randall Q 677 2
18 James A. Veasey S 831 6
21 Larinza J. Philbrook K 305 8
25 Melissa Hayes R 786 9
28 Elizabeth A. Hall A 53 2
July
3 Charles F. Davis O 438 11
5 Mary G. Wadleigh Between Av. A & B 111 8
7 Anna P. Heath M 331 3
8 Frank E. Meserve Clover Watson 61 6
13 Henry G. Hayes I 49 1
15 Edna A. Watson C 268 2
21 John L. Boothby Clover Watson 63 1 1
23 Emma A. Stanton S 793% 2
25 Florence N. Dow S 713 5
26 Mary Blake N 81 9
28 Emma O. Spencer and Rob-
ert Johnson Q 530 4
29 Stephen W. Roberts S 814 4
31 Alice M. Kay K 135 8
31 John Sowerby infant Japonica Watson 13 9 1
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Path Ave. Lot G*v G'p
August
I Helena Gertrude Eaton . . . Varney Cemetery Dover Pt. Rd.
9 George M. Garland Front 33 9
10 Mary C. Home Walnut 49 2 1
14 Frank A. Christie Front 43 3
20 John F. Small Walnut 30 12 11
21 Margaret Cox R 654 11
22 Hanna D. Littlefield J 56 2
23 Alice M. Sims J 123 8
27 Carrie E. Foss Watson 56 5 1
September
3 Jennie D. Townsend J 28 3
4 Maude E. Towle Clover Watson 63 7 1
11 Alpheus Littlefield K 1277 1
15 Ann J. Twombly M 219 2
15 Isaac E. Ewer Q 482 4
16 Ernest E. Johnson Walnut 28 10 11
18 Alice I. Towle H 71 8
20 Infant Langley N 163 10
25 Elmer E. Blood R 594 4
30 George F. Hartford I 42 2
October
7 Infant Blaisdell Q 682 7
15 Effie M. Baker O 360 8
16 Emma F. Swaine Between Ave. U
and Watson St. 988 2
21 Georgiana V. Nash Walnut 32 2 11
21 George H. Paton Maple 117
21 Archibald B. Paton, re-
moved from Catalpa 8 4
21 Archibald B. Paton Maple 12 7
28 Lewis I. DeMerritt Catalpa 12 6 10
November
5 William Turner Clover Watson 63 5 1
6 Edward H. Pinkham Northeast E 184 5
7 James J. Buckley Catalpa 59 1 11
8 Catherine L. Dangerfield .
.
I 35 4
8 Frank J. Boyden Walnut 32 6 11
8 Harrison L. Smith N 67 6
II Infant Jackson S
11 E. Ida Gray K 199 8
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Path Ave. Lot G'v G'p
12 Mamie Blaisdell Clover Watson 63 11 1
13 Melbourne M. Harrison . .
.
Watson 61 12 1
15 William H. Moore J 99 8
20 Emma F. Jenness Walnut 10 2 3
21 Susan E. Rollins J 1239 8
22 William W. Willand S 869 12
26 Mark F. Dussault Clover Watson 63 6 1
29 Susan M. Pierce P 518 2
December
4 William Tower S 863
5 Emma F. DeMerritt K 96 11
6 Harriet F. Seavey E 93 8
10 George A. Hussey Catalpa 11 2 4
12 Frank E. Nason Q 606 1
12 Julia A. Perkins R 688 11
17 Caroline R. Wendell I 178 5
20 Annie M. Foss Japonica Walnut 33 8 3
20 Clara M. Sanders P 460% 2
23 Onslow S. Blaisdell Catalpa 59 7 11
26 Clara E. Young Young's Cemetery, Silver Street
27 Abbie J. Lane U 885 8
27 Frederick R. Martin E 184 9
28 Etta S. Peck Walnut 33 2 11
28 George H. Varney A 22 9
28 Elizabeth C. Baker O 360 4




Dover, N. H., December 31, 1930.
PINE HILL CEMETERY
COLLECTOR'S REPORT
Dover, N. H., Jan. 1, 1931.
To the Board of Trustees of Pine Hill Cemetery :
Gentlemen:—I have the honor to submit here-
with a statement of the financial transactions of











Harry A. Morrison, Collector.
PINE HILL CEMETERY
REPORT OF THE TREASURER
To the Board of Trustees of Pine Hill Cemetery :
I submit herewith the annual report of the treas-
urer of the board of trustees of Pine Hill Cemetery
for the year ending December 31, 1930.
RECEIPTS
Balance from 1929 account $ 511.26
City appropriation 2,000.00
To sale of the following lots in Cem-
etery :
Annie McCullough, graves 11,12, lot 17,
Catalpa avenue, group 9 20.00
Catherine Austin, grave 6, lot 17, Catal-
pa avenue, group 9 10.00
Eliza J. Calcutt, final payment on south-
west half lot 30, Walnut avenue, group
II 50.00
Agnes M. Paton, lot 8, Catalpa avenue,
group 4 200.00
John H. Hewitt, grave 10, lot 15, Catal-
pa avenue, group 9 10.00
James E. Danforth, grave 11, lot 15, Ca-
talpa avenue and Geranium path,
group 9 10.00
Mrs. Lizzie E. Moore, first payments on
lot 14, Walnut avenue, group 11 .... 85.00
Herbert C. Hodgdon and Nora J. Hodg-
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don, southwest half of lot 13, Walnut
avenue, group 11 $ 125.44
Eve M. and Sadie E. Hanson, northeast
half lot 15, Walnut avenue, group 11 125.00
Charles J. Manuel, lot 19, Catalpa ave-
nue, group 11 100.00
Duncan S. Mclntyre, grave 1, lot 61,
Watson avenue and Clover path, group
1 10.00
Margaret J. Brown, graves 7, 8, 9, lot 61,
Watson avenue and Clover path,
group 1 30.00
Clinton Campbell, grave 11, lot 61, Wat-
son avenue and Clover path, group 1 10.00
Mrs. Sadie E. Tuttle, final payment on
lot 12, Japonica path and Maple ave-
nue 50.00
Clayton B. Severance, grave 10, lot 61,
Watson avenue and Clover path,
group 1 10.00
Mrs. Frank E. Meserve, graves 5, 6, lot
61, Watson avenue and Clover path,
group 1 20.00
Mrs. John Boothby, graves 1, 2, 3, lot 63,
Watson avenue and Clover path . . . 30.00
Mrs. Eliza R. Small, southeast half lot
30, Walnut avenue, group 11 100.00
Irving W. Towle, grave 7, lot 63, Watson
avenue and Clover path, group 1 . . . . 10.00
John Hewitt, graves 4, 5, 6, lot 26, Ca-
talpa avenue, group 9 30.00
Mrs. A. B. Paton, lots 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, Ma-
ple avenue, group 11 1,050.00
Frank J. Boyden, southeast half of lot
32, Walnut avenue 100.00
Jennie Turner, graves 4, 5, lot 63, Wat-
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son avenue and Clover path, group 1 $ 20.00
Fred F. Harrison, grave 12, lot 61, Wat-
son avenue, group 1 10.00
Orrin M. Blaisdell, graves 11, 12, lot 63,
Watson avenue, group 1 20.00
Leon Dussault, grave 6, lot 63, Watson
avenue and Clover path, group 1 . . . 10.00
Mrs. Eula H. Buckley, graves 1, 2, lot 59,
Catalpa avenue, group 11 20.00
Edward H. Spurling, southwest half lot
31, Walnut avenue, group 11 100.00
$4,876.26
Income of cemetery, received
from collector:
Work on lots $ 2,164.90
Care of lots 901.00
Interments 2,323.63
Rent of house 214.00
Rent of tomb 72.00
Cement vault 105.00
Lowering device 308.00
Sale of hay 17.50




Work on lots $ 75.25
Care of lots 2,936.40
$ 6,136.03
$ 3,011.65
Strafford Savings Bank, account Fred H.
Roberts' trust, for reinvestment .... $960.54
Strafford Savings Bank, ac-
count sale of lot $ 100.00
Income Tredick fund .... 135.00
$ 235.00
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Smiley Motor Sales $ 886.25
J. H. Seavey 189.68
Bracket & Shaw 226.00
Central Construction Co. . . 108.16
Dover Water Works 97.61
Dover Grain Co 89.80
Street commissioner 77.44
S. W. Caswell Est 39.80
Twin State Gas & Electric
Co 28.12
E. J. York 185.13
George M. Stevens 45.65
A. V. Greenlaw & Son . . . 40.65
J. W. Morrison 37.30
Radph H. Hayes 20.72
John Baty 29.81
F. L. Hill 15.00
G. C. Bumford 6.45
H. C. Hacking 8.85
Marshall Press 6.25
Guy L. Churchill 1.25
L. G. Davis 1.00
Lone Star Garage .85
Walter S. Wheeler 13.12
Herbert E. Meader 27.00
Neal Printing & Binding Co. 22.85





Executive Officer of the Board of Health
Gentlemen of the City Councils :
In accordance with the usual custom, I submit the
following review of the operation of the local de-
partment of public health and sanitation for the





Travelers Insurance Co., refund 114.75







Rent of clinic rooms 240.00
Printing and office supplies 64.30
Taxi service 134.00














Milk and cream 4.87
New Hampshire Tuberculosis Associa-
tion, Manchester, N. H 4.10
Incinerator repairs 8.75
Rent of office 50.00
$13,849.26
REGISTERED MORTALITY FOR THE YEAR
ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1930
Population, estimated 15,000
Rate per one thousand deaths 12
Births 297
Birth rate per one thousand • 19.8
Death rate per one thousand, under one
year 30.30
Deaths exclusive of still births 180
Deaths, non-resident 44
Dead from other places brought to Dover
for burial 85
Still births 7
Burial permits issued 316
DEATHS BY AGE
Under one day 1
Ill
Under one month
Over one month to one year
One to five years
Five to ten years
Ten to fifteen years
Fifteen to Twenty years . . .
Twenty to thirty years
Thirty to forty years
Forty to fifty years
Fifty to sixty years
Sixty to seventy years
Seventy to eighty years
Eighty to ninety



















INFECTIOUS AND CONTAGIOUS DISEASES
Number and classification of infectious and con-
tagious diseases reported by doctors, nurses and
householders during the year.
1920
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of the causes of death in the city of Dover during the
year 1930, exclusive of non-residents brought to this
city for treatment in hospitals or other public insti-
tutions.
I. Epidemic, Endemic and Infectious Diseases:
1 (a) Typhoid fever 1
10 Croup membraneous 1
10 Diphtheria 1
10 Layrnagal diphtheria .... 1
22 Acute anterior Polionege-
litis 1
31 Pulmonary tuberculosis . . 2
II. General Diseases Not Included in Class I:
Cancer metastatic








VIII. The Puerperal State:
IX. Diseases of the Skin and of the Cellular Tis-
sue :
154 Dermatitis exfoliatite ... 1
X. Diseases of the Bones and of the Organs of
Locomotion:
XL Malformation:
159 Congenital malformation . . 1 159 (c) Malformation 2
XII. Early Infancy.
161 (a) Premature birth 2 162 Atalectasis 1
XIII. Old Age:
162 Asphyxia pallida 1 164 Senility 1
XIV. External Causes:
178 Cremation 1 201 Fracture hip 2
181 Asphyxation illuminating 201 Fracture of skull 2
gas 1 201 Fracture femur 1
182 Accidental drowning .... 1
XV. Ill Denned Diseases:
205 (a) Congestion of heart . 1 205 (a) Unknown 1
205 (a) Natural causes 5 205 (a) Heart failure 1
Still Births (Not included in a book list) :
Still births 7
MILK
The responsibility for quality improvement rests
with everyone who is at all connected with the pro-
duction, processing, distribution, or supervision of
Milk supplies. Unless there is a whole-hearted co-
operation among all these agencies there will be a
weak link in the chain.
All health departments desire that the people of
their jurisdictions are supplied with milk of high
quality.
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They also desire to increase the per capita con-
sumption of milk in their communities. Although
milk is made safe for human consumption by proper
pasteurization, its quality greatly depends upon the
conditions under which it has been produced and
handled.
The following letter was mailed to all milk pro-
ducers delivering milk in Dover:
Dover, N. H., May 10, 1930.
Dear Sir:—Chapter 163, Section 4 of the Public
Statutes of New Hampshire reads: "An applicant
for a license to sell milk may be granted a license
provided he gives reasonable assurance that the
cows from which the milk is taken are healthy."
The State Department of Agriculture of New
Hampshire cooperating with the United States Bu-
reau of Animal Industry is prepared to examine and
test cattle without expense to the owner.
The Board of Health of Dover is of the opinion
that milk producers should accept this service to in-
sure a wholesome product from healthy cows and,
therefore, has voted that all milk sold in Dover on
and after January 1, 1931, must be drawn exclu-
sively from herds under Federal and State Supervi-
sion. This applies to all milk and cream sold or dis-
tributed, whether pasteurized or raw, and also to
milk and cream used in the manufacture of ice
cream.
A distributor of milk has stated in his application
for a license to sell milk in Dover that he purchases
part of his supply from you.
If your cows have not been tested, will you make
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application for the test at an early date. An early
application will insure a test in ample time to meet
the requirements of the Board of Health of this city.
Application for the test should be addressed to R.
W. Smith, State Veterinarian, State House, Concord,
N. H.
A. P. Richmond, M. D., Chairman,
Thomas Hathaway,
Wm. E. Whiteley,



























































































Depot Square Fruit Store
Webb's Grocery
















Cartland's I. G. A. Store
Victory Market
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J. A. Robinson Atlantic and Pacific
Lewis Newsky Andrew Celen
First National Stores Armond Dureau
Groan's Cash Market
INSPECTIONS
In company with the inspectors from the State
Board of Health (Messrs. DuVall and Jewell),
inspections were made of thirty-four barns, dairies
and milk rooms, and with Inspector DuVall all gro-
ceries, markets, drug stores, fruit and confectionery
stores, bottling establishments and bakeries were
given ratings.
Samples of milk and cream were collected and
forwarded to the State Laboratory of Hygiene, Con-
cord, N. H., for analysis, as follows:
Samples collected (milk) 43
Samples collected (cream) 13
Samples sent to state laboratory 56
INCINERATION
The incinerator is caring for all refuse and com-
bustible material collected by the department or de-
livered by private conveyance.
All bedding and other matter collected from in-
fected premises has been destroyed under careful
supervision, as well as old book accounts, paper and
accumulated rubbish from business establishments.







The number of dead animals collected and de-
stroyed during the year are enumerated as follows:
Fish, barrels of 360




To avoid duplicate shipments, the analysis of the
city supply (Willand Pond), is cared for by the su-
perintendent of the water department. (See annual
report for analysis.)
Samples drawn from the following owned wells
were shipped to the State Laboratory of Hygiene,
Concord, N. H., for examination:
George G. Wentworth A. G. Tuttle
P. G. Shaw N. H. Lunt
John T. Young Lewis S. Jordan
Ernest L. Lucas Margaret Sunderland
Walter Staples
In September samples were taken from the "Swim-
ming Pool" and forwarded to Concord for examina-
tion.
Report as follows : "While this sample showed con-
siderable turbidity and sediment, it was bacterially
very good, no coli being in evidence even in the 10
c. c. inoculation. There would seem to be no appre-
ciable ground for criticism of this water as a medium
for bathing purposes, although it is not as clean of
appearance as might be desired."
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NEW HAMPSHIRE TUBERCULOSIS ASSOCIATION, INC.
Statistical report of the work done in Dover. N.
H., in 1930.
Number of clinics held 11











Number of patients sent to sanatorium . 6
Number of arrested cases 33
Number of improved cases 15
Number of deaths from tuberculosis of
supervised patients 2
Respectfully submitted,
Loretta A. Landry, R. N.,
N. H. Tuberculosis Assn. Nurse.
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DOVER DISTRICT NURSING ASSOCIATION
The dental clinic, operated by the Dover District
Nursing Association, rendered during the year 1930,
1232 treatments, 515 more than during the year
1929.
The clinic is maintained for children whose par-
ents are unable to provide dental service for them,
and is supported by the District Nursing Association,
with the help of a $500.00 grant by the city each
year.
Dover District Nursing Association,
Dr. E. C. Godfrey, President.
diphtheria prevention
Diphtheria is justly regarded as one of the most
dreaded diseases of childhood and death from it
occurs chiefly among children under five years old.
There is a definite increase in susceptibility to the
disease, during the first two years of life and a grad-
ual development of immunity thereafter. Now if
all children of pre-school age—say from one to six
years of age—as well as school children, were im-
munized, very few diphtheria cases would be found.
This can only be made possible through an educa-
tional campaign, by means of which people will un-
derstand the characteristics and the dangerous re-
sults of this disease, and the best method of con-
trolling it.
recommendations
It is recommended that before children are allowed
to enter school, they should each be given the








To the City Councils of the City of Dover:
Gentlemen :—I have the honor to submit the fol-
lowing report of the work accomplished in the street
department for the year ending December 31, 1930.
resources
Balance from the year 1929 $ 204.11
Receipts and reimbursements 8,336.91
Drawn on the city treasurer, special . . 73,035.44
Drawn on the city treasury, regular . . . 94,500.00
Total resources $176,076.46
Total expenditures 175,845.29
Balance on hand December 31, 1930 . .$ 231.17
EXPENDITURES





Hay, grain and bedding 810.75
Coal 607.83
Asphalt plant 2,240.16
Ledge and crusher 454.01
State maintenance 18,188.58
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Lubricating oil, gasoline and kerosene . $ 3,132.84
Compressor, trucks, carts, tractors and
pump 2,310.17
Lumber and milling 180.32
Miscellaneous 5,978.17
Road binders and patch 8,036.17
Total expenditures $175,845.29
DISTRICT NO. 1 ITEMIZED
Payroll $ 36,801.58
Walter Wheeler, engineer 1,350.00
American R. R. Express Co., express ... .67
T. H. Dearborn, postage 1-80
Harold McEwan, postage .10
Charles Bruning, Inc., plans 55.44
Tribune Publishing Co., bids 4.00
Central Construction Co., cement street 73,035.44
Central Construction Co., extra cement,
use of kettle 437.65
Jenness Hardware Co., tape and crayon 3.45
Neal Printing and Binding Co., signs ... .30
George Foster, bids 58.50
Treasurer of Boston and Maine R. R.,
toll on stone 81.00




E. J. York, salt .50
Clayton Dodge, extra horses 50.00
Parle Ice & Coal Co., extra horses 628.00
Florence Hayes, specifications 1.25
Central Construction Co., sidewalk .... 86.45
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Lone Star Garage, removing curb $ 126.88
D. Chesley & Co., new curb 355.04
J. P. St. John, labor 694.00
George Lord, miscellaneous 5.00
Union Granite Co., curb 42.00
Walter Wheeler, engineer 172.51





Walter Wheeler, engineer 699.99
Demers Grocery and Market, bluing . . . 1.20
E. J. York, cement, pipe, lumber 3,588.13
Jenness Hardware Co., miscellaneous . 13.98
Daum's Shoe Store, sewer boots 19.35
C. M. White Iron Works, grates and
frames 203.25
Seavey Hardware Co., miscellaneous . . 46.29
B. L. Makepiece, Inc., paper 14.80
Boston & Maine R. R., freight 15.14
Littlefield, Frary Co., labor and pipe . . 73.67
Octave Pelletier, brick 2.25
E. Blake, labor 10.80
Waldo Bros. Co., braces 50.00
Atlantic Express Co., express 5.70
F. W. Neal, miscellaneous 4.78
J. P. St. John, labor 5.06
E. Baer, pipe 1.00
Spofford-Allis Co., storm coats 13.50
Tribune Publishing Co., bids 1.50





Jenness Hardware Co., miscellaneous . . 18.10
Seavey Hardware Co., miscellaneous . . .80
Florence Hayes, specifications 7.20
Tribune Publishing Co., bids 2.00
D. Chesley & Co., labor and material . 1,118.32
Central Construction Co., rails 147.90
Total $ 1,541.16
HAY, GRAIN AND BEDDING ITEMIZED
J. Cushing Co., grain $ 408.25
B. F. Brownell, hay 402.50
Total $ 810.75
COAL ITEMIZED
Parle Ice & Coal Co $ 565.72
E. J. York 42.11
Total $ 607.83
ASPHALT PLANT ITEMIZED
Standard Oil Co., of N. Y., asphalt $ 1,694.10
Dover Water Works, service .50
Warren Bros. Co., parts 16.00
George Guppy, wood 152.00
Littlefield, Frary Co., miscellaneous . . . 7.83
James Home, fuel oil 337.68
Boston & Maine R. R., freight 2.00
Bradley Fleming, wood 21.00
Seavey Hardware Co., miscellaneous . . . 1.82
E. Blake, labor 2.50
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I. B. Williams Sons, belt dressing $ 4.72
Total $ 2,240.16
LEDGE AND CRUSHER ITEMIZED
Old Colony Crushed Stone Co., stone
Seavey Hardware Co., miscellaneous
Boston & Maine R. R., freight
Westinghouse Electric Co., parts . . .








F. E. Everett, Commissioner, account
Granite State road $10,000.00
F. E. Everett, Commissioner, to balance
1929 account 1.52
Charles T. Patten, Commissioner, account
snow removal 304.29
F. E. Everett, Commissioner, account
maintenance 5,520.75
S. E. Rand Transportation Co., stone ac-
count maintenance 1,834.04
Standard Oil Co., binder, account mainte-
nance 471.48
Treasurer of B. & M. Railroad, toll ac-
count maintenance 56.50
Total $18,188.58
LUBRICATING OIL, GASOLINE AND KEROSENE
ITEMIZED
C. E. Brewster $ 1.30
Ray Kennard 4.05
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Ralph Bunker $ 81.10
Beach Soap Co 55.80
Standard Oil Co 7.50
Gulf Refining Co 264.18
Pacific Mills 10.00
Guy Churchill 10.25
Smiley Motor Sales .80
Littlefield, Frary Co 3.51
Arthur Tibbetts 21.70
Avery's Auto Electric Service 17.50
Dover Cylinder Grinding Co 41.66
Fifth Street Garage and Machine Shop . 651.38
Jim's Service Station 648.48
Dover Oil Co 494.14
C. E. Jenness 685.56
Dover Auto Service 1.55
Franklin Motor Company 20.49
Seavey Hardware 35.63
James Home 6.00
Shell Gasoline Co 70.26
Total $ 3,132.84
TRUCKS, CARTS, TRACTORS, COMPRESSOR
AND PUMP ITEMIZED
F. W. Neal $ 7.18
H. C. Hacking 12,75
Fifth Street Garage and Machine Shop . 4.15
Brackett & Shaw Co 14.75
Avery's Auto Electric Service 132.14
Arthur Tibbetts 312.45
American R. R. Express Co 4.24
Auto Radiator and Repair Shop 58.41
Dover Cylinder Grinding Co 155.42
Mead Morrison Mfg. Co 70.94
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T. H. Dearborn or bearer $ .47
E. M. Keniston 12.00
Farley's Garage 61.12
P. I. Perkins Co 94.25
Watkins Rebabbitting Co 19.66
Munday Motor Co 5.90
Ralph Bunker 510.94
E. E. Blake 44.00
Kidder Press Co 10.25
Seavey Hardware Co . . 196.03
Boothby Tire Co 137.35
Dwight Hall, conservator for John Baty 6.40
New England Tel. & Tel. Co .35
Franklin Motor Co 67.67
Scott Caswell Est 12.00
C. Ouellette 18.75
Ingersoll Rand Co 45.40
Littlefield, Frary Co 56.37
Smiley Motor Sales 15.92
Raymond Wentworth 13.31
Guy Churchill 76.05
Flanders Electric Service 19.95
Charpentier's Garage 13.50
Colman's Milk Street Garage 78.73
Jenness Hardware Co 4.42
Carswell's Auto Parts Service 16.95
Total $ 2,310.17
LUMBER AND MILLING ITEMIZED
D. Foss & Son $ 20.83
E. J. York 139.49




Jenness Hardware Co., tools, nails, parts $ 79.42
F. W. Neal Co., tools, nails, parts 31.89
Seavey Hardware Co., tools ( nails, parts 160.41
New England Metal Culvert Co., culvert
pipe 102.60
Dover Water Works, service 53.11
Marshall Press, office supplies 8.50
Neal Printing & Binding Co., office sup-
plies
'. 71.30
Burroughs Adding Machine Co., service
on machine 8.45
Harry Morrison, truck insurance 53.00
George Stevens, truck insurance 74.37
Frank Young, truck insurance 62.00
Barrett Insurance Agency, liability in-
surance 1,182.34
John Morrison, truck insurance 27.55
Henry Marshall ,gravel 43.00
Harry Kelley, sand 102.75
Willis Blaisdell, gravel 2.25
John Dame, gravel 212.00
New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co., service 171.58
Twin State Gas and Electric Co., service 43.29
Clayton Dodge, extra horses 50.00
Charles Place, extra horses 330.00
Maine Road Equipment Co., snow plow
blade 1,550.00
Leslie Davis, wiring barn 64.49
H. L. Farrand, harness repair 5.00
W. S. Nichols, saws filed, harness repair 6.05
J. M. Wilson & Co., harness and glass . 10.00
H. C. Hacking, harness repair and glass 66.85
George Foster, bids 17.50
Ralph Bunker, snow fence and posts . . . 310.81
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Kidder Press Co., steel cap $ 3.96
The Bond Company, shovels 27.00
Mrs. Charles Badger, shoeing horse . . . 7.50
Dyar Sales & Machinery Co., grader
blade 9.00
Frank Doe, axe handles 4.50
The Garland Company, traffic paint . . . 31.50
People's Market, second hand picks . . . 33.15
C. E. Brewster, sanitary fluid 1.60
Lemuel T. Davis & Son, canvas 20.96
C. Ouellette, harness repair 4.10
J. P. Keenan, light bulbs 1.35
Boston & Maine R. R., freight and sign
discs 187.82
American R. R. Express Co., express . . 1.84
Auto Radiator and Repair Co., labor . . 6.50
M. J. Murphy, repair of barn roof 581.40
D. Foss & Son, labor 10.00
Ed. Quimby, office supplies 19.45
M. F. Ellis Co., street brooms 25.03
Universal Road Machinery Co.., culvert
pipe 95.00
James Home, kerosene 6.00
Total $ 5,978.17
ROAD BINDERS AND PATCH ITEMIZED
Independent Coal Tar Co $ 210.24
Flintkote Roads Co 168.80
Standard Oil Co 313.95






Charles Kelley $ 25.00
F. J. Dickinson 25.00
George F. White 50.00
John Sullivan 25.00
Cross & Roberts, Inc 25.00
Owen Lough 25.00
William Shannon 25.00
N. J. Gendron 25.00
Henry C. Kinney 25.00
Mrs. F. K. Chase 25.00
Est. of C. H. Hull 25.00








T. P. Malo 25.00
F. W. Neal 25.00
Willis Littlefield 25.00






Joseph Michel Est $ 16.30
George A. Swain 50.96
William E. Goodwin 21.20
Mrs. E. N. Carignan 42.64
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N. E. Redlon Co , $ 138.11




Robie Construction Co $ 5.00
Adams and Densmore 5.00
Lane Construction Co 5.00
Central Construction Co 5.00
Amos D. Bridges & Sons 5.00
Winslow & Cummings 5.00
J. P. Holland 5.00
Carlo Bianchi & Co., Inc 5.00
Joseph McCormick 5.00
R. E. Bull 5.00
Total $ 50.00
Gasoline:
Pine Hill cemetery $ 77.44
Walter Campbell 25.08
Dover Police department 65.36
Dover Water department 227.87
Total $ 395.75
Labor:
George Williams, account H. C. Williams
Est. pumping out cellar $ 1.00
City of Dover, Contingent Department,
blacksmith 1.75
City of Dover, Contingent Department,
labor and trucking 306.25
H. E. Meader 10.74
Frank Carragher, man and truck 6.25
James Collins 1.04
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Dover police department $ 30.73
Portland Cement Assn., 50 c/f of inspec-




D. Chesley & Co 14.88
John Murphy 1.46
F. E. Grimes 15.20
J. A. Grimes Est 4.30
Sam Greenlaw, resetting traffic beacon . 1.75
E. J. Purington 2.08
Dover Contingent Department 4.12
Maurice Rosen 43.80
John Stirling 4.42
Mrs. E. N. Carignan 52.38
City of Somersworth 23.77
Dover public library 25.84
Total $ 714.85
Miscellaneous Receipts and Reim-
bursements:
New England Tel. & Tel. Co., refund . $ 5.20
Street commissioner, account Voucher
No. 2, refund 19.50
Street commissioner, account Voucher
No. 47, refund 14.63
Fred Clark, snow fence and labor .... 22.05
John McCoole, pasturing cow 5.00
Jenney Manufacturing Co., crushed stone 56.06
W. J. Adams, use of compressor 20.28
Cross & Roberts, use of roller and man 50.00
Jememiah Barry, tar 10.80
James Crateau, tarring yard 25.00
D. Chesley & Co., hot top 202.50
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Leon King, gravel and trucking $ 4.16
H. A. Morrison, stone and labor 21.14
Harry L. Chapman, tarring 5.00
F. W. Hatch, hot top 90.00
H. E. Meader, tar and gravel 13.50
Alice H. Davis, hot top 5.62
Dr. Dickinson, hot top 90.00
City of Dover Contingent Department,
reimbursement account cement appro-
priation 1,647.77
Central Construction Co., use of roller
and compressor 582.22
Kidder Press Co., cold patch 22.50
City of Dover Contingent Department,
reimbursement account cement 86.45
Eliot Bridge Co., I. L. Meloon, treasurer,
oiling 21.50
John Murphy, hot top 11.25
F. E. Grimes, hot top 112.00
Dr. R. G. Blanchard, hot top 7.50
Mrs. A. C. Hale, hot top 3.75
E. L. Lucas, reimbursement account vou-
cher No. 465 15.19
Louie Rollins, hot top 59.50
Charles Twombly, dressing 10.00
Leslie Henderson, tar 6.00
Boston & Maine R. R., use of man and
roller 779.22
Mrs. E. N, Carignan, private walk . . . 12.32
William E. Goodwin, private walk 88.00
N. E. Redlon Co., private walk 14.66
F. W. Neal, driveway 83.00
City of Somersworth, hot top and use of
roller 511.31
The Barrett Co., heating tank car 10.83
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Dover Water Works, backfill, labor,
patch, teaming $ 300.01




Walter Stroth $ 8.11
George F. White 26.53
Frank Wentworth 1.53
Mrs. E. J. Demerritt 22.75
Owen Lough 37.08
Cross & Roberts, Inc 12.36
Mary Somers 10.70
American House 1.90
Est. of C. H. Hull 60.22





E. R. McClintock 54.33
Hittie F. Ham 3.38
Henry C. Kinney 38.53
George Brennan 5.06





Parle Ice & Coal Co 1.24





W. P. Roberts $ 7.39
Ralph Temple 39.91
T. P. Malo 51.97
F. W. Neal 27.66
Willis Littlefield 45.05
Herbert Ayers 8.66
Mrs. Samuel Brams 2.28







District No. 2—Breaking out and repair-
ing, 16 loads of gravel $ 41.00
District No. 3—Breaking out and repair-
ing, use of drag, repair of culvert, 8
loads of stone and 164 loads of gravel 579.14
District No. 4—Breaking out and repair-
ing, 31 loads of gravel 528.52
District No. 5—Breaking out and repair-
ing, 48 loads of gravel 117.54
District No. 6—Breaking out, use of drag,
filling in washout and 73 loads of gravel 479.98
District No. 7—Breaking out and repair-
ing, 56 loads of gravel 160.85
District No. 8—Breaking out, repairing,
34 loads of gravel and 9 loads of stone 191.05
District No. 10—Breaking out and re-
pairing, 71 loads of gravel and 10
loads of fill 323.23
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District No. 11—Breaking out, use of
drag, brush cut, and 199 loads of grav-
el put on $ 541.19
District No. 12—Breaking out, repairing,
brush cut and 88 loads of gravel put on 534.37
District No. 13—Breaking out, use of
drag, culvert repair, and 244 loads of
gravel 395.90
District No. 14—Breaking out, repairing,
and 469 loads of gravel 959.60
Districts No. 17, 18—Breaking out, use
of drag, regrading the Back road and
the Middle road, and 336 loads of
gravel 1,059.57
District No. 19—Cleaning off brush . . . 44.20
Making a total of 1,829 loads of gravel
and 8 loads of stone $ 5,956.14
LOADS OF GRAVEL, FILL, STONE, CINDERS AND COLD
PATCH USED ON THE STREETS AND LOADS OF
CINDERS, FILL AND GRAVEL USED ON
THE SIDEWALKS
Ash, gravel 1, fill 144, sidewalk, 2. Arch, gravel
3, sidewalk 4. Atlantic avenue, gravel 1, fill 1, side-
walk 2. Atkinson, sidewalk 3. Abbott, gravel 2.
Atlantic Heights, gravel 12. Bellamy road, gravel
2. Broadway, gravel 2, cold patch 13. Baker,
silewalk 1. Belknap, cold patch 2, sidewalk 4. Cat-
aract avenue, gravel 15, fill 11. Court, fill 1, cold
patch 3, Sidewalk 11. Cocheco, gravel 3, cinder 7.
Cross, gravel 75, Columbus avenue, fill 6. McKone
road, gravel 75. Durham road, cold patch 3. Sixth,
cold patch 36. St. Thomas, sidewalk 2. Spring, fill
1. School, fill 9. Summer, sidewalk 16. Trakey,
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sidewalk 22. Union, gravel 2, sidewalk 2. Varney,
cinders 4. Waldron, cold patch 2, sidewalk 9.
Washington, stone 2, gravel 27, cold patch 28, side-
walk 27. Watson, gravel 3, fill 1, sidewalk 1. Wal-
nut, stone 27, sidewalk 4. Williams, fill 1. Walling-
ford, cinder 5. Middle, cold patch 1, sidewalk 3.
East Concord, stone 1. Eliot road, cold patch 10.
Everett, cinder 1. Fayette, cinder 3. Fourth, gravel
1, fill 29, cinder 2. Forest, fill 3, cinder 2. First,
cold patch 4, sidewalk 2. Folsom, fill 1, sidewalk
2. Federal, gravel 1, cinders 3, sidewalk 5. Flor-
ence, sidewalk 5. Granite, cold patch 2. Fairview
avenue, gravel 64. George, fill 51, sidewalk 6.
Green, sidewalk 5. Glenwood avenue, gravel 14.
Grove, gravel 1. Ham, cinder 1. Hanson, sidewalk
5. Hough, gravel 3, cold patch 2. Home, gravel 65,
fill 1, sidewalk 19. Hanson avenue, sidewalk 28.
Hancock, sidewalk 1. Highland, sidewalk 1. Henry
Law avenue, gravel 55, fill 24, cinder 8, cold patch 1,
sidewalk cinders 13, gravel 20. Kirkland, cold patch
1, sidewalk 1. Locust, gravel 1, fill 1, sidewalk 2.
Lexington, sidewalk 1. Maple, sidewalk 3. Main,
sidewalk 2. Mechanic, fill 1, cinder 1. Monroe,
gravel 1, cinder 15. Mt. Vernon, stone 3, gravel 11,
fill 68, sidewalk cinder 31, fill 66, gravel 2. North
Pine, gravel 3, cold patch 1. Nelson, cinder 1, side-
walk 6. Oak, stone 2, gravel 1, cinder 4, fill 1.
Portland avenue, gravel 5, cinder 1, sidewalk 12.
Portland, sidewalk 18. Park, stone 1, gravel 35, cold
patch 1, sidewalk 1. Prospect, gravel 24. Pierce,
gravel 1, cinder 2, sidewalk 2. Perl and Perl Exten-
sion, fill 17, gravel 5, cinder 16, cold patch 5, side-
walk cinders 5, fill 14. Paul, sidewalk 3. Rogers,
gravel 1, fill 2, cinder 2, Rutland, gravel 238, fill 108,
cinder 7. River, cinder 2.
The following streets had work of various kinds
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done of them during the year: Ash, Arch, Atlantic
avenue, Abbott, Atlantic Heights, Ascension avenue,
Birchwood place, Bellamy road, Broadway, Belknap,
Cataract avenue, Chapel court, Chestnut, Cocheco,
Cross, Columbus avenue, Coolidge avenue, McKone
road, Durham road, Sixth, Spring, Stark avenue, School,
Union, Varney, Waldron, Washington, West Concord,
Watson, Walnut, Williams, Wallingford, Middle, East
Concord, Eliot road, Everett, Fayette, Fourth, For-
est, Fifth, Folsom, Federal, Florence, Granite, Fair-
view avenue, George, Glenwood avenue, Grove,
Ham, Hanson, Hough, Home, Henry Law avenue,
Kirkland, Lincoln, Locust, Lowell avenue, Main, Me-
chanic, Monroe, Mt. Vernon, Milk, Milwaukee ave-
nue. New York, North Pine, Nelson, Oak, Portland
avenue, Portland, Park, Prospect, Pierce, Perl, Perl
Extension, Preble, Rogers, Rutland, River and Gran-
ite State road, at a cost of $5,905.92.
The road machine has been used on the follow-
ing streets: Rutland, Monroe, Washington, Sixth,
Back River road, Back road, Ash, Mt. Vernon, Grove,
Henry Law avenue, Middle road, Knox Marsh road,
Eliot road, Oak, Park, Milwaukee avenue, George,
Bellamy road, School, Cushing, Watson, Belknap,
Locust, Grove, Tolend road, Fourth, West Concord,
Florence, Mast road, Drew road, Torr's road, Garri-
son road, Rabbit road, West Concord, Mineral, Fol-
som, Main, Preble, County Farm road, Hough, Fay-
ette, Winter, Cedar and Durell. Total cost, $528.58.
The sidewalks were sanded at a cost of $1,036.69;
306 loads of sand were used, 62 loads of cinders were
put on the icy streets at a total cost of $68.98.
Streets were cleaned 211 days and 1,078 loads hauled
off at a cost of $2,908.13. Catch basins were cleaned
72 days and 147 loads hauled off at a cost of $479.78.
Leaves were cleaned up 35 days, hauling off 468
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loads at a cost of $636.01. In repairing the streets
the water wagon was used, hauling 69 loads of water
at a cost of $91.80. In miscellaneous repairing the
streets, this includes patching, during the year the
following loads of material have been used: 23 loads
of stone, 25 loads of gravel, 274 loads of cold patch,
46 loads of cinders and 8 loads of fill, at a total cost
of $2,118.22. Guard rail has been repaired and re-
placed on Knox Marsh road, First street, Hanson
street and Fourth street, at a cost of $269.60. The
gutters in the streets have been cleaned 89 days and
284 loads hauled off at a cost of $688.23. In mainte-
nance oiling, the sand cost $391.66, the Tarvia "B"
$7,343.18, labor $1,758.26. Total cost, $9,493.10.
Curbing has been reset and repaired on the follow-
ing streets: Main street and Franklin square, Cen-
tral avenue, Henry Law avenue, Walnut, Sixth,
Grove, and Hough streets, at a total cost of $1,093.24.
Beside the cement street and Ham street and Port-
land avenue have been graded and 259 loads of loam
hauled at a cost of $840.63. Cement sidewalks have
been laid on Central avenue, Franklin square and
Abbott street. Hot top sidewalks have been laid on
Belknap, Ham and Central avenue. Gravel side-
walks have been laid on Stark avenue, Henry Law
avenue, Maple, Ash and Mt. Vernon street. Side-
walks have been repaired on the following streets:
Second, Central avenue, Portland, Silver, Washing-
ton, Elm, Pierce, Sixth, Waldron, First, Locust, Hale,
Atkinson, Walnut and Henry Law avenue. Total
cost $553.42.
There have been 63 catch basins repaired and 8
new ones put in at a cost of $1,973.10. Sewers have
been flushed and repaired at a cost of $921.03. Catch
basins have been repaired on the following streets:
Folsom, Orchard, Grove, Pierce, New York, Towle
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avenue, Fisher, Arch, Oak, Perl, Hamilton, Belknap,
Washington, Hancock, Paul, East Concord, Second,
Trakey, Locust, Kirkland, Spring, Fourth, Waldron,
Green, East, Henry Law avenue, Middle Nelson, Mt.
Vernon, Franklin square, Niles, Walnut, Sixth and
Central avenue. Sewers have been flushed and re-
paired on the following streets. Atlantic avenue,
Locust, Portland avenue, Everett and Ham, Green
and Waldron, Belknap and Summer, Forest, Hill,
Perl, Central avenue, Freeman and Everett. Cul-
verts have been put in and repaired on the follow-
ing streets: Portland avenue, Durham road, Wash-
ington, Hancock, Chapel, Fourth, Mt. Vernon,
Baker, Park, Arch, Perl, Garrison hill and Sixth.
This is a total of 196 feet of metal culvert, 6 feet of
iron pipe and some wooden culvert, at a total cost of
$401.67. Driveways and drains have been put in on
the following streets: Belknap, Mt. Vernon, Ash,
Rutland, Wallingford, Broadway, Back River road,
Central avenue, Sixth, Silver, Forest and Washing-
ton. This makes a total of 308 feet of pipe, 1 catch
basin top, 78 square yards of cement and 193 square
yards of hot top, at a total cost of $753.25.
At a cost of $1,844.53, 1,587 loads of snow were
hauled off from the streets and sidewalks. The total
cost to break out the sidewalks was $1,161.13, and
the cost to break out the streets $830.27, making a
total cost of $1,991.40.
The City Farm bridge has been repaired and
planked over, lumber and spikes costing $1,712.50,
the labor $110.11, making a total of $1,822.61. The
Upper Washington Street bridge, D Chesley & Co.,
$155.74, labor and material by the street commis-
sioner, $105.56, 14 cross pieces and 59 rails $147.90,
making a total of $409.20. The two retainer walls
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were relaid at the bridge and the two abutments and
retaining walls at both sides of the river were re-
paired on the Fourth Street bridge. The work was
done by D. Chesley & Co. at a cost of $962.58.
CENTRAL AVENUE CEMENT, 1930
Walter S. Wheeler, engineer $ 1,236.00
Helper to Wheeler 20.25
Miscellaneous, publishing bids, specifica-
tions, inspection 226.27
Central Construction Co.
28,856 square yards of cement street
3,259 linear feet of curb 73,035.44
Total $74,517.96
WORK ON CENTRAL AVENUE BEFORE AND AFTER
CEMENT WAS LAID
Sewer $ 398.29






Grading beside cement 709.41
Total $ 4,047.58
RESURFACING CENTRAL AVENUE
(From Washington street to First street and
and filling in car tracks.)
Stone, 106 tons $ 181.08
Cold patch, 32 batches 240.00
Hot top, 151 batches 1,132.50
Tarvia "B," 300 gallons 36.00
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Sand, 16 loads 4.00
Toll on the stone 81.00
Labor hauling stone, use of roller, haul-
ing sand, putting on tar, making and






Cost of manhole 59.02
Total $ 829.80
Eight feet of 5 inch pipe, 24 feet of 6 inch pipe,
and 225 feet of 8 inch pipe, 5 T's, 8 Y's, 4 elbows and
13 bends were laid in this sewer.
BERRY BROOK SEWER OR SIXTH STREET
SEWER, TO DATE
Cost of pipe and material $ 4,087.59
Cost of labor 4,126.01
Total $ 8,213.60
Ninety feet of sixty inch culvert pipe and 653 feet
of thirty inch pipe have been laid to date.
FOURTH STREET SEWER
Cost of pipe and material $ 959.66
Cost of labor 3,308.30
Total $ 4,267.96
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Forty-eight feet of 6 inch pipe, 1,306 feet of twelve
inch pipe, 2 manhole tops, 1 catch basin top, 6 Y's, 6






BOARD OF POLICE COMMISSIONERS
To His Honor, the Mayor, and Gentlemen of the
City Councils:
We have the honor to submit the following report
of the business of the Dover police department for
the year 1930.
Governor Charles W. Tobey reappointed Charles
E. Lord for the three year term beginning Septem-
ber 7, 1930. This appointment was promptly con-
firmed by the Governor's council.
The organization of the commission remains as
during previous years: Charles E. Lord, chairman;
Thomas W. Webb, clerk; Owen Coogan.
The four-way automatic traffic signal lights for-
merly on Franklin square were discontinued, and
installed at the junction of Sixth and Chestnut
streets. To eliminate numerous accidents at this in-
tersection, two one-way traffic signal lights have been
installed, to govern the Third street and Central ave-
nue north-bound traffic, which are now working out
very satisfactorily.
We feel that with the crime wave that has been
sweeping the entire state we have been most fortu-
nate in escaping its destructive force ; we also con-
sider that we have a very active and efficient police
department, running smoothly and satisfactory to
the commissioners.
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PERSONNEL OF THE DEPARTMENT FOR THE YEAR 1931
Charles C. Crowley, City Marshal.
Raymond P. Loughlin, Assistant Marshal.
William D. Lothrop, Sergeant.
PATROLMEN
William S. Seanlon, Frank W. Jones,
Edward F. McDonough, Henry E. Griffin,
Dewey W. Allen, Harry McCarthy,
George A. LaBonte, Perley A. Quimby,
John J. Daley.
RESERVE OFFICERS

















To the Honorable Board of Police Commissioners
of the City of Dover:
Gentlemen:—I have the honor to submit here-
with the annual report of the city marshal, for the
year ending December 31, 1930.
The number of arrests during the year has been
292, of which 286 were males and 6 females.




Assault with intent to rape 1
Bastardy 3
Being in woods when closed by governor .... 2
B. & E. night time and larceny 4
B. & E. day time and larceny 5
B. & E. night time with intent to steal 3
B. & E. day time with intent to steal 1
Contempt of court 1
Carrying concealed weapon without permit . 1
Drunkenness 108
Did permit number plates to be attached to
another car other than assigned by commis-
sioner 1
Did attach number plates to car other than as-
signed by commissioner 2
Escaped inmate from state hospital 1
Evading car fare on B. & M. R. R 3
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Evading board and room rent 1
Evading an officer 1




Illegal possession of liquor 3
Illegal transportation of liquor 1
Keeping gambling machine 9
Keeping liquor for sale 14
Keeping resort for gambling 3
Leaving scene after causing accident 1
Lighting fire without permission from fire
chief 1
Larceny 2
Larceny of automobile 4
Larceny of gasoline 4
Larceny of tools 1
Larceny of money from U. S. Government post
office 1
Manufacturing liquor 1
Neglect to provide for minor child 1
Non-support 7
Operating automobile recklessly 3
Operating unregistered motor cycle 1
Operating motor cycle without license 1
Operating unregistered automobile 3
Operating automobile without license 8
Operating overloaded truck on highway ... 1
Operating automobile under influence of li-
quor 8
Operating automobile without adequate
brakes 14
Operating automobile at rate of speed great-
er than reasonable and proper 1
Passing worthless checks 2
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Soliciting rides on public highway 2
Taking automobile for ride with no intent to
stea>l 1
Violating industrial school parole 1
292
They were disposed of as follows:
Appealed 7
Bound over superior court 15
Continued for sentence 21
Committed to house of correction 43
Committed to county jail 6
Discharged without trial 39
Delivered to state hospital 1
Discharged after trial 9
Delivered to out of town police 13
Defaulted bail 2
Delivered to U. S. marshal 2
Delivered to deputy sheriff 1
Delivered to state motor vehicle inspector . . 1
Delivered to state industrial school 1
Nol-prossed 12
Paid fine and cost 75
Placed on file 1










This deficit was caused by the installation of traf-
fic signal lights at the junction of sixth and Chest-
nut streets, and the necessity of employing addi-
tional traffic officers during the construction of the
new cement highway.
Number of ambulance calls answered during
the year 99
Number of lodgers put up at police headquar-
ters for the year 766
Number of doors and windows found un-
locked by the patrolmen and owners no-
tified 291
Number of street lights reported out by pa-
trolmen 360
Amount of lost and stolen property re-
covered by the department $ 7,887.24




Dover, N. H., December 31, 1930.
ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
CLERK OF THE MUNICIPAL COURT
Gentlemen of the City Councils :
The following cases have been entered in the
criminal docket for the year ending December 31,
1930.
Assault 12
Attempt to rape 1
Assault and battery 1
Aggravated assault 1
Bastardy 3
Carrying loaded revolver without a permit to
do so 1
Drunk 89
Breaking, entering and larceny in the day
time 7
Evading car fare 3
Entering in the night time with intent to steal 5
Fishing closed woods 2
Fishing before the opening of the season ... 2
Gambling 14
Keeping a place for gambling 2
Illegal transportation of intoxicating liquor . 1
Illegal possession of intoxicating liquor 2
Illegally keeping for sale intoxicating liquor 14
Illegal manufacture of intoxicating liquor . . 1
Keeping slot machines for gambling 8




Larceny of an automobile 1
Leaving the scene of an accident without stop-
ping 1
Operating an automobile recklessly 3
Operating an automobile while under the in-
fluence of intoxicating liquor 7
Operating an automobile at an unreasonable
rate of speed 1
Operating an overloaded truck 1
Operating an automobile so as to endanger
the public 1
Operating an automobile without a license to
do so 7
Operating an unregistered automobile 4
Operating an unregistered motor cycle 1
Operating a motor cycle without a license to
do so 1




Refusing to give name at an automobile acci-
dent 1
Setting a fire without a permit to do so 1
Soliciting an automobile ride 2
Taking an automobile without intent to steal 2




Committed to house of correction 41
Committed to jail 6
Bound over to superior court 15
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Continued for sentence 18
Dismissed 1
Defaulted 1
Committed to custody of board of public wel-
fare 2
Discharged, not guilty 9
Paid fine and costs 82
Nol-prossed 10
Suspended 43
To pay a sum each week for support 3
235
There has been collected in fines and
costs $ 2,830.58
Paid commissioner of motor
vehicles $ 649.12
Paid city treasurer 1,658.93
Paid county of Strafford, li-
quor fines 175.00







Nine cases have been entered in the civil docket.
Respectfully submitted
Bert Wentworth,
Clerk Municipal Court of Dover, N. H.
ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
OVERSEER OF THE POOR
Dover, N. H., December 31, 1930
Gentlemen of the City Councils :
I herewith submit a report of the expenditures of
this department for the year ending December 31,
1930. Although the report shows a deficit of $1,-
417.46, there exists an actual deficit of only $92.77
figuring the bills actually incurred from January 1,
1930, to December 31, 1930, inclusive.
Owing to the death of my predecessor, many bills
which should have been charged against the 1929
appropriation were left unpaid in 1929. Those bills
were charged against the 1930 appropriation. That
accounts for the difference between the deficit as
shown by the report and the actual deficit in this de-






Relief of soldiers and fam-
ilies $ 2,515.30





Overseer of the Poor.
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CLASSIFICATION OF EXPENDITURES
Groceries and provisions ? 8,197.03
Rents 2,513.25
Board of adults 3,413.25
Board of minors 1,322.65
Fuel 1,063.65
Milk 705.20









ITEMIZED ACCOUNT OF EXPENDITURES
Groceries and Provisions:
B. D. O'Kane $ 645.71
Groan's Grocery 746.34









Quality Grocery Store .... 15.11
South End Grocery 128.89
Victory Market 129.37
J. A. Grimes 7.57
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F. N. Davis $ 44.00
H. S. Howard 234.00
S. Wiseman 120.00






C. H. Farnham 195.00
D. Antonopoulos 132.00
St. Charles' Parish 96.00
James Wilkie 132.00




Mrs. Geo. Snow 23.00
John Bauvian 15.00
John Murray 77.00




Harry Tasker, agent 25.00






F. J. Farley $ 12.50
L. K. Ross 4.92
H. E. Hughes 3.50
H. Davis 3.10
Daum's Shoe Store 116.70
Wm. H. Tapley 4.18
Aubert's Shoe Store 6.00




Mrs. Clara Cheney $ 60.00
James Varney 110.70
H. D. Hayden 148.93
Bozad Gasses 123.48
E. Levasseur 46.60
G. T. Lord 61.44
Theo. Lampsis 154.05
Board (Adults) :
George Lewis $ 40.00
Mrs. Annie Hooper 210.00
Albert Foss 100.00
Mrs. H. Wallace 397.92
Strafford county farm ..... 2,655.33
Mrs. Mary Myers 10.00
Board (Minors) :
Jennie Granopolous $ 166.00
Mercy home 100.00
Dover Children's home . . . 1,011.50





N. H. state board of public
welfare $ 1.00
Fuel:
George Guppy $ 187.50
E. J. York 391.50
Dover Grain Co 2.00
Parle Ice and Coal Co 455.65
R. Proctor 18.00
Gulf Refining Co 9.00
Medical Supplies:
W. H. Vickery & Son $ 79.40
T. H. McGrail 195.50




Dr. Richard $ 10.00
Dr. Blanchard 5.00
Transportation:
Walker's Garage $ 43.00
Boston & Maine Railroad . 20.83
Dan's Taxi 18.00
Trucking:
E. L. Corson 4.50
















Twin State Gas & Electric . 24.84
G. J. Foster, printing 5.25







George T. Hughes, March 1931
James Cavanaugh, March, 1932
Edwin J. York, March, 1933
Harry P. Henderson, March, 1934
Ashton Rollins, March, 1935
(Ex-Officio)
Hon. T. Jewett Chesley, Mayor, Jan. 1, 1932
Alonzo G. Willand, President Common
Council Jan. 1, 1932
Organization
Hon. T. Jewett Chesley, Chairman.
Fred E. Quimby, Clerk.
Ellen M. Galucia, Treasurer.
Miss Grace P. Haskell, R. N., Superintendent
Hospital Staff
Consulting Physicians and Surgeons:
Inez Ford-Nason, B. S., M. D.
Joseph H. Richard, M. D.
Allen P. Richmond, A. B., M. D.
Attending Physicians and Surgeons:
Roscoe G. Blanchard, M. D.
Edward C. Batchelder, A. B., M. D.
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Roland J. Bennett, M. D.
John C. Lawlor,* A. B., M. D., F. A. C. S.
X-Ray Staff:
Harry O. Chesley, A. B., M. D.
Oculists and Aurists:
Louis W. Flanders, M. D.
John A. Hunter, M. D.
Obstetrician'
James J. Buckley,! M. D.
|
Pathologist
Roland J. Bennett, M. D.
Roentgenologist:




Jane E. Harvey, R. N.
Night Supervisor
—
Edith J. Bruce, R. N.
Supervisor
—
Josephine Griffin, R. N.
Operating Room Supervisor
—
Marie Sherry, R. N.


















fDied November 4, 1930.
*Died December 8, 1930.
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Training School Committee: R. G. Blanchard,
M. D., Chairman, Examiner in Medical Nursing; E.
C. Batchelder, M. D., Examiner in Surgical Nursing;
Louis W. Flanders, M. D., Examiner in Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat; James J. Buckley,f M. D., Examiner
in Obstetrical Nursing.
THE WENTWORTH HOSPITAL
REPORT OF BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Gentlemen of the City Councils :
We have the honor to submit herewith the twenty-
fifth annual report of the board of trustees of the




The number of days of free and partially free
service rendered and the number of days' service for
which regular rates have been charged, during the
twenty-five years the hospital has been in operation




















































































































































Supplementing the foregoing information it might
be illuminating to present the ratio which the num-
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ber of partially paying and absolutely free patients
bear to the total number of patients admitted.
Year
165
During the past twelve months the hospital has
rendered service to a greater number of patients
than in any previous year in its history, and has also
established a new high record for free service and
the number of accident cases treated. The number
of accident cases exceeded the record of similar ad-
missions for any previous year by forty-one, and
reached the rather unusual total of ninety-five over
the annual average of such admissions for the quar-
ter of a century the hospital has been in operation.
At the request of the Medical Corps of the First
Naval District, the Wentworth Hospital has been
entered as one of the institutions ready to render
all possible aid to the government in the event of a
national emergency.
As we close the first twenty-five years of service
in the life of the Wentworth Hospital, it might be
interesting to present a few statistical facts cover-
ing the work of the institution for that period. Since
the opening of the hospital in 1906, there have been
17,071 patients admitted, a number 3,465 in excess
of the present population of the city. The number
of days' service rendered these patients was 263,470.
Of the total number admitted, 2,378 were treated
absolutely without charge, and 569 were accorded
the benefits of the institution at such remuneration
as they were able to offer. The number of days'
service rendered free patients was 58,812. The aver-
age length of time paying patients received hospital
treatment was 12.1 days each; those accorded free
treatment received institutional care for 15.4 days
each.
It seems unnecessary to dwell upon the value of
the hospital to the civic life of the community; its
splendid service is responsive to every call, and the
gratulatory letters received from those who have
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been restored to health and happiness through its
ministrations are most gratifying, not only to the
Board of Trustees, but to the entire faculty of the
institution. Professional ethics forbid the publica-
tion of personal communications, yet the attaches
of the hospital are stimulated and encouraged by
these voluntary acknowledgments of benefits re-
ceived, on the part of a grateful public, and are in-
spired to even greater effort in behalf of those who
are temporarily entrusted to their care.
In Memoriam
On the fourth day of November, 1930, following
a painful illness, Dr. James J. Buckley, a member
of the hospital staff, was called to his eternal home.
Dr. Buckley was a native of Dover, a graduate of
Dartmouth Medical school, and a physician of wide
repute ; he was a deep student, devoted to his pro-
fession, and dedicated to the alleviation of human
suffering. Dr. Buckley was elected obstetrician
by the board of trustees of the Wentworth Hospital,
July 11th, 1921, and held that position at the time
of his death. Always kind, courteous and consider-
ate, his presence in the sick chamber imparted a
sense of security and hopefulness which helped dis-
pell the dark mantle of incertitude within which the
weak and suffering are so often enshrouded. The
sympathy of the board of trustees is extended to the
widow, and to all sorrowing relatives and friends.
On December 8th, 1930, only a few short weeks
following the demise of Dr. Buckley, his friend and
colleague, Dr. John C. Lawlor, also passed to that
unknown land whence no traveller returns. Dur-
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ing the decade of his professional life in this city, Dr.
Lawlor won a warm abiding place in the hearts of
our people, and was rapidly coursing down the
path of fame, both as a medical and surgical practi-
tioner, when the summons came. Elected to the sur-
gical staff on the same date that Dr. Buckley was
chosen to the hospital force, he ministered to an ever
growing clientele for intensive surgical treatment, his
patients coming from afar to receive the benefit of
his skill. In his death the Wentworth Hospital suf-
fers the loss of a valued official, and the board of
trustees, as well as the community at large, deeply
mourns his passing. To the bereaved family the
sympathy of our people goes forth in generous meas-
ure.
For details of service rendered by the hospital, you
are respectfully referred to the report of the super-
intendent, hereto attached; for all financial details
your attention is called to the report of the treasurer,










Dover, N. H., December 31, 1930.
THE WENTWORTH HOSPITAL
REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT
To the Board of Trustees:
Gentlemen:—Your superintendent submits the
following report for the year 1930.




Total number of patients admitted from Jan-
uary 1, 1930, to January 1, 1931 1,109
Number of paying patients 879
Number of part pay patients 46
Number of free patients 184
Total 1,109
Total number of accidents 188
Number of emergencies 127
Number of ambulance patients 75










Nose and throat 203





Angina pectoris, diverticulitis of colon
Apoplexy, fracture of femur
Arterio sclerosis, general—lacerated wounds
Arterio sclerosis, myocarditis, chronic
Atelectasis, newborn infant •
Broncho pneumonia, nephritis, chronic, en-
docarditis, chronic
Burns, 1st and 2nd degree
Carcinoma of ascending colon
Carcinoma of intestines, prostate, hypertro-
phy of
Carcinoma of lip and cervical glands
Carcinoma of sigmoid
Carcinoma of stomach and lungs
Carcinoma of uterus
Embolism in artery, prostate, hypertrophy of,
urinary retention, acute
Embolism in artery, shock, cholelithiasis . . .
Embolism, cerebral
Embolism, cerebral, fracture of radius and
ulna
Embolism, pulmonary, empyema of chest . .
Embolism in mesentry vein, appendicitis,
acute, inguinal indirect hernia
Fracture of femur, impacted
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Fracture of femur, impacted, diabetes melli-
tus
Fractures, multiple, abrasions, contusions . . .
Fracture of skull, comm
Fracture of skull and twelfth rib, simple . .
Hemorrhage, intracranial
Hypertension, apoplexy, fracture of clavicle





Myocardial insufficiency, congestive, nephri-
tis, chronic with edema
Myocarditis, chronic, nephritis, chronic, mi-
tral insufficiency
Myocarditis, chronic, prolapse of uterus, cys-
tocele, laceration of pelvic floor (old) ....
Myocarditis, chronic, prostate, hypertrophy of




Pneumonia, lobar, myocarditis, chronic ....
Pneumonia, lobar, nephritis and myocarditis,
chronic




Ulcer of stomach, perforated











Occupation of Those Admitted:
Acting Superintend- Dietitian 1
ent of Life Insu- Domestic 12
ance Co 1 Draughtsman 4
Agent, insurance . . 4 Dressmaker 1
Agent, purchasing . 1 Druggist 2
Assistant manager . 1 Electrician 4
Assistant supervisor Electric plant em-
of bridges 2 ployee 1
At home 27 Electro-polisher ... 1
Baby 127 Factory employee . 14
Baker 4 Farmers 16
Baker's helper 1 Florist 1
Belt shop employee 3 Foreman
Bookkeeper 5 Gardener 1
Brass manufacturer 1 General work 1
Brick layer 1 Glazier 4
Business woman ... 1 Grocer 2
Caretaker 1 Haberdashery
Carpenter 10 Hair dresser 1
Cashier 2 Health officer 1
Chauffeur 3 Heel maker 1
Chef 1 Helper 1
Child 68 Herdsman 1
Clerk 14 Horticulturist 1
Coach 1 Hostler 1
Conductor, railroad 1 Housekeeper 7
Contractor 1 Housewife 280
Dentist 2 Instructor 3
























Nurse, graduate . . .












1 School boy 73
36 School girl 53
1 Secretary 3
2 Signal man, railroad 1
1 Shoe shop employee 16
7 Stenographer 7
1 Stone cutter 1
Student 67
1 Superintendent of





1 Teacher in academy 1
1 Teacher, music .... 1
5 Teacher, school ... 7
4 Telephone employee 2
55 Telephone operator 1
4 Teller 1
1 Textile overseer ... 1
20 Treasurer 1
6 Tree surgeon 1
1 Truck driver 1





3 Watch maker 1
1 Watchman 1







Alton Bay, N. H.
Apponaug, R. I.




Brighton, Mass. . .
Brockton, Mass. . . .





















Glencliff, N. H. . .
Glencook, Conn. . .
Gonic, N. H
Gorham, N. H. ...
Admitted:
4 Granby, Conn 1
2 Hampton, N. H. . . . 1
1 Haverhill, Mass. . . 2
1 Holyoke, Mass. ... 1
2 Jamaica Plains,
8 Mass 1
1 Kittery, Me 5
1 Kittery Depot, Me. . 1
1 Kittery Point, Me. . 1
2 Lawrence, Mass. . . 1
2 Lewiston, Me 1
Madbury, N. H. . . . 2
1 Marlboro, N. H. . . 1
1 Manchester, N. H. . 3
1 Merrimac, Mass ... 1
707 Milton, N. H 4
43 Milton Mills, N. H. . 1
New Durham, N. H. 2
3 Newfields, N. H. . . 1
New Haven, Conn.. 1
1 Newington, N. H. . . 2
1 Newmarket, N. H. . 13
1 Newton Center,
Mass 1
2 New York, N. Y. . . 2
4 North Berwick, Me. 39
2 North Syracuse, N.
3 Y 1
5 Ossipee, N. H 1
1 Passaic, N. J 2
1 Plaistow, N. H. . . . 1
1 Portland, Me 5
1 Portsmouth, N. H. . 28






Rye Beach, N. H.
Salmon Falls, N. H
Sanbornville, N. H
Sanford, Me. . . .




South Eliot, Me. .
Springfield, Mass.
2 Strafford, N. H. . . . 3
13 Swampscott, Mass. . 1
13 Terryville, Conn. . 1
1 Topsfield, Mass. ... 1
2 Union, N. H 3
6 West Lebanon, Me. 1
3 Wolfeboro, N. H. . 3
1 Wolfeboro Falls, N.
1 H 1
1 Worcester, Mass. . . 2




Charges for patients have been collected as fol-
lows:
209 days at $6.50 per day $ 1,358.50
262i/
2 days at $6.00 per day 1,575.00
1121/2 days at $5.50 per day 618.75
66 days at $5.00 per day 330.00
484 days at $4.50 per day 2,178.00
1815 days at $4.00 per day 7,260.00
1878 days at $3.50 per day 6.573.00
13991/2 days at $3.00 per day 4,198.50
3713 days at $2.50 per day 9,282.50
2911/2 days at $2.00 per day 583.00
1259 days at $.71% per day 899.28
40031/2 days free
Total $34,856.53
Abdominal Belts $ 30.00
Ambulance fees collected 144.00
Examination of specimens 1,882.00
Operating room fees collected 2,037.00
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Received from special nurse service .... $ 2,446.00
Received from training school 1,022.17





Abbie Sawyer fund $ 160.00
B. Frank Nealley fund 200.00
Caroline Hanson fund 8.00
E. B. Lane fund 75.00
Edmund J. Lane fund 250.00
Emma Sanborn fund 120.00
Lothrop fund 50.00
Martha Hanson Fund 265.00
Nancy Lougee fund 75.00
Pacific Mills 300.00
Total $45,889.66





















Diseases due to Animal Parasites
No cases
SECTION III











































































Diseases of the Lymphatic System
Abscess of lymphnodes—Incision—Drainage
Lymphadenitis, acute—Excision of gland
Incision—Drainage
Lymphadenitis, chronic





















































Diseases of the Bones, Joints, Muscle, Tendons and Fascia



























































Wound of eyeball, perforating with loss of vitreous
Enucleation
Suture
V. Middle Ear and Mastoid:
Otitis Media, acute—Myringotomy
Otitis Media, acute suppurative—Myringotomy .
.




Otitis Media, chronic suppurative—Myringotomy









Diseases of the Nose and Accessory Sinuses


















Foreiern body in throat
1
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Adenoma of parotid gland—Excision of gland
Carcinoma of lip
Uvula, Elongation of—Partial amputation
Vincent's angina
SECTION XX
Diseases of the Jaw, Teeth and Gums
Abscess, aveolar
Abscess, apical of tooth—Extraction of tooth . '. .
Caries of teeth—Extraction of teeth
Impacted molar
Pulpitis—Extraction of teeth
Pyorrhea alveolaris—Extraction of teeth '.
No cases
SECTION XXI
Diseases of the Tongue
SECTION XXII
Diseases of the Esophagus
Stricture of esophagus—Dilatation
SECTION XXIII







Ulcer of stomach, perforated
SECTION XXIV
Diseases of the Intestines
Adhesions, intestinal—Lysis
Appendicitis, acute—Appendectomy
Appendicitis, acute with abscess—Appendectomy ' with
drainage
Appendicitis, acute with perforation—Appendectomy with
drainage























Obstructino, intestinal, acute—Lysis of adhesions
Obstruction, intestinal, partial—Secondary suture
Tuberculosis of ascending colon
Tumors :














Diseases of the Pancreas
Pancreatitis, chronic
SECTION XXVII
Diseases of the Abdomen, Abdominal Wall and Peritoneum
in General






Diseases of the Rectum and Anus
Abscess, Ischio-rectal—Incision—Curetage
Fistula in ano—Incision—Curetage
Hemorrhoids, external and internal—Hemorrhoidectomy .
Papilloma of anus—Causterization
SECTION XXIX
Diseases of the Larynx
No cases
SECTION XXX

















Diseases of the Pleura and Mediastinum
Empyema—Exploration
Resection of rib




















Disease of the Bladder
Cystitis, acute
Cystitis, chronic




















Diseases of the Female Generative Organs
General and Functional :
Dysmenorrhea







































Stricture of cervical canal—Dilatation—Curetage
Tumors :
Carcinoma of uterus—Exploratory incision .
Pan-hysterectomy
Fibroid of uterus—Supra-vaginal hysterectomy
Pan-hysterectomy
Fibromyoma of uterus—Supra-vaginal hyster-
ectomy


















Pregnancy, deformed pelvis—Caesarean operation . .
.








Carcinoma of breast—Radical amputation
1
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Table of Medical and Surgical Diseases
Diagno-
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We have twenty-four nurses in the training school
and the usual number on the supervising force. The
Training School department is functioning about as
usual. Our staff has been doing practically double
duty, owing to the various illnesses in their number.
The deaths of Dr. James J. Buckley and Dr. John C.
Lawlor have saddened the hearts of us all. Working
together for so many years for the best good of the
hospital, their loss cannot immediately be replaced.
I wish to express at this time my thanks to the
staff for their words of encouragement during the
hard days we have gone through and their great
willingness to fill in the vacant places left. The
board of trustees I thank for their consideration and
appreciation. The executive of a hospital would find
the work a cheerless task but for the friendly words
of encouragement and grateful appreciation which
are so often heard.
Respectfully submitted,
Grace P. Haskell, R. N.,
Superintendent.
DONATIONS RECEIVED
Apples: Mrs. William Roberts.
Blueberries: Parker Mountain Camp.
Books: Dr. R. G. Blanchard, Mrs. C. Jones, Mrs.
R. Brown.
Scrap books for children's department: Mrs.
Nichols, Rex Stone.
Bottles, glass stopper: Dr. R. G. Blanchard.
Cabinet, instrument: Rotary Club, Dover, N. H.
Candy for nurses, Christmas: Dr. John Sweeney,
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Brown.
Corn balls : Miss Pauline Smith.
Compress: Mrs. Stacy Hanson.
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Fern: Mrs. James Walker.
Flowers: Eugene Dixon, Mrs. Lewis Jordan, Miss
E. Woodworth, Free Baptist Church, South Berwick,
Me.
Instruments : Mrs. J. C. Lawlor.
Magazines: Dr. Nason, Miss E. Frost, Mrs. Benja-
min Brown, Mrs. F. Douglas, Mrs. Harold Brown,
Mrs. Leroy Brown.
Medicines: Dr. R. G. Blanchard.
Picture for Nurses' Home : Mrs. Montgomery Rol-
lins.
Koses and vase: Mr. Herbert Meader.
Toys : Mrs. Roy Brown, First Parish Sunday school.
Wreaths : Christmas, anonymous.
Graduates of the Training School
1908—Miss Alicia V. Wilson.
1909—Miss Rosabelle Bartlett (Mrs. James Walk-
er), Miss Beatrice M. Page, Miss Louise V. Durgin,
Miss Bessie A. Cawley, Miss Sarah B. Chapman.
1910—Miss Mabel L. Trefry (Mrs. Alexander
Walker), Miss Lizzie A. Hanley, Miss Bernice Spin-
ney, Miss Helena Holland, Miss Esther Anderson
(deceased).
1911—Miss Effie Knowles (Mrs. Porter), Miss
Mary E. McLaughlin.
1912—Miss Fanny Rockwood (Mrs. William Whit-
comb), Miss Margaret Moran.
1913—Miss Elizabeth M. Renshaw (Mrs. Charles
Lord), Miss Lena N. Murphy.
1914—Miss Mary A. Meserve (Mrs. Harry O. Ber-
ry), Miss Katherine E. Mahoney (deceased), Miss
Pearle G. Pond.
1915—Miss Katherine Floyd (deceased), Miss
Sylvia J. Ellis (Mrs. Snyder), Miss Effie VanBuskirk,
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Miss Eva VanBuskirk, Miss Sadie M. Feyler, Miss
Ethel Curtice (Mrs. George Lamberton).
1916—Miss Lillian Wyman (Mrs. Groat), Miss Iza
B. Carney (Mrs. Ralph Matthews), Miss Mildred
Brown (Mrs. Harvey Newton).
1917—Miss Mildred H. Meserve (Mrs. John F.
Curley).
1918—Miss Mildred J. Mitchell, Miss Gladys York
(married), Miss Tilly Carlton (Mrs. Harry Mclnner-
ney), Miss Rhoda Gaskill (Mrs. Thomas Comiskey),
Miss Vina Hayden (married), Miss Arline Silk, Miss
Nora Ryan (Mrs. Hugh Miller).
1919—Miss Annie A. Redmond (Mrs. James Up-
ham), Miss Edith V. Larsen, Miss Jean F. Webster,
Miss Annie E. Bois (Mrs. Festus Fairley), Miss Edna
V. Spinney (Mrs. John Cann).
1920—Miss Alice E. Carlson (Mrs. John W.
Brown), Miss Mary L. McKeil (Mrs. Fred Small),
Miss Helen F. Goggin, Miss Gertrude V. Constine
(Mrs. Rutolf).
1921—Miss Gertrude E. Brown (Mrs. Knowlton
Locke), Miss Hilda McClintock (Mrs. Finnegan, de-
ceased).
1922—Miss Viola A. Scarr (Mrs. Ernest Wads-
worth), Miss Sadie W. Esty, Miss Dorothy A. Price
(Mrs. Edward Frost), Miss Elma E. Hovey.
1923—Miss Averill O. Brown, Miss Mary A. Snow
(Mrs. Clifford Dyer), Miss Bessie MacDonald (de-
ceased), Miss Margaret Reynolds (Mrs. Flobert
Berry).
1924—Miss Olivia J. Snow (Mrs. Maurice Kid-
ney), Miss Hazel C. Hunter, Miss Marguerite H. Fer-
guson, Miss Helen K. Pond (Mrs. McNulty), Miss
Esther Hanscom, Miss Mary A. Glomb (Mrs. Stanley
Herman), Miss Clara E. Wentworth (Mrs. James
Quirk).
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1925—Miss Doris H. MacLennan, Miss Clara A.
Merrill (Mrs. Ellis Corson), Miss Ina F. Stuart.
1926—Miss Mildred Illingworth, Miss Thelma Sea-
vey (Mrs. Charles Gordon), Miss Vilda Joy (Mrs.
Eugene Riekert), Miss Maude McBride, Miss Doris
Bennett (Mrs. Donald Arnold), Miss Evelyn Dow
(Mrs. Frank Evans), Miss Ina Flynn (Mrs. Donald
Hammond), Miss Ruby McKeon (Mrs. Charles
Peck).
1927—Miss Marie G. Wilson, Miss Josephine J.
Griffin, Miss Lillian H. Seymour, Miss Anna E.
M'one (Mrs. Chester Cotton), Miss Mary Maloney
(Mrs. Peter Costigan), Miss Marion M. Holt, Miss
Marion M. Sherry.
1928—Miss Feme E. Calhoun, Miss Marie Estey
(Mrs. Harold D. Sterling), Miss Ruby E. Snow, Miss
Gertrude Grimes, Miss Ruth Hammond, Miss Hen-
rietta Lyons, Miss Marion Walsh (Mrs. Louis
Prauner), Miss Ella Walls.
1929—Miss Pearle Lyons, Miss Helen Brierly, Miss
Barbara Mastic (Mrs. Cecil Allen).
1930—Miss Jean Calhoun, Miss Mary E. Mcintosh,
Miss Marguerite M. Dawson, Miss Bernadette T.
Lucey, Miss Mary Prescott, Miss Gertrude M.
Hinchey, Miss Doris E. Nixon, Miss Josephine M.
Hunter, Miss Echo V. Noyes (Mrs. Harry Davis),
Miss Cecile I. Brown, Miss Calhoun.
THE WENTWORTH HOSPITAL
REPORT OF THE PATHOLOGIST
To the Board of Trustees:









Red blood count 41




























Dr. R. J. Bennett,
Pathologist.
Dover, N. H., December 31, 1930.
THE WENTWORTH HOSPITAL
REPORT OF THE ROENTGENOLOGIST
To the Trustees of the Wentworth Hospital :
Gentlemen:—The following report of the X-Ray
department of the Wentworth Hospital for the year




















G. I. tract 16







To the Board of Trustees :
I submit herewith the report of the treasurer
of the board of trustees of the Wentworth Hospital
for the year ending December 31, 1930.
RECEIPTS
Balance from 1929 account $ 1,278.56
City appropriation 27,000.00
Grace P. Haskell, superintendent 45,889.66
Interest on trust funds 2,339.49
Refunds 39.06







Medical and surgival 6,903.54









Free bed funds 1,470.49
Maintenance 529.07
Reinvestment B. Frank Nealley building
trust 985.15
Interest to B. Frank Nealley building
trust account 940.00
Total $76,207.20
Balance, cash on hand 1,324.72
$77,531.92
TRUST FUNDS
Caroline Hanson $ 400.00
Martha E. Hanson 5,541.97
James E. Lothrop 1,081.83
Nancy E. Lougee 1,731.10
B. Frank Nealley 5,581.28
B. Frank Nealley 17,122.57
Abbie M. Sawyer 4,465.15
Emma J. Sanborn 3,350.60
Leola Worthen 545.99
E. B. Lane 1,185.64




Dover, N. H., December 31, 1930.
DOVER WATER WORKS
REPORT OF WATER COMMISSIONERS
To the City Councils of the City of Dover:
Gentlemen:—We submit herewith the forty-third
annual report of the board of water commissioners,
for the year ending December 31, 1930.
The personnel of the board was as follows: Hon.
T. Jewett Chesley, president; Luke H. McEwan, vice-
president; Alonzo G. Willand, secretary; John
Clancy, Edgar A. Davis.
The very severe drought of the past summer caused
a serious shortage in our main water supply, Wil-
land's pond. This necessitated our giving the ques-
tion of an additional supply, which has also confront-
ed our predecessors for many years, considerable
time and study.
After considering all possible solutions of our
trouble, we finally decided that the proposition sub-
mitted by the Layne-New York Co., a nationally
known firm of water supply engineers, was the most
feasible from a practical and economical standpoint.
Their proposition was submitted to your honorable
body in September and authority given to close the
contract, which was done, and their workmen are
now here and making satisfactory progress.
A summary of the work accomplished during the
year, the changes and improvements made, together
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with a detailed list of the receipts and disburse-
ments, are contained in the report of the superin-








Board of Water Commissioners.
Dover, N. H., December 31, 1930.
DOVER WATER WORKS
REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT
Board of Water Commissioners, Dover, N. H.
Gentlemen:—I have the pleasure of presenting
the forty-third annual report of the Superintendent,
showing the present condition of the department,
the extensions and improvements made, together
with a statement in detail of the financial condition
of the department for the year 1930.
Over one mile of distribution mains has been laid
this year as follows:
Atlantic avenue, 1710 feet of 6-inch pipe.
Cochecho Country club, 637 feet of 6-inch pipe.
Broadway, 400 feet of 6-inch pipe.
Rochester road, 3175 feet of 6-inch pipe.
Highland avenue, 500 feet of 2-inch pipe.
There are now over thirty miles of distribution
mains in the city.
New hydrants have been set this year as follows:
One at Cochecho Country club.
One on Broadway, corner of Highland.
One on New Rochester road.
The extension on Broadway was installed by au-
thority of the selectmen of the town of Rollinsford,
who desired a hydrant set at the corner of Highland
avenue to protect the property in that vicinity; they
reimbursed this department for the total cost of this
installation, and there will be an annual rental of
twenty-five dollars for the hydrant service.
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The Cochecho Country club requested a 6-inch
fire service in their new club house on the Eliot road,
with a hydrant on their property, which necessitated
the extension of the 6-inch main from the corner of
Oak street and Atlantic avenue ; this department was
reimbursed for all work done on their property.
Forty-eight new services were installed during
the year and eighty-four renewed, seventy-two of
which were under the new cement road.
During the summer the reservoir was emptied
and thoroughly cleaned, also both filter beds were
cleaned and refilled.
Seventy-nine new meters have been set and two
hundred forty taken out, cleaned and repaired,
forty-six of which were replaced with new ones.
Our services are now 92 per cent metered.
During the summer we received from the New
Hampshire State Forestry department 2,000 pine
trees, which were set out around the Hussey springs,
and at the suggestion of the State Forester, the pines
set out about ten years ago were trimmed, to facili-
tate their growth.
The Lowell avenue and pond stations are in good
condition ; the roof of the pipe shop has been re-
shingled.
The Hussey springs have continued to deliver
about one-third of our requirements, the balance has
come from Willand's pond. The rainfall this year
was far below normal, and although we have pumped
less than usual fro mthe pond, it is two feet lower
than one year ago and is fast nearing the danger
point.
Satisfactory progress is being made by the Layne-
New York Co. towards completion of their contract
to furnish us an additional supply of water, which,
when obtained, will enable us to discontinue pump-
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ing from Willand's pond, which we hope will again
regain its normal level, thus assuring us a much
needed reserve supply.
Samples of the water have been forwarded, at va-
rious times during the year, to the State Chemist for
analysis; his reports have shown it to be of excellent
quality.
RECOMMENDATIONS
That all services having more than one faucet be
metered.
That the pipe shop be painted this year.
Following are tables and figures showing the ac-





Repaired inside street line, charged to owner 96
Repaired outside 49
Frozen
Shut off and turned on 81
Number of services at date 2,321
Meters repaired 209
Repaired by the department 209
Repaired at factory
Meters tested 34
Replaced with new 46
Frozen 12
New meters set 79
In use at date 2,139
Hydrants added to system 3
Hydrants repaired 3
Gates set in hydrant branches 3
Distribution system leaks 4
Gates repaired 9
New Gates set 5
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RAINFALL
Rainfall in inches as recorded at the pumping sta-
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January 1, 1930, cash on hand $10,881.64




















City of Dover 14,000.00
$63,246.49
Vouchers Nos. 1 to 475 $63,246.49
CLASSIFIED EXPENSE FOR GENERAL CONSTRUCTION
Service Piping:
Payroll $ 1,384.44
Pipe and fittings 299.56
Brass goods 490.85
Copper pipe 1,123.41








Pipe and fittings 4,022.42
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Hydrants $ 405.80
Gates and valves 225.89
Freight and express 411.48
Hauling pipe 267.00
Hydrotite 177.25

















Hauling water for drillers $ 71.10
Total $16,060.50





Electro bleaching gas 139.94






Commissioners' salaries . . . 300.00
Treasurer's salary 100.00
Clerk's salary 50.00
Freight and express 11.11
Drawing supplies 24.30





















































































Pipe and fittings 244.04
Brass goods 419.71

































Rent of horse 3.00







Rent of office 200.00
Telephone 11.40













Paid City of Dover 14,000.00
Total disbursements $63,246.49







For the year ending December 31, 1930, in form
recommended by the New England Water Works
Association.




Population at date, 14,193.
Date of construction, 1888-1889.
By whom owned, City of Dover.
Source of supply, pond and springs.




Builders of pumping machinery, DeLaval Pump
Co., Westinghouse and General Electric Co.
Description of fuel used, electricity and coal.
Average price of coal per net ton, $9.00.
Coal consumed for the year, 50,000 lbs., for heat-
ing.
Average static head against which pump works,
188 feet.
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Average dynamic head again which pump
works, 206 feet.
Electric driven pump—description of power:
Alternating, 3 phase, 60 cycles, 550 volts, 1,700
R. P. M.
1. K. W. H. of electricity used, 245,169.
2. Pumpage by electricity, 237,309,000 gallons.
3. Gallons pumped per K. W. H., 967.
4. K. W. H. used per 1,000,000 gallons pumped,
1034.
5. Total pumpage for the year, 237,309,000 gal-
lons.
Cost of pumping, figured on pumping station ex-
penses $8,355.09.
Per million gallons pumped, $35.21.




Alternating, 3 phase, 60 cycles, 550 volts, 1500
R. P. M.
Average static head, 18 feet.
Average dynamic head, 25 feet.
K. W. H. electricity used, 42,241.
Gallons pumped per K. W. Hi, 3,547.
K. W. H. used per 1,000,000 gallons pumped, 285.
Total pumpage, 149,856,000.
STATISTICS OF CONSUMPTION OF WATER
Estimated total population at date, 14,193.
Estimated population on lines of pipe, 13,000.
Estimated population supplied, 13,000.
Total consumption for the year, 237,309,000 gal-
lons (Venturi meter).
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Passed through meters, 162,621,405 gallons (con-
sumers' meters).
Percentage of consumption metered, 68 per cent.
Average daily consumption, 650.162.
Gallons per day to each inhabitant, 45.8.
Gallons per day to each consumer, 50.
Gallons per days to each tap, 280.
Cost of supplying water, per million gallons, fig-
ured on total maintenance, 140.02.
STATISTICS RELATING TO DISTRIBUTING
SYSTEM MAINS
Kind of pipe, cast-iron and wrought-iron, cement-
lined.
Sizes, from 4-inch to 16-inch.
Extended 6422 feet during the year.
Total now in use, 30.11 miles.
Number of hydrants added during the year (pub-
lic and private), 3.
Number of hydrants (public and private) now in
use, 259.
Number of stop gates added during the year, 5.
Number of stop gates now in use, 324.
Range of pressure on mains, 54 lbs. to 120 lbs.
SERVICES
Kind of pipe, wrought-iron, cement-lined, cast-
iron and copper.
Sizes, 1 to 8 inch.
Extended, 2129 feet.
Discontinued, 70 feet.
Total now in use, 21.59 miles.
Number of service taps added during the year, 48.
Number now in use, 2321.
Average length of service, 44 feet.
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Number of meters added, 79.
Number now in use, 2139.
Percentage of services metered, 92.
Percentage of receipts from metered water, 75.9,
Number of motors added, none.
DOVER PUBLIC LIBRARY
OFFICERS FOR THE YEAR 1930
T. Jewett Chesley, ex-officio, mayor of the city.
Alonzo G. Willand, ex-officio, president of the com-
mon council.
Charles S. Cartland,
elected 1930, term expires 1931
Fred Hooper Hayes, elected 1900, term expires 1932
Clarence I. Hurd, elected 1901, term expires 1933
Ernest C. Lord, elected 1929, term expires 1934
Mrs. Elizabeth A. Welch,
elected 1929, term expires 1935
Dwight Hall, elected 1920, term expires 1936
Roscoe G. Blanchard,
elected 1908, term expires 1937










Finance Mrs. Welch, Lord, Cartland.
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Beatrice M. G. Jenkins.
Assistants,
Bessie I. Parker, in charge of Children's Room.
Minnie P. Morrill, in charge of Cataloguing.






To the City Councils of the City of Dover :
The annual routine work of the trustees of the
Dover Public Library has been faithfully accom-
plished, the monthly meetings have been well at-
tended and all bills and details of administration
have been carefully considered. To fill the position
on the board made vacant by the death of Mr. Ar-
chibald B. Paton in the last month of last year, Mr.
Charles S. Cartland was elected on January 2, 1930.
His well known financial ability and experience
make him a welcome member of the board.
The library is in good condition and doing excel-
lent work. For details of the work reference should
be made to the reports of the librarian and treas-






Balance from 1929 $ 427.09
Annual appropriation 9,000.00
Fines 304.37
Lothrop fund income 55.00
Woodman fund income 250.00
Jaques fund income 137.50
Pray fund income 55.00
Hall fund income 11.68





















Dover, N. H., December 31, 1930.
INVESTMENTS
Jacques fund, Strafford Savings Bank . . $ 10.04
Pray fund, Strafford Savings Bank .... 161.77
Woodman fund, Strafford Savings Bank 281.72
Lothrop fund, Strafford Savings Bank . 54.35
Hall fund, Strafford Savings Bank .... 103.65
Lane fund, Strafford Savings Bank .... 8.31
Dover Public Library, Strafford Savings
Bank 68.84
Woodman fund, 5 per cent American
Tel. & Tel. Co. bond 5,000.00
Lothrop fund, Brown Co. 5% Per cent
bond, 1946 1,000.00
Hall fund, Indianapolis Power & Light
5 per cent bond, 1957 500.00
Jaques fund, Brown Co. 5% per cent
bond, 1946 2,500.00
Pray fund, Brown Co. 5i/2 Per cent bond,
1946 1,000.00
Lane fund, Penn. Public 5 per cent bond,
!954 500.00
FINANCE COMMITTEES REPORT
To the Trustees of the Dover Public Library :
This is to certify that we have examined the finan-
cial accounts of Ellen M. Galucia, treasurer, and
Caroline H. Garland, librarian, from January 1 to
December 31, 1930, and find them to be correctly
cast, properly vouched and the balance on hand
to be as represented. We have also examined the
several investments and find them to be as repre-





Dover, N. H., December 31, 1930.
REPORT OF LIBRARIAN
To the Board of Trustees of the Dover Public
Library :
Gentlemen:—The report of the librarian, show-
ing the work of the library for the year 1930, is
herewith presented.
the year's growth
Whole number of volumes January 1, 1930 54,834
Volumes purchased 529
Volumes received by gift 86
Bound periodicals 156
Total number of accessions . . . 771
Received from U. S. Government,
4532 volumes and pamphlets.
Worn out volumes withdrawn . . 87
Total increase for the year 684
Total number of accessioned volumes De-
cember 31, 1930 55,518
THE YEAR'S WORK
The total circulation for the year has been 68,-
673, of which 13,173 was from the children's room.
This is almost exactly the total figure for last year,
there being only a difference of 26, fortunately in gain.
The main room has gained, but the children's room
lost, making the net result almost the same. The
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books lost in circulation were only 7, but the books
that have been lost from the shelves will be more, as
will be shown by the inventory taken annually in
the spring. The proportion of fiction has run up to
an unprecedentedly high figure, 69 per cent, due
probably to the insatiable demand for detective and
western adventure stories. Biography is the class
that is next in popularity, because of the many and
interesting publications in that field, and bound pe-
riodicals, as always, furnish to many readers the
variety and interest that they desire.
PUBLICITY
The past few years have seen wide changes in
the use of publicity material by educational institu-
tions. It was formerly thought that simply to do
good work was sufficient for obtaining desired re-
sults. But in recent years this procedure has been
found quite inadequate, and it has become neces-
sary not only to inform the public, but better still to
call attention energetically to the facts. Libraries
employ different methods. Some put notices in
street cars, in railroad stations, in shop windows and
on moving picture screens. These methods have not
seemed practicable here, but other ways have been
regularly tried. Notices of new books have been
sent to persons interested in special subjects. Each
week annotated lists of new books have been fur-
nished to the daily newspaper and weekly columns
of information in regard to different departments
or on timely subjects have directed attention to
books along these lines. Increased interest has un-
doubtedly resulted from this practice. Bulletin
boards have been freely used, both indoors and
out, until the board which has been kept down by
the street for the benefit of passers by, was several
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times deprived of its supports by hoodlums that
frequent the grounds. Publicity work has also been
kept up by means of exhibits.
EXHIBITS
In the spring, in connection with Health Week
was held an elaborate exhibit of school posters, un-
der the charge of the school health nurse, and at
the same time there was an interesting and use-
ful showing of dresses and other needlework under
the direction of the teacher of domestic arts. For
teachers an exhibit of pictures suitable for use in the
schools was arranged in the fall at the opening of the
school year. This was a charming exhibit, the pic-
tures filling the Fine Arts room, and being arranged
historically from Indian times through discovery and
colonial days to the present, with views of life in
different countries. Special invitations were sent
to all the teachers in town and all persons interested
in pictures were made welcome. Another exhibit,
dear to the hearts of the younger portion of the com-
munity was the collection of circus pictures, owned
and loaned by Mr. Leon Brown, a former assistant
at the library. This was a unique set and included
photographs and advertisements from the early
Barnum days to recent times. It attracted much at-
tention. Book week in November saw a fine exhibit
of Children's books, with a story hour by Miss Edith
Brewster and a talk on the new books by Miss
Parker. Christmas week found a showing of Ma-
donnas and Christmas decorations in the children's
room.
LIBRARY COLLECTIONS
The bookplate collection remains about as it was
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last year, little work having been done on it since
then. The mineral collection has been removed from
this building to the Woodman Institute. Some years
ago this collection was given to the library by Mrs.
Holmes Rounds of this city, and when this building
was erected, a special case was fitted up for it. But
as years went on no further additions were made to
it and the space it occupied was needed for histori-
cal material, so with the approval of Mrs. Rounds, by
vote of the trustees, the whole collection was trans-
ferred to the Woodman Institute, where it has been
added to the excellent collection already housed
there, in appropriate and well cared for cases. The
picture collection has had many additions and is
much better equipped for use than heretofore. In
view of the emphasis being laid on visual education
in schools and on the charm of good pictures dis-
played in the home, and on the desirability of ade-
quate examples for students of art, the picture col-
lection takes on an importance which increases each
year. Not only must the collection be increased in
numbers and fresh material, but all pictures must be
catalogued and properly arranged by subject in or-
der to be readily accessible when wanted. During
the year many unmounted pictures have been mount-
ed and the whole collection has been enlarged and
improved.
ORIGINAL PAPERS AND MANUSCRIPTS
Another collection, less well known perhaps, but
valuable to the historical student, is that of original
documents and manuscripts. It consists of records,
account books, diaries, letters, deeds and other pa-
pers of much interest. There are several ship rec-
ords of note. The Ship's book of the Brig Betsey,
dated 1796; the Brig Atlantic, also 1796; the good
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ship Neptune, 1819, and the Nelson, 1781. There
are musty old account books, dated 1810 and later.
These are of value to students of economic history
as showing prices of commodities and whereabouts
of purchasers. Of diaries there are several of un-
usual value. One is Master Tate's record, called by
Dr. Quint a curious and valuable document ; it is in the
handwriting of Dr. John R. Ham, who copied it from
the original, which was in danger of destruction.
Tate was a schoolmaster in Somersworth, who kept a
record of people there beginning in 1767. Enoch
Place's Diary was the work of a minister in Strafford,
who recorded events, marriages and deaths through
his long pastorate from 1810 to 1865. Another diary
of unusual value is that of a soldier in the French and
Indian war, who relates the daily events of his march
from Dunstable, Massachusetts, to Fort Ticonderoga
in 1758. Of letters there are two remarkable sets
written home from the Civil war, by John Edmond
Thompson and his brother, Stephen Millett Thomp-
son. And there is a letter signed by Elbridge Gerry,
dated 1772, and one signed by Rufus Choate, dated
1827, and a bill signed by Jeremy Belknap, dated
July 4, 1776, and a deed signed by Richard Waldron,
dated 1662. To this collection additions are con-
stantly being made as persons realize that this is the
place to deposit such papers, since provision is made
here for their proper preservation and consultation.
IMPROVEMENTS AND NEEDS
A new metal case has been added to the children's
room to hold books for the youngest readers. Addi-
tional shelves and new boxes for storage and better
lighting have added to the possibilities of use in the
picture department. New board covers on the gran-
ite steps in front of the building have increased the
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safety of the winter patrons. The urgent need now
is better lighting over the walks which lead up to the
building from the street.
This report offers nothing new or startling in the
year's record, but the regular work has gone on
steadily and efficiently. In the reading room and the
historical room, under Miss Jenkins, aid has been
given regularly and unstintingly to searchers and
students. In the children's room Miss Parker has
given help and advice not only to children but to par-
ents and teachers who have appealed for assistance.
The cataloguing, always a work demanding great
care, under Miss Morrill, has gone on steadily and
painstakingly, and at the delivery desk, Miss Morri-
son in charge of the circulation, has been tireless in
her efforts to meet the many and varying demands
that have come to her. To all these, the librarian
desires to make public appreciation of their cheerful
and efficient service, and to the trustees, as for many
years past, she desires to express her pleasure in
their friendliness, her thanks for their hearty coop-
eration in work and her hope that the library may
reach that degree of usefulness that shall make its








Cash on hand January 1, 1930 $ 7.50
Received from fines 319.93
Received from sale of reserve cards . . . 5.26
Received from out-of-town registrations 16.00





Expended for incidentals as by monthly
itemized report to trustees



















Adult fiction . ,
1926
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Number of days open for circulation of books 303
Average daily circulation 227
Largest circulation in one day 381
Smallest circulation in one day 94
Number of books lost in circulation 7
Registration of out-of-town borrowers 16
Total registration during the year 1,008
Reading room attendance, week day 12,900
Reading room attendance, Sunday 543
Children's room attendance 12,758
Whole number of books in library, 55,518.
In addition to this number of volumes entered on
the accessions book, the library owns:
A collection of 5,000 book plates.
A collection of about 3,500 mounted pictures.
Maps and coast survey charts.
Many hundreds of periodicals.
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SUMMARY FOR FORTY-SIX YEARS
1
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STATISTICS IN THE FORM RECOMMENDED BY THE
AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION
Report for the year ending December 31, 1930.
Population of city, census of 1920, 13,029.
Terms of use. Free to all inhabitants of the city.
Total number of agencies: One central library.
Number of days open during the year, 303.
Hours open each week for lending, 72.
Hours open each week for reading, 76.
Adult Juvenille Total
Number of volumes at begin-
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RECEIPTS FROM






Books and music $ 1,079.15
Periodicals 405.71
Binding 423.70
Salaries, library service 5,323.80








In accordance with the laws of the State of New
Hampshire, the school committee of the city of Do-
ver presents its report for the year 1930, it being the
fifty-ninth in the series of reports of the city district.
THE SCHOOL COMMITTEE, 1931
CHOSEN BY THE PEOPLE
Members Term Expires
Melvin B. Pray Ward 1, Jan., 1934
Forrest Eastman Ward 1, Jan., 1932
Ernest C. Lord Ward 2, Jan., 1934
James Littlefield Ward 2, Jan., 1932
Frank R. Bliss Ward 3, Jan., 1934
Frances S. Hall Ward 3, Jan., 1932
James F. Whitehead Ward 4, Jan., 1934
Elizabeth C. Sawyer Ward 4, Jan., 1932
Michael Duffy Ward 5, Jan., 1932
Hon. T. Jewett Chesley, Mayor, ex-officio.
CHOSEN BY THE CITY COUNCILS
Members Term Expires
Mary A. Berry Ward 1, Jan., 1935
Helen Pollard Ward 2, Jan., 1934
Elwill S. Shortridge Ward 3, Jan., 1935
Norman E. Seavey Ward 4, Jan., 1934
Helen G. Johnson Ward 5, Jan., 1935
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Annual meeting—The second Thursday in Janu-
ary, at 7.30 o'clock, P. M.
Stated meetings—The second Thursday in each







Hon. T. Jewett Chesley, Mayor, ex-officio.
Secretary,
Ernest C. Lord;
49 East Concord Street.
Sub-Committees—1931
Finance and Claims:—Whitehead, Chesley, Bliss,
Shortridge, Sawyer, Littlefield, Seavey (ex-officio).
Text Books:—Bliss, Hall, Pollard, Eastman, John-
son.
Music and Drawing:—Duffy, Whitehead, Pray,
Sawyer, Eastman.
Health:—Bliss, Pray, Shortridge, Pollard, John-
son.
High School:—Seavey (ex-officio), Bliss, Pray,
Hall, Duffy, Lord.
Grammar Schools:—Hall, Brennan, Pollard, Lit-
tlefield, Berry.
Primary Schools:—Pray, Whitehead, Shortridge,
Eastman, Johnson.
Suburban Schools:—Sawyer, Lord, Littlefield,
Eastman, Berry.
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Industrial Training:—Pray, Shortridge, Littlefield,
Lord, Eastman.





Office hours:—On school days, 8 to 8.30 A. M.
;
Mondays and Fridays, 7.30 to 8.30 P. M.; Tuesdays,
Wednesdays and Thursdays, 4 to 5 P. M.; Saturdays,




Office hours:—9 A. M. to 12 M. ; 2 to 4 P. M.
Truant Officer,
William H. Pinkham.
For the School Year 1930-1931
All schools open September 3, 1930. Sixteen
weeks to December 19, 1930.
Vacation two weeks.
All schools open January 5, 1931. Eight weeks to
February 27, 1931.
Vacation one week.




All schools open May 4, 1931. Grade schools,
six weeks to June 12, High school seven weeks to
June 19, 1931.
The "no school" signal, viz. : 2-2 2-2 2-2 2-2, struck
at 7.40 o'clock, A. M., shall be considered as a notifi-
cation that no forenoon session will be held in any of
the graded schools; when struck at 7.55, the signal
shall apply to the grammar and primary schools
only. The signal for no afternoon session shall be
struck at 11.15 A. M. or 12.45 P. M. The steam
gong to be used in addition to bells.
School Calendar for 1931-32
SCHEDULE I
All schools open September 8, 1931. Fifteen
weeks to December 18, 1931.
Vacation of two weeks.
All schools open January 4, 1932. Eight weeks to
February 26, 1932.
Vacation of one week.
All schools open March 7, 1932. Seven weeks to
April 22, 1932.
Vacation of one week.
All schools open May 2, 1932. Grade schools sev-
en weeks to June 17, 1932. High school eight weeks
to June 24, 1932.
ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE AND CLAIMS
Dover, N. H., December 31, 1930.
To the School Committee:
The committee on finance and claims of the school
committee herewith submit a report of the receipts
and expenditures for the year ending December 31,
1930.
RECEIPTS
Balance on hand January 1, 1930 $ 52.39
Appropriation 115,000.00
Tuition 6,037.56
Public library, heating 900.00
Dog tax 710.65
Smith-Hughes fund 3,611.22
Rent of high school auditorium 117.00
Drew fund, reinvestment, care of eyes . 139.17
Drew fund, reinvestment, manual train-
ing 139.17
Drew fund, adenoids 42.50
Drew fund, eyes 143.00
Perkins' medal fund 22.00
Income from M. A. and M. T. depart-
ments 172.86
Sale of books and supplies 10.70
Refund, Twin State Gas & Electric Co. . 1.63
Refund, Woodstock Typewriter Co. . . . 65.00
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Refund, Marshall Press $ 9.50
Refund, Masury-Young Co 70.04
Total receipts $127,244.39
Total expenditures 127,145.80




Salaries of district officers . $ 250.00
Superintendent's excess sal-
ary 1,800.00
Truant officer and school
census 550.08
Expense of administration . . 2,330.62
$ 4,930.70
INSTRUCTION




Flags and appurtenances . . 21.72




Operation and maintenance of plant:
Janitors' salaries $ 6,126.26
Fuel 7,248.84
Water, light and janitors'
supplies 2,592.85
Minor repairs and expense . 197.20
. $16,165.15
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Outlay for construction and equip-
ment:
New equipment $ 3,440.70
Trust funds
:
Drew fund $ 407.84
Total expenditures $127,145.80











To the School Committee:
I herewith present for your consideration my
thirteenth annual report as superintendent of schools
of your city.
To say that education is adaptation to environ-
ments sounds pedantic, but the application of this
theory to the growth of our school system may bring
out much that is practical and concrete. The educa-
tion of a generation or two ago was inevitably a
much simpler process than we have today. Life was
much simpler, and the adjustments to it were few in
number and less complex in character. The schools
reflected this and the program of old consisted of
little more than the "three R's." As time went on
life grew immeasurably more complex and adjust-
ment to environment touched life at more points.
Geography, history, psysiology, music, art, physical
education, home economics, the practical arts, com-
mercial subjects, health preservation, etc., are com-
paratively modern branches, which have been intro-
duced into the school program within recent times.
One sees in the adoption of these subjects the re-
sponse of the school systems of the country to the
needs of the rising generation for adaptation to an
environment far more complex than was the case a
hundred years ago. This development has not taken
Place without the usual attendant "growing pains.
"
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Critics of modern school programs have protested
that everything new consisted of little more than
"fads and frills," and as always happens in the case
of new ideas in any realm of human progress, such
critics hark back to "the good old days."
My purpose in introducing this line of thought
is to show :(1) that our system of education is a
living, growing process of many phases, a few of
which I shall touch upon, and (2) that it is showing
vigorous growth, which must continue, or else with-
er and decay. Today's civilization with its mar-
vellous development of machinery, its automobiles,
radio and aircraft, show why school programs have
become so greatly enriched.
I commend to your earnest consideration the re-
ports of the headmasters and teachers of special
subjects, which set forth in greater detail what the
schools are doing along the lines that I have indi-
cated.
Our schools are today in a condition where we may
be justified in taking an honest pride in them and in
their work. At the same time we must realize that
the standards of today may not be high enough to
meet the requirements of tomorrow. We are to train
our children for service to the world, and we must
prepare them to the limit of our power by keeping
up with the trend of educational developments, and
by keeping step with the times. Our appropriation
for school maintenance was materially reduced this
year, but our income from other sources was in-
creased, so that no department has been seriously
handicapped. The growth in our music department,
however, has now reached a point where the super-
visor has more work than she can reasonably be ex-
pected to do. The school band, the orchestra, the
special glee clubs, etc., in addition to the regular
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work of the class-rooms, constitute a job which calls
for more time and strength than one person has to
give. There is but one solution for this problem as I
see it, and that is to provide an assistant to help with
the work in the music department. The cost would
not exceed $1,000 per year, and I think nobody could
deny that the benefits to be secured by this modest
expenditure would abundantly justify making it. It
would be a real calamity to our schools if our fine
orchestra and band must be dropped because of in-
sufficient funds with which to continue them. We
must regard this as an occasion for either growth or
decay, according to our decision in the matter. Right
here may I mention, with special commendation, the
work of the music teacher. To say that she has
shown "unbounded energy" and "indefatigable zeal"
is to merely indulge in commonplace phrases. I have
watched her work, over many years, and I know
that no words of mine can adequately describe the
faithful, painstaking, unselfish service she has given
to a cause so dear to her heart. In the face of nu-
merous and seemingly insurmountable obstacles, her
ambition and perseverence have never failed, and
such devotion to her work must arouse our deep re-
spect and admiration.
To her we owe the development of a band and an
orchestra of which we have every reason to be proud.
These organizations play a vital part in the lives of
our students.
A new state course of study for elementary schools
has just been issued by the state department. You will
recall that the last previous one was issued by the
Dover school department in 1912. This was an ex-
cellent course at that time, and has served our needs
for many years. It is lacking, of course, in the
wealth of new material that has appeared within the
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past 18 years, and I recommend that a committee of
teachers be appointed to investigate the new state
program of studies for elementary schools, with a
view to its adoption with such modifications as they
may deem necessary because of local conditions.
The program for our high school has varied but
little, from year to year, and what changes have
been made were, for the greater part, in the com-
mercial, home economics, and mechanics arts de-
partments. I see no urgent call for further changes
here, although there has been some agitation for sev-
eral years, in regard to the addition of a course in
printing to the mechanic arts course. I can see great
practical value in such a course, and would heartily
favor it, when school funds may warrant the ex-
pense.
A study of the enrollment for the past ten years
will reveal the reasons for the necessary addition
of three teachers to our corps, during the past four




There has been a small but steady growth in every
grade, the pressure being most keenly felt just now
in the third, fourth, fifth and sixth grades, where no
additional teachers have been employed. Each year
we reach the limits in these grades, but by transfer-
ence of pupils from one district to another we man-
age to find room for all, such transfers frequently
causing much complaint by parents. Just how long
this method of coping with the situation will prove
effectual, we cannot tell, but it is a fact that the em-
ployment of four additional teachers in the four
grades mentioned, would relieve the present crowded
conditions, lighten the burdens of the teachers and
achieve a distinct improvement in our schools.
The per cent of attendance may be regarded as
one significant measure of the efficiency of teach-
ers. In 1919 the per cent of attendance was 93, and
in 1930 it was 95. The intervening years show a
steady increase. I doubt if any other city or town
in the state has equalled our record in this respect..
During the past school year the no school signal
was not rung.
In closing I wish to quote from a recent letter of
President Willis A. Sutton, President of the National
Education Association, in which he pays a just trib-
ute to the faithful service of the able and conscien-
tious citizens who give their time and thought to the
good of their schools by serving on the school boards
of their towns. Mr. Sutton says
:
"In the great plan for American Education
far too little credit has been given to those un-
selfish citizens who have devoted their time
without compensation to the development of
our greatest institution, 'The American Public
School System.' As President of the National
Education Association, it is my desire to recog-
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nize the entire citizenship, from janitor to pres-
ident of the board, each for his valuable con-
tribution to our schools. Surely no more impor-
tant individuals praticipate in this program than
the board members themselves. No greater
opportunity for fearless, aggressive leadership
exists in America than that offered by mem-
bership on the board of education. If leader-
ship here is weak and timid, the future genera-
tions of America pay the penalty—if leader-
ship is strong, forward-looking and courageous,
the progress of the community is assured.
'The board member has a privilege not en-
joyed by all public officials. He does represent
the public, but more especially he represents the
public of the next generation. It is the chil-
dren's needs, their necessities, their preparation,
that should appeal to him. The marvelous
progress of the schools of America is a tribute
to our boards of education. The educational
fraternity recognizes and appreciates this con-
tribution. The superintendents, the principals
and teachers of the nation recognize the loyalty
and faithfulness of these business men and
women."
In expressing appreciation of the work of my own








of the Dover High School
To the School Committee:





September percentage of attend.
September tardiness
Fall term attendance
Fall term percentage of attend.
Fall term tardiness
Tuition pupils







Candidates for diplomas in June, 1931:
Boys 40 53 67 122 282
Girls 34 42 71 83 230
74 95 138 205 512
Postgraduates 2
Grand total 514
City grammar school graudates:
Per cent entering the high school in September,
1930:
Central school A 80
Central school B 66.6
Central school C 47.1
Sawyer school 82.5
Average percentage 69
Per cent of admissions for the past five years:
1926 1927 1928 1929 1930
Central A 89.7 90 80 . 92.5 80
Central B 75.7 80.8 73 71.4 66.6
Central C 85.7 90.4 47.1
Sawyer 80 81.8 78.5 90.4 82.5
The present freshman class numbers two hundred
four, an increase of three over last year.
Pupils leaving school during the summer months:
1928 1929 1930
Boys Girls Total Boys Girls Total Boys Girls Total
Juniors 4 1 5 3 3 1 3 4
Sophomores .4- 1515649 13
Freshmen ..5 6 11 8 7 15 12 4 16
13 8 21 9 15 24 17 16 33
Eighth grade 14 21 35
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At the present time, the total enrollment, includ-
ing two postgraduates, is two hundred and eighty-
four boys and two hundred and thirty girls. The
membership of the school has increased from two
hundred and seventy-two in the fall term of 1918 to
five hundred and fourteen in 1930.
Enrollment by subjects in the curricula:
English literature and rhetoric 497
American history 77
Modern history 25
Zoology and botany 87
Mathematics (not including commercial arith-
metic) 405
Physics 59
Industrial history and commercial geogra-
phy 60
Bookkeeping 87
Business law and political economy 41




Greek and Roman history 31
Domestic arts course 16
Domestic arts-commercial course 70
Commercial course (four classes) 103
Commercial arithmetic and penmanship ... 68
Mechanic arts course 113
MECHANIC ARTS PUPILS BY CLASSES
Seniors 8 or approximately 10.8% of the class.
Juniors 16 or approximately 16.8% of the class.
Sophomores 21 or approximately 15.2% of the
class.
Freshmen 66 or approximately 32.1% of the class.
27 1928
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PROGRAM OF WORK AND REQUIREMENTS IN
MECHANIC ARTS DEPARTMENT








Automotive repair may be offered in place of ma-
chine shop practice if desired, 12% clock hours.
In a few instances the mechanic arts instructors
found it possible to make contact with the parents
of some of our boys, to the end that a better under-
standing of the boys' situation might be gained.
The teachers of this department kept a private
record system of the academic achievement of each
boy in his classes. The instructor, by such methods
as in his judgment seemed wise, used this informa-
tion to spur the boys on to greater success in their
work.
Several private conferences were held involving
either vocational guidance or individual encourage-
ment.
With the cooperation of the Strand Theatre, a five-
reel educational film of the Norton Grinding Co. of
Worcester was shown to our classes at a special
bject Matter Hours per week
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morning session. This took place during the Christ-
mas holidays.
During the year personal interviews were had
with the girls in relation to hygiene, morals and fu-
ture work, thus promoting a better understanding
between teacher and pupils.
Outline of Work for Each Year
textiles and clothing
Activities in this unit course should give the girl
opportunity, through study and experience, to ac-
quire a knowledge of textile fabrics and of their use
in clothing and in house furnishings, in order that she
may be able to select fabrics wisely, construct gar-
ments skillfully, and care economically and inde-
pendently for her wardrobe.
The following articles were completed:




One set of bed linen,
One set of table linen.
FOODS AND NUTRITION
Activities in this unit course should give the girl
opportunity, through instruction and experience, to
acquire the knowledge necessary to choose food
wisely, to prepare it skillfully, and to serve it attrac-
tively. The course should result in improvements in
the health habits of the girls and of the family.
The following were studies in the laboratory:
Selection of foods,











Storage of winter vegetables,
Table etiquette.
THE HOME, ITS CARE AND MANAGEMENT
The work outlined for this year should enable the
girl to plan the home wisely, to care for its efficiency,
to buy for it economically, and to arrange its fur-
nishings attractively.
The following were studied:
The house—plan and cost,
Furnishing the house,
Management,
Appliances of value in the care of the home,
Household accounting,
Planning and care of home grounds.
THE FAMILY AND ITS MEMBERS
In this course the girls gain an appreciation of the
importance of well organized family life and of the
knowledge and training necessary, in order that they
may become efficient and responsible members of the
family and community.
The following were studied
:
Home membership and responsibility,
Use of leisure time,




In addition to the projects performed in class, the
girls are required to carry on, during each of the
four years, home projects that are closely related to
the unit being considered in school.
DRAMATICS
On the evening of March 21, before a large and
appreciative audience in the City Opera House, the
senior class gave its annual play.
The members of the cast did excellent work in
their respective parts, "reflecting much credit on
the young people, who worked hard and long, and
Mrs. Eula Buckley, the capable coach, whose name
connected with an amateur play assures a finished
production.
"
The high school orchestra, under the direction of
the instructor, gave an excellent musical program.
The proceeds of the entertainment were used, in
part, to defray the expenses of a trip to Washington,
D. C.
CAST OF CHARACTERS
Mr. Everett Basil G. Markos
Mrs. Everett Christobel H. Ham
Madge Everett Irene J. Couser
Elsie Townsend Gladys A. Bumford
Flora Warren Alberta R, Holt
Willie Weymouth Adrian F. Allen
Bill Upton Norman S. Cassell
Roger Medway Francis J. McAdam
Miss Sharon Gertrude M. Lajeunesse
Mr. Brown Michael E. Shaheen
Marceline Springtime Mary E. Wilber
Henry Jones Donald E. MacFayden
Spud Peter J. Lampros
Jennie Edna E. White
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Annual Prize Speaking
The contest for the Perkins' gold medal was held











"The Poppies Claim Their Own"
LENA SHUMAN
"In a Mysterious Way"
FRANCES I. BOSTON
"March Triumphate"—Piano Ensemble



























The selections were especially good and were high-
ly enjoyed by the audience.
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The prizes were awarded to the following stu-
dents: Thomas F. Duffy, first prize, the Perkins
1
gold medal; Richard Shuman, the second, a five dol-
lar gold piece ; Frances I. Boston received honorable
mention.
Music was furnished by the High School Orches-
tra. The program was fully equal, in all respects, to
those of former years.
WINNERS OF THE PERKINS' MEDAL
1905 Miss Lavina O. Meader
1906 Miss Eva Stacey
1907 Miss Ina G. Leighton
1908 Mr. Donald B. Keyes
1909 Miss Bertha M. Boyle
*1910 Miss Annie Cole
1911 Miss Gui'da P. Hopkins
*1912 Mr. Eaton Cook
1913 Mr. Clifton Hayes
1914 Mr. Edward D. Sullivan
1915 Mr. John Bloomfield
1916 Miss Hazel Dearborn
1917 Miss Abigaile Kneeland
1918 Mr. Ernest E. Hatch
1919 Miss Lillian E. Hacking
1920 Miss Ursula V. Dondero
1921 Mr. Willis E. Littlefield
1922 Mr. John H. Minnick
1923 Miss Louise J. Raymond
1924 Mr. Winston H. Lothrop
1925 Miss Louise M. Hughes
1926 Miss Elizabeth W. Smith
1927 Mr. Robert P. Caverly
1928 Miss Irene J. Couser
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1929 Mr. Adrian F. Allen
1930 Mr. Thomas F. Duffy
'Deceased.
ASSEMBLY PERIODS
The programs of these periods were interesting
and instructive. They were supplemented by lit-
erary productions and appropriate musical selections,
both vocal and instrumental.
Citizens of the city, and others representing edu-
cational institutions, were invited to address the as-
sembly on leading topics of the day. All friends of
the school, especially those interested in the young
people, were invited to be present on these occa-
sions.
SAMPLE PROGRAM
Assembly, November 6, 1930
March—"Invercagill"—Orchestra
Song—"Doxology"
Responsive Reading, Number 3
Prayer
Song, Number 36
Salute to the Flag
Song—"America, the Beautiful"
Essay—"Lest We Forget"—Doris M. Fowler
Cornet Solo—Charles Pryor




(a) "There's a Long, Long Trail"
(b) "Pack Up Your Troubles"
(c) "Keep the Home Fires Burning"
Address—Mr. Richard L. Thornton
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ASSEMBLY SPEAKERS
Supt. Jacob E. Wignot of Dover.
Mr. Frederick W. Holmes of Northeastern Uni-
versity.
Miss Frances Hyde, School Nurse of Dover.
Mr. Richard L. Thornton, Secretary of Y. M. C. A.,
of Dover.
Rev. Arthur M. Dunstan, Episcopal Church of
Dover.
ATHLETICS
The athletic council, consisting of ten members,
had full control of athletic activities.
As in former years, a letter was sent to all parents
having sons and daughters who desired to partici-
pate in such activities, stating that they must as-
sume all responsibility for injury received in the
varied sports.
For the first time a physical examination by some
regular physician was required of all contestants.
"the tattler"
Three issues of "The Tattler" were published dur-
ing the year, instead of six, as formerly. This year
the paper carried almost no advertising, and so each
issue had more actual reading material.
STATE SCHOLARSHIP DAY
The State Department invited Dover to send three
teams of three pupils each to Plymouth, on May,
1930, to take part in the program.
They were as follows:
Spelling—Adrian F. Allen. Mary E. Wilbur and
Eunice A. Wood.
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Geometry—Norman S. Cassell, William A. Grimes
and John F. Wentworth.
Latin—Frederick A. Nightingale, Gertrude E.
Phelps and Eunice L. Thompson.
The second won first place in geometry; and the
third, the third place in Latin.
Graduates, 1930
Classical: Alice Anne Barker Brierly, Gladys
Alice Bumford, Irene Jane Couser, Mary Elizabeth
Fresn, Christabel Helen Ham, Phyllis Ham, Alberta
Ruth Holt, Evelyn Mae Knox, Frederick Albert
Nightingale, Gertrude Ethel Phelps, Barbara Louise
Pineo, George Herman Rogers, Michael Edmund
Shaheen, Eunice Lucille Thompson, Mary Elizabeth
Wilbur.
Scientific: Adrian Frederick Allen, Peter Daniel
Antonopoulos, Norman Stanley Cassell, Philip Pren-
tiss Caswell, Malcolm Willis Clay, Frederic Stacy
Goodwin, William Alvin Grimes, Edward Henry
Hayes, Joseph Jeremiah Herlihy, Roger Franklin
Jenness, Harry Canney King, Peter John Lampros,
Donald Edward MacFadyen, Basil George Markos,
James Francis McAdam, Robert Arnold Potter, Leo
Fremont Vigent, John Frank Wentworth, Merle Del-
mond Wiggin.
Commercial: Gabriel Mary Carrier, Henry Jo-
seph Carrier, Irene Blanche Dube, Eleanor Louise
Emerson, Cora Arline Kinnie, Gertrude Mary La-
jenuesse, Kathleen Mallen, Margaret Teresa Mc-
Cabe, Dorothy Brabson McDonough, Jeanette Ma-
rie Renaud, Rae Shuman, Olive Harriet Sleeper,
Mary Agnes Spellman, Georgiana Mary Thivierge,
Susan Frances Thomas, Lois Evelyn Watson, Eunice
Arline Wood.
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Domestic Arts : Ida Mary Bascom, Ethel Frances
Gault, Dorothy Louise Parker.
Commercial-Domestic Arts: Mildred Bennett,
Inger Marie Berg, Lillian Alma Crateau, Rose Emma
Eschman, Ruth Irene Feinberg, Masie Isabelle Friars,
Catherine Rebecca Frizzell, Dorothy Marston Gage,
Ida Harriet Goldstein, Evelyn Florence Hanson, Iva
Sylvia Hudson, Pauline Lillian Jones, Lorette Gene-
vieve Labonte, Phyllis Mae Lamb, Edna Eloise White.
Mechanic Arts: Fred Howard Ball, Leslie Eu-
gene Dore, Donald Sargent Dyer, Laurence James
Laughlin, Raymond Joseph Loughlin, Charles Henry
Oulton, Paul McGregor Phipps, James Edward Pi-
per, Vincent Robert Sanborn, Bernard Francis Sears,
Jr.
General: Goger Morton Doe, Anita Ouellette.
The following graduates entered postgraduate in-
stitutions in September:
University of New Hampshire: Adrian F. Allen,
Norman S. Cassell, Philip P. Caswell, Malcolm W.
Clay, James E. Collins, Class of 1929, Irene J. Couser,
Elizabeth S. D'Arcy, Class of 1928, Roger M. Doe,
Frederick S. Goodwin, William A. Grimes, Christa-
bel H. Ham, Edward H. Hayes, John F. Keefe, Class
of 1929, Evelyn M. Knox, Peter J. Lampros, Ger-
trude E. Phelps, Donald E. MacFadyen, Basil G.
Markos, Michael E. Shaheen, James E. Wentworth,
Class of 1929, John F. Wentworth, Eunice L. Thomp-
son, Mary E. Wilbur.
Other Colleges:
Rollins College, Winter Park, Florida : Frederick
A. Nightingale, George H. Rogers.
Ryder College, Trenton, New Jersey: Barbara L.
Pineo.
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New York University: Edith Giles, Class of 1925.
Boston University, School of Education : Marietta
McLaughlin, Class of 1910.
Colby University, Waterville, Maine : Louise S.
Williams, Class of 1929.
Keene Normal School: E. Frances Redden, Class
of 1928.
Plymouth Normal School: Dorothy B. McDon-
ough, Phyllis Ham.
Schools for Nurses:
Mary Fletcher Hospital, Burlington, Vermont:
Pauline L. Jones.
Carney Hospital, South Boston, Massachusetts:
Dorothy L. Parker.
Orange General Hospital, Orlando, Florida:
Louise Titus Calef, Class of 1922.
Cambridge Hospital, Cambridge, Massachsetts:
Leah A. Boutin, Class of 1919.
Mercer Hospital, Trenton, New Jersey: Maisie I.
Friars.
Sacred Heart Hospital, Manchester, New Hamp-
shire: Mary A. Spellman.
Maine General Hospital, Portland Maine: Doro-
thy B. Dyer, Class of 1929.
Beth Israel Hospital, Chelsea, Massachusetts: Ida
H. Goldstein.
Wentworth Hospital, Dover, New Hampshire : Ed-
na E. White, Mildred Bennett, Alice B. Brierly.
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Special Schools:
Sargent School of Physical Education, Cambridge,
Massachusetts: Anita Ouellette.
International Y. M. C. A. College, Springfield,
Massachusetts: Robert A. Potter.
Old Colony School, Business and Secretarial Work,
Boston Massachusetts: Marion P. Hatch, Class of
1927.
Bryant & Stratton College of Business Adminis-
tration, Providence, Rhode Island: Eunice A. Wood.
Kent's Hill Seminary, Kent's Hill, Maine : Harry C.
King, Robert P. Caverly, Class of 1929.
Hitchcock Business School, Boston Massachusetts:
Rae Shuman.
COURSES OF STUDY





In curriculum I. at least two years of a modern language must be
taken if it is begun before the Senior Year.
*6 Content—Intermediate and Advanced Algebra, 16 weeks ; Solid Geom-
etry completed 12 weeks; Trigonometry completed 10 weeks; (plane).
*5 Content—Review Algebra including graphs and equations contain-
ing radicals, binomials theorem 19 weeks. Review Plane Geometry with 100
additonal originals 19 weeks.
fYear I—Those who elect French this year and pass it should elect a
second unit in year II.
fYear II—A second year of French is required of those who elect
French in the preceding year.
See page 227 of Revised Secondary Program of Studies (1919).
Note— Each pupil to select at least three years of two of the following:
Latin, French, German, Mathematics, Science.
Each pupil required also to take four studies each year, one of which
must be English. American Constitutional History must be taken in the
fourth year. Five subjects for those taking Curriculum I and V in fourth
year.
RECORD OF ADOPTION AND APPROVAL
The school board at a meeting held June 12, 1929, adopted the foregoing
as the program of studies for Dover High School and under the conditions
printed on the back of this paper requested the approval of the Commissioner
of Education.
NORMAN E. SEAVEY,




SMITH-HUGHES MECHANIC ARTS CURRICULUM




Shop woodwork consisting of cabinet making and wood turning
Related Work
Related Mechanical Drawing, not to exceed 2 clock hours per
week
Shop Mathematics 4 clock hours for the semester in which Oc-
cupations is not given, and 3 clock hours for the semester in














Machine work using lathe, shaper, or planer, drill, etc. Electric
wiring such as winding motors, wiring house, repairing or
installing electrical equipment of automobiles and tractors,
etc. Making primary and secondary batteries
Related Work
Related Mechanical Drawing, not to exceed 2 clock hours
Shop Physics. The applied physics of the shop, e. g., Heat
treatment of steel, molar and molecular properties of metals,
electrical conductivity of metals, etc. This course will be
taught in the shops chiefly
English III
Law and Political Economy
SENIOR YEAR
Shop
No. 1 Machine Shop Practice, including use of milling machine,
Elementary tool making, machine shop practice, machine
shop organization, etc. Wholly on projects of commercial
use and value
Related Work
Mechanics—Relating to power evolution and transmission. Prob-
lems of pulleys, belts, sprockets, chains, etc. Horsepower
generated by or used up in motors and machines actually de-
termined
Mechanical Drawing not to exceed ..............[[....'[[
Shop Organization "..!!!!
No. 1 Automotive Repair may be offered in ' place of Machine
Shop Pi-actice if desired
United States Constitutional History .............'."..
Chemistry—Theory and application of is strongly'Vecommended












Only two changes were made in the teaching body.
In the main, all members of the faculty have had
several years of successful experience in the class
room. Under such conditions the pupils, with a rea-
sonable amount of preparation on the daily assign-
ments, should not fail to pass from one grade to an-
other.
One afternoon each week was set apart for mak-
ing up work. On this day, also, pupils, needing ex-
tra assistance, took advantage of the opportunity
offered to secure that aid.
This individual help was conducted informally
and often led to discussion of the reasons for failure.
Methods for improvement were, in many cases, sug-
gested. Effort was made to take into consideration
the individual differences of the pupils.
This practice proved to be beneficial in that it
enabled them to do better work in their various
classes. It also gave the teacher an opportunity to
acquire a better understanding of the pupil's ability,
helped him to gauge more accurately the estimate
of his attainments, and promoted a friendly feeling
of cooperation between teacher and pupil.
Fundamentals were stressed in class by requiring
pupils to locate all places mentioned in their studies.
Oral and written expressions were carefully checked.
Written themes were required to be free from mis-
spelled words.
Inattention, lack of study, and outside attraction,
are ruinous to good scholarship.
DEFICIENCIES
In accordance with the rules of the school com-
mittee, deficiencies were sent to all parents, giving
the standing of their sons and daughters in the va-
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rious subjects of the curricula. Interested parents
usually seek an opportunity to visit the headmaster
or teachers to learn, if possible, the reason for fail-
ure to attain the requisite standing. Only by coop-
eration can best results be obtained.
Personal letters were sent to parents of the seniors,
at the close of each term, that no misunderstanding
might arise at the end of the school year in June.
OPENING OF SCHOOL IN SEPTEMBER
If parents have not fully decided on the courses to
be pursued in the school, it would be well to consult
the headmaster on Saturday before the school opens
on the following Tuesday in September.
As a rule, young people are not mature enough to
choose the curriculum best adapted to their future
needs. Such action on the part of the parent would
prevent so many changes in the school work after
three or four weeks in an undesirable program.
The ultimate aim of the student should, largely,
determine his academic career.
CONCLUSION
I am under deep obligation to the school commit-
tee, superintendent, and teachers for their loyalty




Dover, N. H., December 20, 1930.
REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR OF
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Since assuming the duties of director of physical
education in the public schools of Dover a year ago,
an attempt has been made by the director to improve
and broaden the scope of this department so that
a larger number of children could be reached and
more active participation enjoyed by all. This is
being done by a system of inter-school and inter-
class athletics for high and grammar schools which,
besides the regular physical training period once a
week, provides for competition between the various
grades and classes in football, basketball, baseball
and track.
While these extra-curricula activities are not com-
pulsory, as in the case of the weekly gymnasium pe-
riod, participation is always urged by the director,
and the number of boys and girls availing themselves
of this opportunity is very gratifying. This program
has in no way anything to do with the regular high
school varsity teams in the various sports and has to
be arranged at such times and places as the director
can see fit, because of the time and attention neces-
sary for coaching the regular high school teams.
In baseball season, grammar school leagues were
formed, with Belknap, Central and Sawyer compet-
ing against one another. Three leagues were organ-
ized:—the eighth grades, the seventh grades and
the sixths, with a total of twenty-seven games being
played. In high school, the four classes played as
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a league, with the ultimate winner receiving their
class numerals as a reward.
During the spring, several grade school track
meets were held, both indoors at our gymnasium, and
outdoors, with the schools competing against one
another by grades. Girls' track events were also
held, as well as boys', and some worthy perform-
ances were turned in and considerable enthusiasm
created.
The intra-mural idea dropped off considerably
during the fall, due to the amount of time the direc-
tor is forced to spend with the high school football
squad, and the absence of assistants who are qual-
ified to organize the sport in grammar schools. A
few games were played, however, between eighth
grades, although no regular schedule was attempted.
A start was made toward organizing a Freshman-
Sophomore football squad, with Mr. Clark of Lo-
throp Memorial Hall assisting the director, but this
had to be discontinued when Mr. Clark's increased
duties at Memorial Hall prevented his lending his
further assistance.
The winter season sees basketball organized in
the high and grammar schools with eighteen grade
school teams and eight high school teams using our
gymnasium and playing at least once a week. Last
year twenty-six teams played a total of one hundred
and twenty-eight games on our court and three hun-
dred boys and girls participated.
This intra-mural program, while wholly beneficial
in building up health, skill, muscular coordination,
self-control and courage in our boys and girls, is
partly selfish, if one could designate it thus. These
games serve to train and develop material for our
high school teams of a few years hence. In the
sport of basketball, we have our program developed
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to the fullest extent with Dover's spacious gymna-
sium and plenty of volunteer assistants. We hope
by this inter-class schedule of activities to keep
abreast or ahead of our high school rivals in ath-
letics. Others are doing it, and our aim is to organ-
ize better than they have.
Figures are herewith quoted, showing participa-









Physical education in the grammar and primary
grades consists of a regular gymnasium period once
a week of one hour's length for the 5th, 6th, 7th and
8th grades, while the director visits the primary
grades once a week and spends from 15 to 25 min-
utes in each room. The boys and girls are separated
in the upper grades so that every boy and every girl
comes to gymnasium one hour per week. The classes
in physical training range from 25 to 60 in attend-
ance and the period is one hour in length. The gym-
nasium program consists of calisthenics, and gymnas-
tics, marching tactics, games, relays and athletics of
all kinds.
In the primary grades I, II, III and IV, the director
visits each class once a week and teaches various
games, stunts, relays and story plays, as well as ele-
mentary work in gymnastics, marching tactics and
folk dancing. The time spent with each class ranges
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from 15 to 25 minutes, depending upon the school
and number of rooms to visit. This short period is
hardly adequate to do any more than demonstrate
the work, but the director carries a top-heavy pro-
gram, and in order not to slight any particular room
or grades and visit each once a week, the time al-
lowed in each class is very short.
The regular athletic teams of the high school were
on about a par with other years. The number taking
part, particularly in football, fell off somewhat this
year. This is to be regretted, for it shows a decline
in school spirit, particularly among the older and
larger boys whence should come most of the material
making up the teams. An encouraging feature,
however, was the large number of freshmen and
sophomores who turned out for football. This au-
gurs well for the sport next year.
In basketball we achieved our best success, our
boys' team winning 10 out of 15 contests, while our
girls did even better, winning 10 out of 12 games.
The director has been ably assisted with this sport
by Mr. James Carroll of this city, who coached the
girls' team and thus made it possible for the director
to spend so much more time than was formerly given
on grammar school athletics and the development of
a real intra-mural program.
During the spring, teams in baseball and track
were organized, the former having a poor season, the
latter a good one. Only three games were won out
of nine played in baseball, while in track the most
notable achievement was the winning of the Sanford
interscholastic meet for the second successive year.
This fall, due to a lack of experienced material,
our football team suffered six straight defeats before
finally arriving and winning the last two, one of
which, the annual Rochester game, atoned for an
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otherwise drab season. Commencing with a green
team, they developed slowly, but hit their stride at
the end of the schedule.
Below are figures showing participation in the
several sports:
Varsity basketball, boys 15




In closing this report I wish to express my grati-
tude and appreciation to all who have so kindly as-
sisted me during the past year; the superintendent,
principal and members of the board who, by counsel
and advice, helped me at various times; to teachers,
who cooperated so well in making the department of
physical education successful ; to Mr. Carroll, who so
ably coached girls' basketball and track; to Mr.
Clark and Mr. Plante for their generous assistance
during the football and baseball seasons; and last,
but not least, to my several undergraduate student-
instructors and officials, who were of great assistance




Director of Physical Education.
THE REPORT OF THE MUSIC SUPERVISOR
FOR 1930
It is with real pleasure in my work, and a sincere
hope that the task of the music supervisor may have
a broader scope and far wider influence in our city
as the years go on, rather than any satisfaction in
what has been accomplished, that I make this, my
ninth report, to you, Mr. Superintendent and Mem-
bers of the School Board.
The work in the grades goes on much as in past
years, with the splendid cooperation of the teachers.
New material has been supplied whenever and
wherever it seemed that it could be used to advan-
tage.
We are glad to note the progress of the gram-
mar school orchestra ; the interest and enthusiasm of
the young musicians are most encouraging.
The pupils of the eighth grades have taken part
in two operettas, very different in character, giving
opportunity for self expression and the development
of imagination, both very valuable contributions to
the education of the child. The first one, "Twilight
Alley," was altruistic, giving the children an ideal of
social obligation, while the historical background
and atmosphere of "On Plymouth Rock" must have
carried some realization of the struggles, sacrifices
and religious faith of our forefathers. The children
love these performances, and the teachers give most
generously of their time and strength to rehearsals.
I cannot say enough to express my appreciation of
the wonderful cooperation of the teachers in the va-
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rious departments of grade and high schools, as they
work to make these ventures successful. The pro-
ceeds are being used for school purposes, most of
it in the music department.
The work in the high school has changed but little.
We had one ensemble band concert when the boys'
band came from Laconia and played with our band,
a most enjoyable concert. Plans for another such
concert in Laconia are under way, but a suitable date
has not yet been agreed upon.
We sent five members of our orchestra to the All
New England Orchestra in Boston in May. This
meant some expenditure of time and money by the
pupils and their parents, and gave the former a
splendid training. One girl of the graduating class
came back early from the Washington trip that she
might play at rehearsals and concert.
We sent seven players to the All New Hampshire
Orchestra, which played in Concord. These high
school pupils play very lovely and very difficult mu-
sic with such accuracy and enthusiasm that even the
critics praise them. It would be a fine thing if Dover
people would attend these concerts and so encourage
the young people by their support. The parents of
the players who have heard them play have been
enthusiastic in their appreciation of the benefit of
the undertaking.
Right here I must speak of the summer school of
music to be opened near the Rangely Lakes in
Maine. There has been such a school in the West
for three years, where the National High School or-
chestra has been trained and where all subjects re-
lated to music are taught with the regular advan-
tages of camp life. I want to send at least one stu-
dent to this camp, and shall be very glad to give in-
formation about it.
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We note the coming to our city of schools of music,
and welcome any movement that tends to raise the
standard of study. These ventures might easily be
under the supervision of the school system. The
manufacturers are doing their part to put instru-
ments in the hands of children, by the system of loan
and rental. The music department of the school
should cooperate with local teachers to form classes
and awaken interest. It should not be left to out-
siders. Talented teachers of special instruments
could be brought to the city as needed.
All through the years of my work here, music has
had no standing as a study in the high school. Until
lately the love and interest in the subject has been
sufficient to make it worth while, at least, though
far from what it should be. Conditions grow harder
each year: the children have more outside interests
and distractions. Several social organizations for
pupils of high school age have been formed. Re-
hearsals are in competition with athletics where the
contest idea is paramount, and where winning a
game is essential to the very existence of the sport.
The general unrest, and numerous excitement of
our swiftly moving world, with its countless and va-
ried activities, are reflected in the children. It is
more difficult to secure attention and concentration.
The financial strain is felt by all. With less em-
ployment and more leisure, people turn to the dis-
traction of play. The need for music by children
and adults grows greater. We should supply a di-
version which develops resources and talents, the ex-
ercise of which can be carried through life, not a
temporary fad or sport, of doubtful value in itself,
to be dropped as youth passes.
As I have suggested, discipline grows more diffi-
cult, and social behavior cannot be taken for grant-
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ed, nor left to the interest in the subject. The per-
sonality of the teacher is not enough to ensure the
right response.
The whole attitude toward music must be
changed. Make it essential: regard it as equal in
importance with mechanic arts. Set up standards,
require proficiency, and the whole aspect of the sub-
ject will be changed. Is it not worth it? If it be
used only to lighten a Commencement program or to
help carry a prize speaking contest, would it not be
better to hire in a few good musicians than to wear
out a supervisor, and give the children the false idea
that they have accomplished something in music by
worrying through a public performance that has not
shown honest study and discipline.
As a beginning in this task of putting music where
it belongs in our high school, I ask for an assistant,
who shall take the training of orchestra and band, to
be paid $1000 a year from school funds.
Then I ask for credits for approved work. The
schedule worked out must first be approved by the
members of the board, then by the state board of ed-
ucation, then worked out by the high school man-
agement. It is a very small beginning, but will lead
to greater things.
Let us think only of the welfare of the children.
The safety and even the sanity of the future are in
our hands. We must face conditions are they are,
and will be, and provide for progress on lines that
will ensure happiness and peace.
Respectfully submitted,
Minnie L. Eaton.
REPORT OF DRAWING TEACHER
To the School Board :
I hereby submit my sixth annual report of drawing
in the Dover public schools.
Today education recognizes drawing as an es-
sential subject of the school curriculum, not alone
as an isolated study, but also as a correlative means
of education. The latter phase of drawing has been
stressed in my work in the Dover schools.
Young children are very expressive. All impres-
sions which they receive lead to immediate expres-
sions in some form or other. Authoritative research
proves that drawing of all expressive forms, is very
important. It has therefore been my purpose to
bring out the latent qualities of the children through
the medium of drawing.
Laws of drawing are made only to supply a work-
ing base as starting points for personal applications.
They offer to art a foundation for order and prevent
a maize of unrelated complications. If a child once
understands their significance, their reaction and
possibilities, and is then left to himself in the appli-
cation of this knowledge, he will soon use these by
force of habit. The teacher of art should be the
guiding force both in the presentation of material
and in its application.
The appreciation of color is one of the first in-
stincts of a child. Modern instruction offers a child
not only the medium which represents the best pos-
sible expression of a problem, but offers it in color,
which draws the child's attention and creates in-
terest in the subject itself.
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The fall and spring weeks have been spent in na-
ture study. Flowers and birds have proved to be
among the most attractive subjects for art apprecia-
tion. Nature, like individuals, expresses her moods
in color. Observations of nature in her various
moods are helpful in stimulating originality and in-
dividual expression in children.
For holidays and special days, the children have
been given special projects in which they could ex-
press the spirit and meaning of the various days.
These projects have been of great interest to the
children.
Printing instruction varying in kind, according to
the grade, has been given every child. This has been
followed by making original civic posters on "Better
Homes," "Fire Prevention," "Accident Prevention"
and Health." These posters were exhibited last
spring in the public library.
As a special project during the winter months, the
eighth-grade pupils made an intensive study of col-
or, and its relation and application to present day
needs.
When the weather permitted I have visited the
rural schools. I have been very much pleased, both
with the work and the cooperation extended by
the teachers.
As a suggestion previously made in other reports,
I believe that there should be more classes in draw-
ing, since the present system does not provide a suffi-
cient amount of time to give the children a thorough




REPORT OF SCHOOL NURSE
To the superintendent and the school committee
the following report of the school nurse and super-
visor of health is respectfully submitted.
From January, 1930, to December, 1930, inclusive.
Visits to schools 346
Visits to schools for physical inspections . . . 151
Visits for follow up work 124




FINDINGS OF HEALTH INSPECTIONS
Eyes, 51 cases, treatment secured 16
Ears, 7 cases, no treatment
Underweight, 188 cases, gained in weight
Pediculosis, 13 cases, treatment secured .
Gland disease, 1 case, treatment secured .
Adenoids, 6 cases, treatment secured

















At the first sign of a cold in a child, put him to
bed and keep him there, resting at least twenty-four
hours; give him plenty of water to drink, not much
to eat, call a physician if it does not yield to this
treatment within twenty-four hours. Very few colds
would develop into serious illness if children—and
adults, too—were given such care the first day or
two, for what seems to be the beginning of a cold
may prove to be measles, scarlet fever, whooping
cough or influenza. Colds frequently are followed
by pneumonia and other illnesses and sometimes by
tuberculosis if neglected.
TUBERCULOSIS CLINIC
We have five children under observation, two are
contact cases, and the other three are incipient hilus.
These clinics are held once a month at room 6, 123
Washington street, with a specialist and a nurse in
attendance.
MENTAL CLINIC
Doctor Doloff from the state hospital comes about
once in two months to see his paroled patients, and
he kindly allows us to take to him children who are
not making satisfactory progress. This year we had
seven children examined, two were diagnosed as
definitely feeble-minded, one as a high grade moron
type, the remaining four in need of more hand work,
and special care and attention. Physically and men-
tally handicapped children we have always had with
us, and they must always have special care, but in-
stead of deploring their fate, and letting it go at
that, we are beginning to make an effort to fit them
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into a scheme of life where their inadequacies will
be minimized. How much as parents or as school
people can we afford to give them of what they
need?
TEETH
When the famous Don Quixote lost some of his
teeth in a fight, he said to his squire : ''I had rather
they had torn off an arm, provided it were not the
sword arm, for thou must know, Sancho, that a
mouth without teeth is like a mill without a stone,
and that a diamond is not so precious as a tooth."
Even soft teeth can be improved if taken in time,
kept clean, examined and cared for by the dentist,
nourished and built by a good, well balanced diet,
exercised by chewing all food well, and by having
some food that requires plenty of chewing. We have
no school fund for teeth. We are still being helped
generously by the dental clinic of the Dover District
Nursing Association. They are now having six half
day clinics each month, and would like to have two
whole days each week if they could do it, but they
lack the funds. We have had 280 children treated
at the clinic this year, extractions, cleaning and fill-
ing, with plenty of good advice, also. Teeth need
constant care; they are never a finished product.
We have a small fund which is usually large
enough to care for cases of defective vision which
can be corrected. Some of the parents are not will-
ing to have the children wear glasses or have neces-
sary treatment, but most of them are thankful to
have their children helped.
We have another small fund for adenoids, and
when that is all used some of our kind friends help us
to provide treatment.
The state public welfare department, through its
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supervisor for the conservation of sight and hearing,
has promised to test the hearing of our children
above the second grade, with the audiometer which
is provided by the state. It makes a much better test
than any other method that has been used. The New
England climate is hard on the mucous membrane
of the nose and throat, and because of colds and ca-
tarrhs there is a lot of deafness among young and
old. With a better method of testing the ears, we
may be able to find the trouble when it may be cor-
rected.
Health of body, mind and soul is the great gift.
Prevention of disease is better than cure. We can
not expect our body to run continuously and well
without periodic inspection by doctor and dentist.
We also need good health habits, mental as well as
physical—habits of being cheerful, courageous and
unselfish can be formed, and these habits are the
most important of all health habits.
Frances Hyde, R. N.
REPORT OF DOMESTIC SCIENCE TEACHER
To the Superintendent of Schools :
Sir:—The report of domestic science in the Dover
grade schools is offered for your consideration, being
the seventh submitted by me as instructor of this
branch of school work.
As in the past, the requirements and standards set
by the state board of education have been considered
and met. Therefore, a report of our work in detail
would be a repetition of statements already made,
and we shall endeavor to call attention only to a few
new things that happened in our department during
the current year.
This year one hundred ninety girls report to us in
ten classes. Though this number is not evenly di-
vided, the average number in each class is not too
large, considering that our laboratory is equipped
for eighteen and the work itself calls for much su-
pervision of the individual.
In recent years many good text books in home
economics have been published, and one of these was
selected for classroom use. It enables the pupil to
get for herself many facts which the teacher would
be obliged to give in lecture form. Since twenty
books will supply two hundred girls in this depart-
ment, a good book now and then is a worth while in-
vestment.
In May a sewing exhibit was given in the library.
At this time three hundred pieces of work were on
display, representing only a small part of the year's
accomplishment in this branch of domestic science.
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Some of the hand work was done wholly at home.
Home projects are always encouraged, since it is
well for the school to reach outside its actual hours
and occupy idle hands. There is no danger of over-
exertion, since hand work is more or less of a recrea-
tion. This opportunity of assembling the results of
a year's work so kindly extended to us by those in
charge at the library is much appreciated. The great
value of such an exhibit lies largely in its effect upon
the children themselves, who look forward in sixth
grade to the attainment of eighth grade skill as seen
in this view of the whole.
In the spring and again in the fall operettas were
produced under the direction of the music super-
visor. The decorations for the first one were made
by the grade girls in their domestic science periods
and some of the costumes for the second musical
production were fashioned by them also. By this
work they learned valuable lessons in cooperation
and were also interested in a type of work a little
different from their ordinary routine employment.
By using a visiting day granted to the instructor
and the following Saturday holiday it was possible
to attend an intensive course in machine training
given by an expert secured by the University at Dur-
ham. Much valuable material for classroom drill
was obtained at this time and many new ideas were
brought back to the pupils.
Half of the school year is devoted to cooking. It
is not our purpose to dwell at length on this topic.
Nevertheless, it has received its share of attention.
A very close relationship exists between this subject
and other school activities. One must read care-
fully, reckon accurately as in arithmetic, remember
lessons of health in planning menus, judge results
and avoid past errors. Cooking is a fine art. Hand
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and eye and brain must be taught to work together
before the art is mastered. It offers much opportu-
nity for mental development.
With the wealth of material to be presented, the
work of the instructor never becomes monotonous.
One's zeal to arouse and maintain an interest in the
things of the home is increased by the hearty coop-
eration of the girls, the parents, the other teachers
and those in charge, to whom our thanks is due.
Respectfully submitted,
Mary E. Cavanaugh,
Teacher of Domestic Science.
REPORT OF THE INSTRUCTOR
OF MANUAL TRAINING
I find in making this report that it is rather diffi-
cult to convey with it any definite plan of course
procedure.
My experience of last year and this have shown
me a very vivid factor which an instructor must find
among the boys, this being pupil interest.
In order to develop this interest, a reasonably
large field must be covered in order that the pupil
be allowed, within reason, to make or construct that
thing in which he at that time is most interested.
This, of course, means that the working projects
vary widely, but allow the pupil with assistance to
rapidly, and according to his own extent of adapta-
bility, make advancement. We have so far this
year made projects such as: Bread boards, broom
holders, steak planks, sleeve boards, ironing boards,
coat hangers, model airplanes, model boats, piano
benches, hall trees and book cases.
Our comparative data of this year's enrollment
with that of last is as follows:
Year 1929-1930 Year 1930-1931
Pupils Pupils
Sawyer 8th 17 Sawyer 8th 18
Central 8th 48 Central 8th 47
Central 7th 33 Central 7th 36
Sawyer 7th 20 Sawyer 7th 20
Belknap 7th 23 Belknap 7th 24
Sawyer 6th 25 Sawyer 6th 22
Belknap 6th 36 Belknap 6th 21
Central 6th 21 Central 6th 20
Total enrollment. 223 Total enrollment. 208
This report is respectfully submitted by
Harold E. Plante.
TRUANT OFFICER'S REPORT
To the School Committee:
I respectfully submit the following report for the
year 1930.
Number of complaints from teachers 158
Number of complaints from St. Mary's Acad-
emy 3
Number of complaints from St. Charles'
School 34
Whole number of complaints received 195
Number of cases of absence investigated . . . 188
Number of cases of tardiness investigated . . 5
Number of children found absent without
good reason 43
Number found to be truant 13
Number of visits to schools 188
Number of visits to families 233
Number of visits to manufacturing establish-
ments 170
Visits to Strand theatre 4




INFORMATION TO BE FURNISHED BY ENUMERATOR
1. (a) Number children (5-16) found by enu-
merator: Boys, 1,479; girls, 1,245; to-
tal, 2,724.
(b) Number of these found not to be in
school: Number 5-8, 230; number 8-14,
3; number 14-16, 33; total, 266.
(c) Number of children enumerated and to
be accounted for in schools, (a-b),
2,458.
INFORMATION TO BE FURNISHED AND
COMPLETED BY SUPERINTENDENT
2. (a) Number children in public schools, in the
district September 30, 1930 : *Total reg-
istered 1,812 (under 5, ; over 16, 219)
,
5-16, 1,593.
(b) Number children in parochial or private
schools in the district, September 30,
1930: *Total registered, 907 (under 5,
0; over 16, 13), 5-16, 920.
(c) Number children (5-16) living in district
but attending high school or academy
outside, 0.
(d) Number children (5-16) living in district
but attending elementary school out-
side, 0.
(e) Total number of children accounted for
in schools (a-b-c-d), 2,513.
3. Number of children (5-16) reported in 2(a) or
(b), who live in other towns, 55.
4. Whole number of resident children (5-16) ac-
counted for, 2,458. 1 (c) =4; 2(e)—3 = 4.
5. Number between the ages of 10 and 16 not able
to read and write in the English language, 7.
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6. How many of these illiterate children were
born in New Hampshire? 7. Elsewhere in
the United States? 0. In foreign countries? 0.
7. Number 10 years of age or over who, on Sep-
tember 30, were in grade 1, 0. In grade II, 2.
8. Of the children (8-14) reported in 1 (b) as
not registered in any school, how many are
excused by the school board on account of
physical or mental disability? 2.
9. Of the children (14-16) reported in 1 (b) as
not registered in any school,
(a) How many have completed the course of
study for elementary schools? 29.
(b) How many have been excused by the
school board because of physical or
mental condition? 2.
10. Number of defective children between 5 and
16 : Blind, ; deaf and dumb, ; feeble-
minded, 2 ; total, 2.
Explanations. *Answers to these questions should be taken from school
registers.
Number of children between certain ages means number that have
reached the lower age, but have not reached the older age. For instance,
number of children between 5 and 14 means the number who have reached
or passed their fifth birthday and have not reached their fourteenth birthday.
EVENING SCHOOL STATISTICS





Number under 21 years of age 6
Number 21 years of age and over 12
18
Schools maintained 1











Number of male teachers 10
Number of female teachers 51
Number of teachers who have graduated from
a normal or training school 25
Number of teachers who have graduated
from college 17
Number of teachers who have a state certifi-
cate 50
Number of teachers who have a state license 11
Number of teachers who have a state permit
ATTENDANCE
Number of pupils enrolled by grades during the

















By the superintendent, to all schools 425
By members of school board 9
By citizens 719
ROLL OF PERFECT ATTENDANCE
High School:—John S. Allard, Fred H. Ball, Ida
M. Bascom, Nancy L. Batley, Cecil W. Bayes, James
E. Beckingham, Mildred Bennett, Inger M. Berg,
Germaine G. Bernard, Eben B. Bistline, Clara H.
Blougouras, James Bograkos, Charles A. Bodge,
Mary F. Bohan, Robert Bowen, Harold F. Boyd, Er-
nestine A. Bresette, Lloyd F. Brewster, Barbara
Brownell, Alice I. Clark, Daniel W. Clement, Pauline
M. Clendening, Lucille E. Coffin, Mary A. Colby,
Louise M. Corcoran, Henry R. Cote, Walter L. Cum-
mings, Clara Daeris, Anna T. Dennis, Roger M. Doe,
Kenneth E. Dore, Mary F. Duffy, Thomas F. Duffy,
Barbara L. Dugan, Chesley F. Durgin, Ernest C. Fil-
lion, Malcolm W. Foss, Norma E. Foss, Maisie I.
Friars, Dorothy M. Gage, Henry J. Godbois, Alice
L. Grattan, Dorothy J. Grimes, Edgar D. Hall, Flor-
ence E. Hatch, Leo S. Hourihane, Iva S. Hudson, Hel-
en A. Hutchins, Frederick H. Johnson, Pauline L.
Jones, Paul G. Karkevelas, Harry C. King, Manola E.
King, Walter B. Knight, Norvin F. Nowlton, Irene
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Lampesis, Peter T. Lampesis, Charles Lampros, Mary
Lampros, Royce S. Leclair, Paul F. Lockwood, Wal-
ter I. Lockwood, Paul I. Lord, Raymond J. Loughlin,
Donald E. MacFadyen, Wayne R. MacFadyen,
Charles J. Marelli, Simon G. Markos, Sophie Markos,
Dorothy B. McDonough, Madeline M. McManus,
John L. Newsky, Robert G. North, Harold J. Nossiff,
Anita Ouellette, Charles H. Oulton, Gertrude E.
Phelps, James E. Piper, Ruby E. Piper, Robert A.
Potter, Charles A. Poulin, Joseph T. Prendergast,
William J. Reycraft, Hall S. Roberts, Arthur W.
Robinson, Bernard F. Sears, Emile Shaheen, Roland
E. Shevenell, Annie L. Smith, Doria M. Spencer,
Pauline M. Spiridondes, John F. Sullivan, Joseph W.
Sunderland, Cecil S. Taylor, Everett L. Taylor, Wil-
liam F. Therrien, Georgiana M. Thivierge, Eunice L.
Thompson, Russell E. Thompson, Elinor L. Tibbetts,
Lawrence E. Towne, Esther C. Varney, Fred M. Var-
ney, Helen H. Vigent, Wilfred E. Vigneault, Ava M.
Warren, Lois E. Watson, John F. Wentworth, Doro-
thy Whitehouse, Robert L. Wignot, Barbara Wilkin-
son, Ruth C. Williamson, Raymond E. Wolcott, Eu-
nice A. Wood, Marion A. York.
Sawyer:
Grade 8—Charles Bean, Beatrice Haley, Selma
Murray, Raymond Routhier, Mae Skelly, Lois Swal-
low, Minnie Taylor.
Grade 7—Helen M. Eastman.
Grade 6—Irvin S. Horlor, Anna E. Skelly, Alice
M. Williams.
Grade 5—Eloise M. Crocker, Phyllis J. Foss.
Grade 4—Mary Keay, Demosthenes Kyreazes, Ir-
ving Stackpole, Phyllis Tibbetts.
Grade 3—Constance Foss, Marie Riekert, William
Roussin, Raymond Skelly, Catherine Walker.
Grade 2—None.
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Grade 1—Elinor Anderson, Clyde Skelly.
Central
:
Grade 8-A—Elinore C. Hanscom, Margaret H.
Keefe, Carlson S. J. Moseley, Daisy G. Mountford,
William Rinaldi, Bernard L. Robillard, Phyllis Sears,
Hannah W. Sheppard, Beatrice F. Spencer, Charles
H. Tinker, Ellsworth F. Walker, Norman B. Wallace.
Grade 8-B—Paul Colokathis, Demos Demosthenes,
Kenneth C. Ellis, Addie M. Otis, Louise V. Walton,
Lawrence J. Wood.
Grade 8-C—Beatrice Blake, Frederick Hayes,
Ethelyne Tebbets.
Grade 7—Edna Bryant, Jeannette Cote, Sophie
Komouchas, Theodore Papadopoulos, Maybelle Par-
ker.
Grade 6—Norman Quimby, Merrill Rowe, Frank-
lin Stackpole, Tony Tsoronis.




Grade 7—John A. Constantine, Donald H. Landry,
Lois E. Tetreau.
Grade 6—Ernest T. Beede, Robert B. Coombs,
Ruth G. Stimson.
Grades 5-6—Walter E. Apschnikat, Philip J.
George.
Grade 5—Alice L. Corson, Ruth C. Cumings, Edith




Grade 4—George Diamond, William Hamilton,
Chresula Janetos, George Koutrelakos, Sidney Smith,
Francis Swallow.
Grade 3—Charles Angelopoulos, Nicholas Bogra-










Grade 4—Dorothy Costarakis, John E. Leary, Do-
ra E. Locke, Winifred McConnell, William T. Moore,
Francis D. Pollard, Louis Wiseman, Erlon L. Wood-
man, Russell Whitley.
Grade 3—Ethel Karalis, Catherine Petrakos.




Grade 4—G. Herbert Friars.
Grade 3—None.





Grades 1-7—Wilfred L. Belanger, Blanche E.
Cheney, Helen T. Cheney, Maynard J. Cheney, John





Roscoe Willard Atkins, Vernon A. Agnew, Charles
Linwood Bean, Russell Oliver Bickford, Eleanor
Rosemond Breen, Philip Augustine Casey, Raymond
Tibbetts Chase, Phyllis Colomy, Joseph George
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Coury, William Arthur Cullen, Elizabeth Pearl Dia-
mond, Rose Marie Finnin, Gertrude June Finlay,
Mavis Gertrude Getchell, Robert Eugene Goodwin,
Phyllis Marion Grattan, Beatrice Fernald Haley,
Craig Alden Holmes, Evelyn Grace Joy, Angeline
Janetos, Nicklos Janetos, Viola Agnes Marden, Shir-
ley Estelle Moore, Selma Anna Murray, Gladys Mari-
on McKeon, Wallace Earl Newling, Charles Wyman
Osbon, Edward A. Otash, Raymond Alfred Routhier,
Walter Ernest Riekert, Margaret Eleanor Seavey,
Mary Etta Skelly, Evelyn Louise Swain, Lois Shep-
pard Swallow, Lois Mae Taylor, Minnie Taylor, Ches-
ter Arthur Tibbetts, Cora Albertine Trangion, Doro-
thy Edith Walker, Phyllis Mae Wiggin.
Central 8-
A
Norman W. Brown, Lindell E. Campbell, Janice
Caswell, Quimby Chase, Ada Mae Cox, Emma A.
Davis, Robert J. Forbes, Dorothy L. Friars, Dorothy
J. Gallagher, Dorothy H. Gniffke, John William
Goss, Marjorie E. Greenaway, Albert J. Hamel, Eli-
nor C. Hanscom, Gertrude A. Hayes, Richard W.
Hersey, Marguerita A. Hodgkinson, Wilfred A.
Hodgkinson, John A. Hunter, Jr., Margaret H.
Keefe, Beatrice E. MacMullen, Mary A. McCarthy,
Edward D. Mcintosh, Carlton S. J. Moseley, Daisy G.
Mountford, William L. Reynolds, William Rinaldi,
Bernard L. Robillard, Walter Scott, Phyllis Sears,
Hannah W. Sheppard, Beatrice F. Spencer, John E.
Story, Edwin H. Tabbutt, Alice M. Tibbetts, Charles
H. Tinker, Ellsworth F. Walker, Florence B. Walker,
Norman B. Wallace, Donald H. Wormell.
Central 8-B
Helen Angelopoulos, Katherine Apostolopoulos,
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Charles Arvenitis, Eleanor M. Baker, Richard J. Bas-
com, Russell S. Bedard, Mabel L. Caswell, Paul Col-
okathis, Charles Constantakos, Alexander Constan-
topoulos, Anastasia C. Constantopoulos, Murray F.
Crockett, Roland A. Demers, Demos Demosthenes,
John F. Donovan, Ruth E. Eldredge, Agnes V. Ellis,
Kenneth C. Ellis, Irene Farrell, C. Merrill Hall, Mari-
on R. Hurd, Georgiannia Karalis, Jennie Karalis,
Charles H. Morrill, Addie M. Otis, J. Randolph Pal-
mer, John Sikalian, Mary Sikalian, Clifford H.
Towne, Burton H. Tuttle, Mary E. Tuttle, Louise V.
Walton, Lawrence J. Wood.
Central 8-C
Beatrice Blake, Thomas Cyril Clark, George Al-
bert Cote, Ellen Martha Davis, Alphe Alfred Gren-
ier, Frederick Clinton Hayes, Beatrice Alice Houde,
Jennie Estella Leathers, Frederick Elmer Legacy,
Fred Joseph Mater, Raymond Arthur McGlone, Rita
McGlone, Pauline Amada Roy, Thelma Louise Smith,
Ethelyne Theo Tebbetts, Ethel Kennard Whitehouse,
Gertrude Mae Winslow.
LIMITS OF SCHOOL DISTRICTS
The following table limits gives the general out-
lines of the districts, which are subject to changes as
may be necessary from time to time.
GRADE VIII
Central School B—East of Central avenue, Ham
street and south to and including Stark avenue. West
to Central avenue from the B. & M. R. R. to and in-
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eluding Silver street to Belknap street. Suburban
districts.
Sawyer School—The northern part of the city
bounded on the south by Central limits.
Central School A—All the southern and western
part of the city not included in the above limits.
GRADE VII
Sawyer School—The northern part of the city
bounded on the south by the B. & M. R. R., east to
the Cocheco river and Fourth street west of the Co-
checo river.
Central School—South of the Sawyer limits to Sil-
ver street, and as far west as Belknap street; south
on Central avenue to Stark avenue and east to these
streets. Suburban districts.
Belknap School—All of the southern and western
part of the city not included in the above limits.
Central School—On the east side of Central ave-
nue, Ham street and south to and including George
street and Payne street. On the west side from the
B. & M. R. R. to and including St. Thomas street
and west to Belknap street. In addition, Rollins-
ford, Fresh Creek, Garrison Hill district and Black-
water.
GRADES VI, V
Central School—On the west side, from the B. &
M. R. R., to and including St. Thomas street and west
to Belknap street. In addition, Rollinsford, Fresh
Creek, Garrison Hill district and Blackwater.
Sawyer School—The northern part of the city
bounded on the south by Fourth street, west of the
Cocheco river, the B. & M. R. R., between Cocheco
and Central avenue and the northern Central limits.
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Belknap School (b)—South of the Central limits
to the lower end of Central avenue and as far west
as Locust street.
Belknap School (a)—All of the southern and west-
ern part of the city not included in the above limits.
GRADES IV, III, II
Sawyer School—The northern and western part of
the city. The southern boundary is Cocheco river;
the eastern boundary is Park street.
Pierce School—East of the Sawyer limits and as
far south as Portland street.
Varney School—East of Central avenue south from
the Pierce limits to George street and west to Payne
street, west of Central avenue, south from Sawyer
limits to Silver street and Rutland street and in-
cluding these streets.
Hale School—South of Varney limits to rural dis-
trict. Pupils from Garrison Hill district and Black-
water will be transported to the school having the
smallest number of pupils.
GRADE I
Sawyer School—The northern and western part of
the city. The southern boundary is the B. & M. R.
R. tracks and Fourth street west of the river, the
eastern boundary is Central avenue.
Pierce School—East of the Sawyer limits and
south to Portland avenue.
Varney School—East of Central avenue south from
the Sherman limits to Silver street and Rutland street
and including these streets.
Hale School—South from the Sherman and Var-
ney limits to Watson street and 227 Locust street.
Sherman School—South of the Pierce limits to
Washington street.




Monday—8.30-10.30, Sawyer VIII; 1.30-3.30, Bel-
knap VIII.
Tuesday—8.30-10.30, Central VIII A; 1.30-3.30,
Central VIII B.
Wednesday—8.30-10.30, Sawyer VII; 1.30-3.30,
Belknap VII.
Thursday—8.30-10.30, Sawyer VI; 1.30-3.30, Bel-
knap VI.




Monday—8.30-10.30, Sawyer VIII; 1.30-3.30,
Central VIII.
Tuesday—8.30-10.30, Central VIII; 1.30-3.30,
Central VII.
Wednesday—8.30-10.30, Sawyer VII; 1.30-3.30,
Belknap VII.
Thursday—8.30-10.30, Sawyer VI; 10.30-11.30,
Belknap VI B.





Monday—8.30-10.45, Pierce I, II, III and IV;
10.50-11.25, Sawyer III; 1.30-2.30, Sawyer I and II;
high school, orchestra of Grammar schools.
Tuesday—8.30-9.30, high school, Central V and
VI; 10.25-11.05, Seniors; 1.30-3.30, Belknap VII, VI,
V and VI, and V; 7.00-8.00 high school, Banjo Club.
Wednesday—8.30-9.00, Sawyer IV; 9.30-12.00,
rural schools; 1.30-3.30, Hale I, II, III and IV; 7.00-
8.30, high school, orchestra or high school.
Thursday—8.30-9.30, high school, Central VIII;
10,00-11.00, high school assembly; 11.00-11.30, Cen-
tral VII; 1.30-3.30, Varney I, II, III and IV; 7.00-
9.00, high school, High School Band.
Friday—8.30-10.45, Sawyer V, VI, VII and VIII;
11.00-11.30, high school, Central schools with radio;
1.30-2.30, Sherman I and II; 2.45-4.00, high school,
girls' Glee Club; 4.00-5.00, boys' Glee Club.
DRAWING
Helen L. Bronson
Monday—9.00-11.30, rural schools; 1.30-2.00,
Hale I; 2.00-2.30, Hale II; 2.30-3.00, Hale III; 3.00-
3.30, Hale IV.
Tuesday—8.30-9.00, Belknap V; 9.00-9.30, Bel-
knap V; 9.30-10.00, Belknap VI; 10.15-10.45, Bel-
knap VII; 1.30-2.00, Sawyer I; 2.00-2.30, Sawyer II;
2.30-3.00, Sawyer III; 3.00-3.30, Sawyer IV.
Wednesday—8.30-9.00, Central V; 9.00-9.30, Cen-
tral VI; 10.00-10.30, Sherman; 10.30-11.00, Sher-
man II; 1.30-2.00, Varney I; 2.00-2.30, Varney IV;
2.30-3.00, Varney III; 3.00-3.30, Varney II.
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Thursday—8.40-9.20, Sawyer VII; 9.20-10.00,
Sawyer VIII; 10.15-10.45, Sawyer V; 10.45-11.15,
Sawyer VI; 1.30-2.00, Pierce I; 2.00-2.30, Pierce II;
2.30-3.00, Pierce III; 3.00-3.30, Pierce IV.
Friday—8.30-9.10, Central VIII A; 9.10-9.50, Cen-




Perlie F. Stevens, residence, 108 Court street.
5.30-11.30 A. M.; 12.30-4.00 P. M. Six days per
week.
SOUTH SIDE
Frank H. Welch, residence, 178 Silver street.
Varney—8.00-8.30, 11.00-11.30 A. M. ; 2.45-3.30,
P. M.
Belknap—8.45-9.15, 10.30-10.45 A. M.; 2.00-2.30
and 3.30 P. M.
Hale—9.30-10.15 A. M. ; 1.30-1.45, 3.45-4.00 P. M.
NORTH SIDE
Branch McKay, residence, 6 Granite street.
Sawyer—8.15-9.00, 10.05-10.30 A. M. ; 1.25-2.15 and
3.45 P. M.
Sherman—9.05-9.30 A. M. ; 12.45-1.10, 3.00-3.15
P. M.
Pierce—9.35-10.00, 11.30 A. M.; 2.40-3.00, 3.30-
3.40 P. M.
MARRIAGE INTENTIONS
Filed in the Office of the City Clerk.
Dover, N. H.
Prior to the year 1877, the marriage records of
Dover are very incomplete, many years being en-
tirely missing.
In order to preserve all available evidence of
these early unions, and to provide an accessible rec-
ord for the future historian and for those who may
find it either necessary or desirable to trace their
ancestry, we are continuing in this issue, a transcript
of marriage intentions, for the ten years following
the close of the first installment, which appeared in
the City Reports for 1926.
The present list embraces the period from January
1, 1840, to January 1, 1850, giving the full name of
the prospective bride and groom, and the date when


































































































































































































































































































































John S. H. Durell
James M. York
























































































































































































































Elizabeth Kimball Oct. 21
Mary S. Ferrin Oct. 21
Ann Haffy Oct. 21
Catherine Caffey Oct. 21
Maria S. Stevens Oct. 21
Hannah C. Mathews Oct. 21
Kezia A. Peavey Oct. 28
Hannah Cook Oct. 28
Catherine Murphy Oct. 28
Margaret Ryan Oct. 28
Sarah Brennan Nov. 11
Mary E. Hyde Nov. 11
Sarah Ann Staples Nov. 11
Judith Mardin Nov. 15
Sophia Kimball Nov. 15
Sarah W. Hayes Nov. 15
Almira Jane Clark Nov. 15
Nancy Mathes Nov. 15
Hannah Roberts Nov. 25
Adaline J. Wentworth Nov. 25
Eleanor Kelley Nov. 25
Sarah J. Ham Nov. 25
Mary Woods Nov. 25
Sarah Connelly Nov. 28
Abby Ann Burrows Dec. 9
Abby F. Jenness Dec. 9
Lydia Perkins Dec. 9
Harriet E. Huckins Dec. 16
Aurelia Jordan Dec. 16
Mary B. Sargent Dec. 16
Mary Accles Dec. 16
Laura G. Whitehouse Dec. 16
Almira Foss Dec. 16
Mary Connor Dec. 16
Catherine Bowers Dec. 20
Betsey A. Demeritt Dec. 26
Mary I. Hamilton Dec. 26
Bridget Keenan Dec. 30
Elizabeth A. Swain Dec. 30
Lavinia Freeman Dec. 30
Mary E. Melloon Dec. 30

BIRTHS, MARRIAGES AND DEATHS
REGISTERED IN THE
CITY OF DOVER, N. H.
FOR THE
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Aldermen, Names and Residences of 3
Annual Appropriations 23




Clerk of Municipal Court 150
Executive Officer, Board of Health 109
Joint Standing Committee on Finance 68
Overseer of the Poor 153
Police Commissioners 144
Registrar of Motor Vehicles 70
School Committee 236
Street Commissioner 121
Superintendent of Schools 246
Pine Hill Cemetery 97
Water Works 198
Wentworth Hospital 168
Trustees of Dover Public Library 221
Wentworth Hospital 162
Water Commissioners 196
Bonded Indebtedness and Borrowing Capacity 21
City Government. Organization of 3
Councilmen, Names and Residences of 4
Dover Public Library, Auditor's Report on Account of 224
Report of Librarian 225
Report of Trustees 221
Dover Water Works, Receipts and Expenditures of 205
Report of Commissioners 196




Fire Department, Annual Report of Chief Engineer 77
Fire Alarms and Losses 83
Location of Fire Alarm Boxes 79
Inventory of City of Dover 18
Joint Standing Commitees 6
Marriage Intentions—1840-1850 306
Municipal Expenses :










Damage by Dogs 40
Dover Public Library 40
Dover Water Works 41
Election 41
Fire 42





Land and Buildings 48
Municipal Coal Supply 48
Notes Payable 49
Parks and Playgrounds 49
Police 51
Printing and Stationery 52
Refunding Highway Loan 53











Pine Hill Cemetery, Interments in 1930 97
Report of Collector 102
Report of Superintendent 97
Receipts and Expenditures 30-57
School Committee, Annual Report of 236
Committee on Finance and Claims 240
Superintendent of Schools 241
Street Commissioner. Annual Report of 121
Tax Lists, Condition of 19-20
Vital Statistics 333
Wentworth Hospital, Report of Board of Trustees 162
Report of Superintendent 168
Graduates of Training School 187
Report of Pathologist 190
Report of Roentgenologist 192
Report of Treasurer 194





